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Part 1. Information Theory and Coding 
P. Elias * 

Since 1957, there has been considerable progress in the theo ry of coding messages for 
transmission over noisy channels. There have been three main directions of advance. 
First, there has been work on the foundation s of the theory. During this time American 
mathematicians interested in probability have shown a serious interest in informat ion 
theory, since Feinstein's work (now available in book form) [Feinstein, 1958al and since 
the interest shown by Kolmogorov and Khinchin. Second, a great deal of work has been 
done on error-correcting block codes for noisy binary channels. This work has involved a 
good deal of modern a lgebra, and some mathematical algebraists have been joining the 
communications research workers in attacking these problems. Th ird, there has been con
t inu ing investigation of procedures in which input messages are coded and decoded sequ en
tially rather t han in long blocks. This work and the work on binary block codes both have 
significant practical implications for electrical communications. 

1. Foundations 

Shannon's original demon tration of the nOIsy 
channel coding theorem was an existence proof 
[Shannon, 1949J. Given a channel of capacity C 
bits per second and a rate of transmission R bits 
per second, the transmitter send sequences of N 
channel input symbols. The receiver receives 
sequences of N channel output ymbols and decides 
which input sequence was transmitted, making this 
decision incorrectly with probability P. What 
Shannon showed was that for R < C, P could be 

i made arbitrarily small by increa ing N. The proof 
was not constructive, and nothing quantitative 
was said about how rapidly P decreased as a func
tion of N for given Rand C. Feinstein [1954 i 1958aJ 
howed that P could be bounded by a decaying 

exponential in N. His proof covered channels with 
a simple kind of fmite memory. While constructive 
in principle it could not be used in practice to con-
truct a code with large N. In 1957, Shannon [1957J 

gave a remarkably concise proof based on his 
original random coding argument but more detailed 

J and precise, which al 0 gave an exponential bound 
to P as a function of N, and extended the proof to 
channels with considerably more complex memory. 
Blackwell, Breimann and Thomasian [1958J proved 
the existence theorem for channels with a finite-
tate memory of a still more general kind. Wolfo

witz [1960J and Feinstein [1959J have also proved 
converse theorems- the weak converse being that 
for R > 0, P cannot approach zero, and the strong 
converse being that for R > 0, P must approach 1. 

The kind of technique used by Shannon [1957J 
can be extended to obtain upper and lower bounds 
to the rate of exponential decay of P with N. Earlier 
work on binary channels had shown that for a con
siderable range of R less than ° the upper and lower 

I bounds essentially agreed, and. best possible behavior 
could be uniquely specified. Similar results have 

I been obtained by Shannon for more~'general channels. 
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This work is not yet published, but the case of a 
continuous channel with additive Gaussian noise 
has been treated in detail [Shannon, C. E., 1959J . 

The increasing interest of mathematicians in this 
field is evidenced by an article by Wolfowitz [1958J. 
In general the results which the mathematicians 
have obtained arc firmer proofs under more general 
circumstances of theorems whose general character 
was not urprising to communications researchers. 
However a recent paper [Blaclnyell, Breimann, and 
Thomasian, ] 959], ha presented an interesting new 
problem, defining capacity and proving a coding 
theorem for a channel whose parameters are not 
known precisely, but 3J.'e constrained to lie in known 
ranges. This work might be relevant to incomplete
ly measUTed and time-varying radio channel. So 
might a paper by Shannon [1958J on channels in 
which the transmitter has side information available 
about the state of a channel with memory : an exam
ple would be the information obta.ined by measure
ments of the propagation medium obtained> while 
communicating. 

2 . Binary Channels 

Starting with the earlier work of Hamming [1950J 
and Slepian [1956a, 1956b], error-correcting block 
codes for binary channels have been investigated 
extensively_ Peterson and Fontaine [1959J have 
searched for best possible error-correcting codes of 
short block length (up to 29) , using a computer. 
The number of code grows so rapidly 'with block 
length that it was necessary to use many equivalence 
relations and shortcut tests to eliminate codes from 
consideration early. A number of counterexamples 
were found to common conjectures about optimum 
codes. 

The use of error-correcting codes in practice has 
been limited by the difficulty of implementation, and 
by the fact that in many applications of interest 
the errors in the channel 3J.'e not independent, but 
OCCUT in runs or bursts. In e3J.'lier work Huffman 
[1956J had shown a coding and decoding procedure 



for the HamminO" code which was simple to imple
ment and Green ~nd SanSoucie [1958] have shown an 
easy 'implementation for a short multiple-el:l'or
correcting code. Hagelbarger [1.959] has descrIbed 
codes which correct errors occurnng m bursts whose 
implementation is not too difficult, and Abramson 
[1959] has described a hi~hly. e~cient and. easily 
implemented set of codes WIth sImIlar propeT~les . 

vYork on codes of longer block length, whlCh can 
correct multiple errors, started with .a decoding 
procedure given by Reed [1954] some tlille ago for 
the Reed-Muller family of codes. ~or really large 
block lenO"ths these codes are not effiClent, but Perry 
[1958] ha~ built a coder and decoder for ~ .Reed
Muller code which has block length of 128 dIgItS, 64 
of which are information digits and 64 check digits. 
This code can correct any set of 7 or fewer errors 
among the group of 128 and t~e ~fficiency: is quite 
good. Using microsecon.d. sWltch1l1.g devl~e.s , the 
units can keep up with millIsecond b1.nary \hgltS. . 

Calabi and Haefeli [1959] have mvestlgated m 
detail the burst correcting properties of a family of 
codes which has been introduced earlier for correc
tion of independent errors [Elias, P. , 1954]. They 
also discuss the implementation of these code 

A new family of codes discovered by Bose ~1lld 
Ray-Chaudhuri [1959, 1960] is much more effiCIent 
than the "Reed-Muller codes for larger block lengths. 
Although in the limit of infini~e block length tbe.se 
codes may also have zero effiClency, . at lel~gths of a 
few thousands digits they are tIll qmte good. 
Peterson [1960] has discovered an economical way 
to decode these codes. There is a great deal of cur
rent work on finding more properties of these codes, 
finding similar codes for channels which are sym
metric but not binary, and so forth. 

There has been a good deal of re?ent work on 
cyclic codes, including some encouragmg results o.n 
step-by-step decoding due to Prange [1959] .. Cychc 
codes are closely related to the sequences whlCh can 
be generated by shi~t reg~sters ",?th feedback con
nections. Recent dlscusslOns of these sequences 
have been given by Elspas [1959J and. by Zierler 
[1959] . A review of t.he recent alg~bralC work on 
coding theory, includmg the Galo.ls field t~eory 
which enters in the Bose-Chaudhun codes, WIll be 
given by Peterson in a monograph to be publish~d 
shortly [Peterson , 1960]. Most . of the resul.ts 111 
this area extend to channels whlCh have an mput 
alphabet of symbols whoses numb~r is I?ot 2 but any 
prime to any power, the channel stll~ bemg complete
ly symmetric in the way it. make.s ItS 81:rors .. N on
binary channels have been 111v~stlgated 111 theIr own 
right by Lee [1958] and by Ulnch [1957]. 

The introduction of two thresholds rather than 
one in a continuous channel introduces a null zone. 
The transmitter sends a binary signal, but the re
ceiver makes a ternary decision, not attempting to 
guess the value of signals received .in the null zone. 
Introducing the null zone may mCl·ease channel 
capacity as shown by Bloom et al. [1957]. It also 
has the 'valuable effect of reducing the amount of 
computation required in decoding, since it is easier 

to replace missing digits than to correct. inc?rrect 
ones. This is especially relevant for apphcatlOn to 
channels with Rayleigh fading. 

3 . Sequentia l Decoding 

Earlier work had shown that the block coding pro
cedure could be modified (in the binary case) by con
structing codes in a convolutional fashion , so that 
the coding and decoding of each digit was o~ the same 
character and involved the same delay [Ehas, 1955]. 
The parameter which replaces block len~th in suc~ a.n 
argument is the delay betw?en t~e receipt ?f fl: chg~t 
and the attcmpt to decode It rehably. TIllS slillph
fied the coding but left the decoding procedure as 
complicated as ev~r. However. Woze.ncraft [1957] I 
has shown that a smtable sequentIal cod1l1g procedure ) 
may be followed by a sequential decoding p!·ocedure 
which reduces the average amount of decodmg com
putation immensely. Like the best of the l<;mg bl?c~( 
codes now in prospect, this proc.edure promlse~ m~lh
second communication with nllcrosecond sWltch1l1g 
circuitry in the decoder at very high reliability. 
Unlike the block codes, however, Wozencraft's pro
cedure is statistical and not highly algebraic, and it 
may be expected to generalize to other . discrete 
channels with no special symmetry propertws . On 
the other hand the computation remains reasonable 
oilly for a range of R well below C. Epstein [1958] 
has studied a sequential decoding procedure for the 
erasure channel, and work on more general channels 
is under way. 

4. Conclusions on Coding 

The general conclusions of interest f<?r applications 
of error-correcting codes are two. FIrst, there are 
now several good small.codes which cor!·ect bu~sts of 
errors which could be mstrumented fanIy eaSIly for ! 
use in'situations in which a rate well below capacity 11 

can be tolerated so that short codes may be used. 
These may find early application in sending digital 
data over telephone lines . Second, there are now 
available several kinds of large block codes and 
sequential codes which ~ll permit very reliable 
transmission over long dIstance scatter ch3:nnels , 
which can also be implemented. The cost of Imple
mentation is appreciable in these cases, ~ut curr~nt 
computer circuitry is fast enough to permIt dec?clmg 
at transmission rates of the order of 1,000 bmary 
digits per second, coded in ?l.ock~ or with sequential , 
constraints hundreds of ChgltS m length, and the 
alternative of more large antennas or greater trans
mitter power are also expensive. It seems likely 
that such systems will be in experimental use by the 
next international URSI meeting in 1963. 

5. Other Topics 

Less progress has been made in the ec~no.mical 
coding of information sources. In part thIS IS be
cause such progress becomes work in speech analysi 
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of television system and not information theory as 
~ such. However it might be worth noting that a 
/ scheme for coding runs of constant intensity in tele-
1 vision has been demonstraLed at full televison speed 

by Schreiber [195 ]. 
A relation between the bandwidth and the duration 

of a signal is imposed by the Heisenberg uncertainty 
principle, whose applicability to time functions was 
pointed out by Gabor many year ago. Kay and 
Silverman [1959] have examined this relationship 
more carefully, and a form of the uncertainty prin
ciple which places a lower bound on the sums of 
entropies rather than on the products of second 
moments is discussed by Leipnik [1960] . Starn [1959] 
also discusses this entropic inequality and closely 

1 related results . 
" The sampling theorem is closely related to these 

questions. Linden and Abramson [1960] have given 
a generalization which permits the closed form ex
pression of a bandlimited function in terms of sam
ples of the func tion and its first k derivatives, taken 
at time intervals (lc+l) times as far apart as is re
quired for samples of the function value alone. This 
extends earlier work by Jagennan and Fogel [1956] . 
Results bearing both on the uncertainty principle 
and on approximate sampling theorems- i .e., 
theorems concerning functions which include all but 
a fraction OJ of their energy in bandwidth Wand all 
but a fraction 02 of their energy in a time interval of 
duration T- are the subject of active current work. 
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Part 2 . Random Processes 

P. Swerling * 

Research on random processes in the period under 
~onsideration may be conveniently summarized 
under three main headings : statistical properties of 
the output of nonlinear devices; estimation theory 
-for random processes; and representation theory for 
l'andom processes. 

Under the first heading, the investigations concern 
the statistical properties of the output of a nonlinear 
device, or of a linear filter following a nonlinear 
d evice, when the input is a random process having 
prescribed statistics. These problems are of great 
interest since this is a model for many types of 
receivers. The period 1957 to 1960, continuing 
-earlier work, has seen the buildup of a large inventory 
-of results and of methods for attacking this class of 
problems. 

One of the most comprehensive approaches is 
reported on in papers by Darling and Siegert [1957], 
and by Siegert [1957, 19581. These papers report on 
work actually done earlier. The problem considered 
is that of finding the (first order) probability distri
bution function of the quantity 

J ¢[x(r),rjdr, 

where cf> is a prescribed function and x(r ) is a com
ponen t of a stationary n-dimensional Markoff 
process. Many problems in the category under 
consideration are special cases of this . The approach 
is via the characteristic function of the required 
probability distribution; it is shown that this charac
teristic function must satisfy two integral equations. 
Under certain conditions, it can also be shown that 
the characteristic function must satisfy two partial 
differential equations. 

Another type of problem in this category is the 
investigation of the second or higher order proba
bility distributions of the output, and particularly 
of the autocorrelation function of the output or the 
cross-correlation between two or more such outputs. 
For example, Price [1958] gives a theorem which is 
useful in deriving such auto- and cross-correlations 
when the inputs are Gaussian. The theorem stated 
can be used in many cases to calculate the quantity 

where (xlJ ••• , xn ) is a Gaussian vector and j i are 
prescribed functions. 

Many other papers, for example Leipnik [19581, 
Pierce [1958], Kielson et al., [1959], Helstrom and 
Isley [19591, McFadden [1959], Campbelll[1957], and 

' Rand Oorporation, Santa Monica, Oalif. 

Leipnik [1959], have been written giving special I 
results and using a number of different approaches. \ 

Work has also continued on the problem of the ,~ 
distribution of zero crossings of Gaussian processes 
[Helstrom, 1957, and Brown, 1959] . 

Under the heading of estimation theory for random 
processes one might first mention the subject of 
estimating the spectral density of stationary Gaus
sian processes. Two references [Grenander and 
Rosenblatt, 1957, and Blackman and Tukey, 1959] I 

summarize much work on this problem, a great deal 
of which had been done previously (but not all of 
which had been published previously). Blackman 
and Tukey discuss two types of estimates of the 
power spectrum, viz: estimation of the autocorrela
tion function , multiplication by a prescribed function 
of time called a "lag window," followed by Fourier \ 
transforma tion; or, passing the observed process 
through a filter of specified transfer function and 
calculating the average power of the output. They 
derive expressions for the first and second moments 
of such estinlates, as well as of the cross-moments of 
estimates of the spectral density at two different 
frequencies. Grenander and Rosenblatt discuss 
similar types of spectral estimates, emphasizing and 
utilizing the fact that these as well as most other 
useful estimates of spectral density are quadratic 
forms in the observed data. They derive first and 
second order moments, as well as asymptotic proba
bility distributions for large observed samples, of 
such estimates. 

A recent paper of Grenander, Pollak, and Slepian 
[1959] discusses the small sample case, relying heavily 
on the fact that spectral density estimates are usu- " 
ally quadratic forms in the observed data. I 

In an interesting paper Slepian [1958] has dis
cussed the following hypothesis-testing problem: 
given an observed sample of a Gaussian random 
process, known to be characterized by either one of 
two prescribed power spectra, which power spectrum 
does the process actually have? It turns out that in \ 
problems of this type, the measures induced by the 
two alternative hypotheses may be singular with 
respect to each other; in which case, itis possible to ' 
decide between the alternatives with arbitrarily I 

small error probability, and with an arbitrarily small 
sample. Slepian gives various sufficient conditions J 
for this. The power spectra satisfying his conditions , 
are, moreover, standard types very frequently r 
postulated. This emphasizes that the mathematical 
model one chooses must be carefully chosen to be I 

appropriate to the problem one is trying to solve. I 
Another type of estimation problem for random 

processes is considered by Swerling [1959]. SupposeJ' 
a prescribed waveform, depending on one or more 
unknown parameters, is observed in additive Gaus- \j" 
sian noise hf<.ying prescribed autocovariance function , 
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and zero mean. Expressions are derived for the 
greates t lower bound for the variance of es tima tes 
Df the unknown parameters having prescribed bia . 
These grea tes t lower bounds are found to coincide 
in certain special cases with the variance, obtained 
by Woodward, of maximum likelihood es timates of 
the unknown parameters. Similar problems arc 
inves tigated in Middleton [1959]. 

In the field of representation theory for random 
processes, work has continued on the subj ect of 
Tepresentation of nonlinear operations on random 
processes- especially for Gaussian processes. Papers 
by Zadeh [1957] and Bose [1959] and a book by 
Wiener [1958] deal with this problem. The approach 
followed is, first, to express the initial random process 
{ x(t) } as a series .. 

x( t)= ~unan (t) , 
n=l 

where {a n (t ) } is a se t of orthonormal functions oyer 
t he interval of definition of {x(t ) }. If {x(t ) } is 
Gaussian , the Un are Gau sian and, if a m(t ) arc 
properly chosen, can be made independent. Any 
linear or nonlin ear functional of {x(t) } can then be 
regarded as a function of UJ, . . • , Un, . . . . 
Second, one may choose a set of functions of Lhe 
variables Un which are or thonormal in the stochas tic 
sense as explained, for example, in Zac~eh [1957] 
with respect to the process {x (t ) }. Then, nonlinear 
funetionals of {x(t ) } may be expanded in a series of 
the orthogonal functions of the variables Un. 

Other research in the field of r epresen tation theory 
has treated such subj ects as: 

Use of bi-orthonormal expansions [Leipnik, 1959], 
envelopes of waveforms [Arens, 1957, and Dugundji, 
1958] , the sampling theorem and related topics 
[Balakrishnan, 1957, and Lerner, 1959], and harmonic 
analysis of multidimensional processes [Weiner and 
Masani, 1957 and 1958]. 

Much of this work in representation theory pro
vides useful tools for at tackin g the problems dis
cussed under the first Lwo headings above. 
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Part 3 . Pattern Recognition 

Arthur Gill * 

Pattern recogn~tion, in its :videst sense, cuts across many fields of engineering interest
from character senslllg to learlllng theory, and from machine translation to decision-making 
te?hn~ques. Inasm~c~ as the problem of recognizing patterns is that of simulating human 
thlllklllg processes, It IS also. clos.el:\.' related to none~gineerin~ fiel~s such as physiology, 
psychology, cryptology and lmgUlstlcS . No attempt IS made III thIs report to summarize 
thc developments III all these areas . Rather, pattern recognition developments are reported 
only to the extent that they represent a direct cont ribution to t he theory of information . 
!he enclosed bibliography is c?l~pile~ primar!ly from engineering journals ; consequently, 
It wIll be found that .the ~m'phasls III thIs r eport IS pl.aced on the recognition of visual patterns, 
rather than vocal, lIngUlstlC or other patterns, whIch a re mainl y covered in nonengineering 
publications. 

The rea?on for the acute engineering interest in vi sual patterns is t he recent emergence 
of the folloWlllg two urgent problems: (a) How can redundancy be removed from t elevision 
pictures, so that video signals could be t rans.mitted at a greatly reduced waveband; (b) 
How can pnnted documents be read aut omatIcally, so that the most serious bottleneck
the human typis t or card puncher- could be elimina ted from digital data-processing systems. 
Although these two topics are treated separately in the literature, both represent different 
aspects of the s ame general problem of pattern recognition. This problem may be divided , 
somewhat a.r~lficJally, llltO tl?ree phas~s : (1). ~ledundancy remo val, (2) Recognition programs, 
(~ ) Recogl1ltlOn sys tem desIgn. ThIs dlV1SlOl1 wli l be adopted in the following summary. 
Slllce t he boundarI es between three phases are not well defin ed the co nespondin rr bi bli ography 
classifi cation should not be regarded as too rigorous.' 0 • 

3 .1. Redundancy Removal 

Both the compression of television bandw-idth 
and the design of character recognizers, require the 
determination of the source redundancies , and the 
establishment of scanning-coding schemes which 
would minimize these redundancies. Considerable 
work: has been done in the past three years on the 
"run-length" scheme, where lengths of pattern runs, 
rather than values of individual cells, constitute the 
transmitted information. [Capon, 1959; Michel , 
1958; 1957] . The redundancies which may be 
eliminated under this scheme were measured for 
some sources of practical interest, and bounds were 
found for the potential bandwidth saving [Deutsch, 
1957; Powers and Staras, 1957; Schreiber and 
Knapp, 1958]. Another scheme that was explored 
is one in which scanning is confined to the minimal 
set of cells necessary for recognition under noiseles 
and noisy conditions [Gill, 1959]. Progress has 
also been made in the techniques of measuring the 
autocorrelation function of two-dimensional patterns 
[Kovasznay and Arman, 1957]. 

3.2. Recognition Programs 

Although the removal of redundancies from the 
given patterns simplifies and accelerates their recog
nition, the recognition itself is a result of a predeter
mined series of decision rules - applied sequentially 
or simultaneously- which is called "a recognition 
program." The program invariably involves a set 
of transformations performed on the unknown pat
terns, followed by a comparison of the transformed 
pattern with a precompiled library of reference 
patterns. The size of the library and the length of 

"Departmen t of Electrical Engineerin g, University of California, Berkeley, 
Calif. 

the comparison process depend on the chosen set of 
transformations. Thus far, no universal procedure 
has been formulated for selecting a necessary or 
sufficient transforma tion set for a given pattern 
source; rather, each investigator uses intuitive or 
heuristic arguments to propose such a set for the 
specific source under investigation [Bledsoe and 
Browning, 1959; Dimond, 1957]. The approach 
which seems to be the most popular in the case of 
character recognition, is the association of each 
pattern with a distinct set of two-dimensional 
features ("corner," "intersection," "arc," etc.) which I 

can be abstracted from each pattern with the aid of I 

digital computers [Bomba, 1959; Kamentsky, 1959 ; J 
Unger, 1959]. The necessary set of concepts is, \ 
again, presented heuristically. Similar situation 
exists in recognition programs proposed for other 
classes of patterns [Gold, 1959]. 

3.3. Recognition System Design 

Once a set of transformations is selected for the 
recognition program, a system has to be constructed 
for executing the program. The intuitive basis on 
which the program is constructed, forces most in
vestigators to plan a flexible system, in which trans
formations can be readily varied either manually or 
automatically as more experience is gained on the 
nature of the pattern source and the performance of 
the program (the automatic method is closely re
lated to problems concerning "adaptive systems," 
which are not reviewed in this report). The majority 
of all recognition systems built to elate are found to 
be still in the "learning" stage, serving as testing ,.J 
grounds for the various schemes devised by the ~ 
respective invest.igators [Grenias et al., 1957 ; Kirsch 
et al. , 1957 ; Tp,rsofl', 1957]. A byproduct of these 
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cil'cumsLances are the so-called "pattern synthesis" 
techniqu es, developed for simulating various pattern I 

ources for test purposes [Flores and R agonese, 1958 ; 
Grenias and Hill , 1957]. These techniques are also 
a pplied to the design of optimal-style pattern , 
where a limited degree of freedom may be exercised 
over the construction of the source itself . 

It seems that although a considerable progress 
has been made in various areas of pattern recogni
tion, it is still minute in comparison with the prob
lems that still remain unresolved. The scanning
coding techniques devised for transmitting visual 
patterns compress the currently employed bandwidth 
by at most a factor of 10, while a factor of a million 
is required in ord er to approach the recognition 
capacity of the human eye. Automatic reading of 
relatively standardized characters is in a relatively 
high development stage, but the mechanical recog
nition of handwri ting or speech are still practically 
unfeasible. Further progress in thi field seems to 
lie in three directions: (a) D eeper analysi of the 
redundancies inheren t in t he various elasses of pat
tern sources, (b ) Formul ation of procedures for 
d etermining optimal ets of transformations required 
for recognizing given sets of patLerns, (c) Simulation 
of learning processes with digital computers. It i 
hoped tha t the ncxt three years will witness 
significant contributions to these basic problcms. 
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Part 4 . Detection Theory 

Robert Price * 

4.1. Remarks 

The period since the XII General Assembly has 
seen a consolidation of the closely related concepts 
of ' Vald, Woodward, Middleton, and Van Meter, 
and Peterson, Birdsall, and Fox into a fairly unified 
theory of detection, together with the successful 
application of the theory to a variety of problems. 
Through this approach, 'optimal ' detector structures 
for electronic systems can be syn thesized provided 
that the designer has a priori knowledge of the 
governing statistics and error costs. At the same 
time, older and more standard d~tection techniques 
have continued to receive attention, the theoretical 
results generally being stated in terms of proba
bility-oI-error or signal-to-noise ratio at the detector 
output. If one must attribute the discovery of 
any new, guiding principles to the preceding three
year period, the most likely candidates would seem 
to be found in those few studies which have sought 
theories which can cope effectively with situations 
in which a priori knowledge is seriously lacking. 

It appears that roughly half the effort of the past 
three years has been devoted to specific detection 
problems in radar and communications. In con
temporary communications studies considerable heed 
is paid to 'optimum' detection procedures, there 
being less inclination to examine conventional, 
suboptimum detectors than in the radar analyses. 
The reason for this may be that the radar designer 
faces considerably greater a priori uncertainty, 
both with regard to the signal and the channel 
through which it comes. By contrast, relatively 
simpler channels have usually been assumed without 
loss of r ealism in communications problems, while 
the communications system designer also has more 
direct control of the signal. The appropriate opti
mum detectors for communications then turn out 
to be !'ather elementary, and can at present be con
structed with hardly more effort than suboptimum 
devices require. In fact, the communications en
vironment is generally 'clean' enough that much 
recent work has been concerned with determining 
good sets of transmitted signal waveforms, the use of 
an optimum receiver being taken for granted. 

The bulk: of the remaining effort has dealt with 
pecial topics in detection oi quite general applica

tion . Further study in sequential decision has been 
made both theoretically and through Monte Carlo 
computer experimentation, in the hope of achieving 
ignificant speedup in detection over fixed-sample 

operation. Greater understanding of the detection 
of stochastic signals in noise has been sought for 
applications in such fields as radio astronomy and 

-Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T., Lexington, MMS. 

in systems where rapidly fading channels are en
countered. There has been some work on param- « 
eter estimation for a finite number of parameters, 
a subject which is virtually inseparable from detec
tion theory. Detection losses in nonlinear devices 
have also received further examination. 

Attempts to circumvent the a priori difficul ty 
represent only a small fraction of the output of the 
past three years in detection analysis, but have 
perhaps the most significance for future work. 
Original attacks have been made through game ( 
theory, comparison of experiments, nonparametric 
techniques, dynamic programing, and inductive 
probability. It is hoped that one or more of these 
tools will prove effective in breaking new ground. 

4.2. Papers 

The following list of references has been drawn 
largely from the American journals concerned with 
statistical communication theory and information 
theory, but also contains a few laboratory technical 
reports . Thi selection omits papers on multiple 
parameter estimation, and the estimation of signal 
waveforms and impulse responses, since these 
topics verge on fll tering theory. Other closely related 
subj ects which are not covered arc classical studies 
in hypothesis testing that do not refer to electronic 
systems, investigations into ambiguity functions of 
radar waveforms, and information-feedback sys
tems. I rfhe future pursuit of feedback studies may 
well lead to wider interchanges in detection notions 
between radar and communications. 
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ments' to detection problems, IRE Nat . Con v. Record, 
Pt. 4, 22 (1958). (A s imple but realistic example demon
strates the possibility of showing that one system is superior 
to another r egardless of cost assignmen ts and a priori 
message probabilities.) 

B ellman , R . and R . K alab a, On the role of dynamic pro
gra ming in statistical communication theory, IRE Trans. 
on Inform. Theory IT- 3, 197 (1957) . (Although not 
explicitly a pplied to detection, t his " learning" techniqu e 
suggests ways of obtaining t he a priori probabilities when 
they are not known, or a.re changing.) 

Capon , J ., A nonpa.rametric t echnique for t he detection of a 
constant s ignal in additive noise, IRE vVescon Conv. 
Record, P t. 4, 92 (1959). (An approach which is strongly 
invariant to probability distribution, based on comparisons 
between the r eceived sample, and a r eference sample drawn 
from noise-only populat ion.) 

Nilsson , N . J. , An application of t he t heory of games t o 
radar r eception problems, IRE Nat. Conv. R ecord, Pt. 4, 
130 (1959). (J amming considered. Minimax solution is 
for both t he radar and t he jammer t o use broad-band 
noiselike waveforms.) 

chwartz, L. S. , B . H arris, and A. Hauptschein, Information 
rat e from the viewpoint of inductive probabilit y, IRE 
Nat. Conv. R ecord, P t. 4, 102 (1959). (Carn ap 's philos
ophy invoked to estimat e probabilities.) 
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h . Miscellaneous 

Slade, J . J . Jr., L. F . Nanni, S. Fich, and D . A. Molon y, 
Moment detection and coding, Commun . Eleetroni c~, 
275 (1957) . 

Bloom, F. J ., S. S. L . Chang, B . Harris, A. Hauptsehein, and 
K . C. Morgan, Improvement of binary t ransmission by 
null-zone reception, Proc. IRE 45, 963 (1957). (Shows 
that introducing decis ion null-zones results in a higher 
upper limit to allowable information rate, relative to -<;j 
simple binary decision.) 

Middleton , D., A comparison of random and periodic data 
sampling for the detection of signals in noise, IRE Trans. 
on Inform. Theory IT- 5, 234 (1959). (Concludes that 
periodic sampling is better. ) 

Stewart, J . L., and E . C. Westerfield, A th.eory of active 
sonar det ection , Proc. IRE i7, 872 (1959). (Considers 
reverberation , using a pseudo-random transmission and a 
cross-correia tor detector.) 

i. Books 

Recent books, available or in press at the end of 1959, in 
which det ection analysis receives major treatment : 
Middleton, D ., An introduct ion to stat isti cal communication 

theory (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., N ew York, N .Y., 
1960) . 

Davenport, W. B . Jr., and W. L . Root, An int roduction t o 
t he t heory of random s ign als and noise (McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., New York, N .Y ., 1958). 

H elstrom, C. VV., Statistical theory of s ignal detection, 
P ergamon Press (in press). 
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\ Part 5. Prediction and Filtering 
1. A. Zadeh * 

Much on the research o n prediction a nd filterin g co ndu cled in the un ited States during 
t he period 1957- J9GO was concern ed esse nt ially with various exte nsion s of ·Wie ner 's t heory. 
In pa r t icular, exte nsions in volvi ng nonstationary co nlillUOUS t ime processes, vector-valued 
processes, stnt ionary and nonstationa ry discrete-time pro cesses, non Gaussia n processes, 
in completely s pec ifi ed processes, a nd nonlin ear filters a nd predi ctors have received atte ntion . 

A new and very promisin g direction in prediction theory h as been ope ned by t he a pplica
tion of Bellma n's dy na mic programing to the dete rminat ion of optima l ada ptive fi lters a nd 
predictors. Actually , t he basic work of Bellman a nd K a laba [1958, 1959, 1960] a nd its 
exte nsions and a pplications by Freimer [1959], Aoki , Kalma n, a nd Koepc ke [1 95 ], a nd 
M erri a m [1959] a re not concerned with prediction a nd fil te rin g as s uch. H owever, (he 
rece nt work of Kalman s hows that, mathematicall y, there is a du a lit y between lhe filterin g 
proble m a nd t he control problems conside red by Bellma n a nd K alaba, a nd ot hers. Thus, 
t hese contributions are likely to have a consi dera ble impact on the co urse of deve lopment of 
t he t heory of filtering and prediction in the years ahead, and poin t toward an increas in g 
utilizat ion of digital comp uters and the conce pts and techniqu es of discrete-state sys tcms 
both in t he des ign of predic t ing and filtering sche mes and in t he ir impl e mentat ion . 

During the past two years four books conta inin g in aggregate a substant ia l a mount of 
materi a l on pred iction and fil te rin g have been publis hed . D avenport and Root [1958] 
present a clear expos it ion of "rie ne r's t heory a nd some of its cxte ns ions.\\'ie ne r [1958] 
di sc usses orthogonal expa nsions of nonlin ear functionals but stops s hort of a ppl y in g them 
to prediction proble ms. Be ndat [1958] prese nts a ge ne ral survey of linear predi ct ion a nd 
trea ts some specia l proble ms in co ns idera bl e detail. Middl eto n [1960] co ntains a t horough 
ex position of t he class ical predic t ion theory together with a t heo ry of recept ion in whi ch the 
proble ms of pred ictio n and fil te rin g a re formulated in t he f ramewo rk of decision t heory. 
The a ppe ndi x of Middl eto n' s boo k includes a n informa ti ve ectio n on t he solu t ion of t he 
Wi e ner-Hopf equation a nd some of its vari a nts. 

A 11'0re detailed discuss ion of t he contributio ns to fil te ring and prediction theory is 
presented in t he followin g pages. For co nvenience, Lhc s ubjects of no nlinear fil te ri ng, non
stationary and discrete-time fil te ring, a nd miscella neous co nt ribu t ions are dea lt ,,"it h 
sepa rately. 

5 .1. Nonlinear Filtering 

The contributions to nonlinear filtering and predic
I tion }~ave ce ntered lar/2icly on . the fundn:mental work 
i of Wlener [1953] and Its earher exten sIOns by Bose 
[1956] and Barrett [1955] . A discernible trend in 

. research in this area is to consider special types of 
processes for which optimal nonlinear filters assume 

,a simple form . A key 'vork in this conn ection is 
) that of Barret t and Lampard [1955], in which the 
dass, A, l of all second order densit~T fun ction s ad-

Barrett-Lampard expansion were inve tigated by 
Leipllik [1.959], while necessary and sufficient condi
tions und er which P (X 1,X2;T) can be expressed in th e 
form (1) have been given by J. L. Brown [1958]. 
Brown also s tudied [1957] a more gencral class of 
densities for which the expans ion (1) is nondiagonal 
and the coefficients A mn(T) are restricted by the 
relation A m1(T) = dmall(T) , m = l , 2, ... , the dm 
being real constants . As shown by Brown , proces es 
with densities of this type exhibit a number of in
teresLin g properties. 

mitting a diagonal representation of the form . 

"" 
P(X1,X2; T)= P(X j)P(X2) ~ I n(T)On(x1)On(x2) (1) 

n=O 

r'is introduced. Here P(Xl, X2 ;T) denotes the second 
I order density of a stationary process {X(t)},.J l=X(t), 
IX2=x(t+ T), p(x) is the first order denSIty, and 
{On (x) } is a family of polynomials with the ortho

Igonality property 

Jp (X) Om (X) On(x)dx=omn. (2) 

In particular, Barrett and Lampard have shown that 
Gaussian and Rayleigh processes are of this type, 

[with the On being Hermite and Laguerre polynomials, 
respectively. Convergence and other aspccts of the 

f', *Department of Electrical Engineering, U ni verSity of Cali forni a, Berkeley, 
Calif. 

1 In Barrett and Lampard's definition of A, IJ(TJ, X2; r) is: not assumed to be 
tsymmctrical. 
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One way in which the Barrett-Lampard expansion 
can be used in nonlin ear filtering was pointed out by 
Zadeh [1957]. Specifically, assume that the second 
order densit:v of a process with zero mean can be 
represented by (1), with the I1n(x) not necessarily 
having the form of polynomials. Then , iI an opti
mal (minimum variance) filter is sought in the class 
of filters admitting the representation 

where the K n(T) are undetermined kernels, and the 
desired outpu t is written as 

J''''' 
F *(x) = '--' K ;;(T)On[X(t - T) ]clT , 

mE Al -00 

(4) 

where Nlis a :fin ite inde" set and the K~(T) are given 
kernels, the determin ation of the K n(T) reduces to 
the solu tion of a finite number of Wiener-HopI 



integral equations 

So'" K ",(T)A",(t -T)(!T = I -"'", K *(T)A",( t-T)dT , meM 

(5) 
with K n=O if n ~M. 

Another type of process- for which the problem 
of determining an optimal nonlinear predictor is 
greatly simplified- was introduced by Nuttall [1958] . 
Specifically, Nuttall calls a process separable 2 if 
the conditional mean of Xz given XI can be represented 
as 

(6) 

where Jl is the mean value of the process and p(T) 
is its normalized autocorrelation function . Separa
ble processes form a slightly broader class than that 
defined by Brown [1957]. 

Among the many interesting properties of separa
ble processes is the following prediction property. 
Let set) be a signal mixed with additive noise. Then, 
if {s (t) } is a separable process, the best estimate of 
s (t+ T) in terms of the best estimate of s (t ) is given 
by 

s* (t + T) = s* (t)p s( T) + Jl s[l - Ps(T)], (7) 

where Ps( T) and Jls are the normalized autocorrelation 
and the mean value of the signal process, and starred 
quantities, represent optimal (minimum variance) 
es timates. In the absence of noise, the explicit 
formula for the best predictor in terms of set) becomes 

s* (t + T) = s (t) ps( T) + Jl s[l - Ps( T )]. (8) 

Still another type of process for which the predic
tion problem is manageable was considered by D. A. 
George [1958]. Here the observed signal jet) is 
assumed to be the output of an invertible nonlinear 
system N preceded by an invertible linear system 
L to which a white Gaussian signal x(t) is applied. 
Thus, symbolically,j= NLx and X= L - IN- :f. Then, 
if an optimal estimate of j(t+ 0:: ) is denoted by 
jet+ 0::), it is not difficult to find an operator H e< 
acting on the present and past values of x(t) such 
that j(t+ cc )= I-:-l e< [x(t)]. Once H e< has been found, 
jet+ cc) can be expressed in terms of the present and 
past values of jet) by the relation Jct+ cc )=H e<L - 1 
N - :f. 

While some authors have sought to simplify the 
prediction problem by considering processes with 
special properties, others have turned to special types 
of nonlinear operators. In particular, the work of 
Bose [1956, 1959] was extended by D . A. Chesler 

N 

[1958] to operators of the form FCL,CncPn), where F 
n=l 

denotes either a linear operator with memory, or a 
nonlinear memoryless operator, or a more general 
nonlinear operator possessing an inverse; the Cn are 

, It should be noted that tbe term "separable process" is used in the theory of 
stochastic processes in an altogether different sense. 

adjustable constants, and the cPn are nonlinear opera
tors such that the expectation E { cPn (x)cPm (x) } = O [ 
for m~n, x being the input to the filter. As was 
shown by Bose in the absence of F the optimal value 
of each C can be determined by measuring the mean
square error as a function of, say, Ci and assigning 
to Ct the value which minimizes the mean-square 
error. This method is shown by Chesler to be appli
cable also when F is a linear operator or a nonlinear "'1 
operator with no memory. The extension is less 
straightforward when the only assumption on F is i 
that it possesses a realizable inverse. 

In all the foregoing analyses the signal process is 
assumed to be stationary. However, there are 
many situations of practical interest in which an 
appropriate representation for the signal is a series ; 
of the form 1 

(9) 

in which the cPi(t) are known functions of time and 
the Ci i are unknown constants or random variables. , 
In such cases, the problem of filtering or predicting 
set) reduces to the estimation of the coefficients Ci i. \ 

It was shown some time ago by Laning [1951] I 

that when (a) the noise if additive, stationary and 
Gaussian, (b) the joint distribution of the Ci i is I 
known , and (c) the loss function L (e) is nonnegative 
and vanishes for e= O, optimal estimators for the Ci t 

are memoryless nonlinear functions of linear com- -( 
binations of values of the input over the in terval of 
observation. In a recent paper, similar results were I 
obtained by a different and more rigorous method by 
Kallianpur [1959]. More specifically, for the case I 
where the interval of observation is [0, Tl, and the . 
loss function is quadratic, Kallianpur derived explicit 
expressions for Lhe best estimate of set) at time I 
T + Tl in terms of n linear functionals of the form ~ 

17' 

x(t)Pi(t)dt, i = l, 2, .. "n, 

where x(t) is :he sum of signal and noise, and the Pt(t ) I 
are square integrable solutions of integral equations J 

1T . 

o R (t-T) Pi(T)dT = cPi( t ),i= l, 2, .. " n, 

J, 

(10) i 

I 
in which R(T) is the correlation function of the 
process. I 

:More concrete results for the same general problem . 
. were obtained by Middleton [1959] and Glaser and ) 
Park [1958]. In particular, Middleton found explicit 
expressions for minimum variance estimators of the I 
Cit for the cases where (a) the a i are jointly normally . 
distribu ted, (b) the Ci i are independen t and Rayleigh 
distributed, (c) the a i are independent and t.heir 
distributions aJ'e not symmetrical, (d) tbe Ci i are 
independent and their distributions are symmetrical.l· 
Of these cases, only (a) and (d ) yield linear estimator 
for the Ci i ' j 
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The relfltion bet ween m3);imum likelihood, l11mI
mum variance and least squares estimates of the a i 

'was studied in earlier papers by :YIann [1954] and 
Mann a.nd '\i[oraJ~d.a [1954] . .A munbe~' of interesting 
propertIes of mInImum vanance estImates of s(t) 
and its derivatives for th e ca e 'where the ¢ j (t ) are 
polynomials in t were found b~T 1. Kanter [1958, 

~ 1959] , A central r esult of Kanter is that an optimal 
, 'weighting fun ction for predicting the )'11 derivative 

of nth degree polynomial can be expressed uniquely 
and simply in terms of optimal estima tors of k th 

derivatives of ph degree polYl1omials, with k ranging 
between j and n . 

5.2. Filtering and Prediction of Nonstation
ary, Discrete-Time, and Mixed Processes 

As is well known [.\diller, Zadeh , 1956], e);tensions 
of W'iener's theory to llonst a tionary processes lead 
to integr fl l equation s of the ge nerfll form 

in whi ch N(t , T) is the covariance fUllction of the 
observed process. Li t tle can be done toward Lhe 
soluti?l1 of this eq,u ation whell fl U, :-) is a n arbitrary 
covarIan ce fun etlOn , Thus, contnbuLlOll s to the 
theor~- of prediction of nOllslationary continuous 
time processes consist essen tially of methods of 
solving (11) in specifll Cflses . 

Along these lines, Shinbrot [1957] discussed the 
solution of (11) for the case where R (t, T) can be 
e);pressed in tll e form 

.V 

R (t , T)= y': (12) 
n= l 

) Using Shinbrot 's methods, th e solution of (11) 
reduces to the solution of a sys tem of differential 
equations with time-va]'~-ing cocfftcicn ts, There is 
some advantage in such a r cduction when one has 
available a diffel'cn tial anal~-zeJ' or an equivalent 

I machine. Similar r esults arc :yielded ? y a theory 
\ due to D a.rhngton [1958, 1959], In whlCh m any of 
" the concepts and techniques of time-invariant 
I networks ar e exten ded to time-varying networks . 

As in the paper of .\IIiller and Zadeh [1956], a key 
assumption in these approaches is that the observecl 
process may be generated by acting on white noise 

I with a product of differential and inverse-differential 
operators, or equivalently, with a lumped-parameter 
linear time-varying network. Da rlington 's paper 
[1958] contains also a simplified technique for finding 
a finite memory 'Wiener filter for sta tionary signal 

I and noise, 
A special case for which explicit solution can be 

found has been studied by B endat [19571. H ere 
the basic assumption is t.hat the signal is of the form 

x 
s (t )= O for t< O, s(t)= 'L: ( a n cos nwt+ b" sin nwt) for 

1 
, t 2': 0, where the a n and b" are ran dom variabl es wi th 
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known covariance matrices, while t he covanance 
function of the noise is of the form 

R(t 1 ,(2) = Ae-~ I I I - '2 1 cos 'Y (t l- /2) for tl , t2 2': ° 
= 0 for tl < O or i2< 0. (13 ) 

Closely related cases in which the prediction problem 
can be solved completely are those in which the 
nonstationarity of signal and noise processes is due 
to. a truncation (e.g., multiplying the signal and 
~lOI~e . by a step. fun ction ) ?f .station~ry processes. 
fhl.S IS true also In the case of discrete-tIme processes, 
as IS demol1strated by several exampl es in Fri ed
land 's [1958] extcnsion of IViener's theory to non
stationary sampled-data processes, 

Se.ve~al in terestin.g results concerning the linear 
prechctlOll of f1JLermg of stationary discr ete-Lime 
processes were. described by Blum [1957a, 1958, 
1957b]. ]n par'LIcul ar , Blum has developed recursive 
formulas which express tho estimaLe at Lime n ill 
terms of a fmiLe number of past estim ates and past 
values of the observed process. This type of repre
sentaLion is especially useful in connection with 
so-called growing m emory ill tors, i.e., filLers which 
acL on the entire past of the input. Thus, if the 
In put sequence (star Lin g at 1= 0) is denoted by 
1'0, XI, ' , . , X" ' and Lhe filLer output at time n is 

n 
denoted b .l" Z'I) then Zn is expressibl e as Zn= 'L: 

, =· 1 
('r X~, ill whi ch the Cr .d epend on n. A shortcomin g 
of tIllS represc ntatlOn IS tllaL as Lime advances the 
('r have Lo be r ecomputed at each step and their 
number grows with n, On the other h and a r ecur-
sive relation (if it exists) is of t he form ' 

Zn= aIZ,, _I+ ' . , + akZn-k+ boxn+ bIX,,_ I+ ' , 

+ bexn-c> (14) 

wh ere a 's, b's, Ie and e arc co nstan ts independelll" of 
n and l~e n ce. need no t be recomputed . One compli 
catIOn III t hls approach to Lhe problem is that in 
order to s tart the rec ursion one must know ini t ially 
Zo, ZI , . . . , Zk' 
. A . somewhat r elated but more general approach 
has bee~ formulated recently by Kalman. Specifi.
:ally , I\.a~man .assumes that the observed proccss 
IS an n-dimensIOnal vector process {y (t) } which is 
generated by acting witl:> a linear-discrete-time 
system on a white noise {u (t) } : thus, 

y(t) = P(t) ~(t) 

::(1 + 1) = G ( t)~(t) +.~ (I), (15) 

wbcre the bars denote vectors and P(t) and G(t) are 
giveJl time-varying matrices. (This assumption is 
analogolls to the uSLI al one in the case of nonsta
tion ary continuous-time prediction, viz, that the 
obs.erved, pl'o?ess can be g~n el'ated by acting on 
whIte nOIse wlth a t ime-varymg network.) Kalman 
shows that a.n optimal (minimum variance) estimate 



of :r(t) is given by thc recursive relation 

~*(t+ 1) = [G(t)-A (t)p (t) ]~*(t) + A (t)l (t ) (16) 

wh ere 

A (t) = G(t )M (t )P' (t) [P (t ).Ll1(t )P' (t )]-l (17) 

and M (t) is given by 

M (t+ 1) = [G(t) - A(t)P(t)]M(t)G' (t) + Q(t) (18) 

where G' is the transpose of G and Q(t) is the covari
ance matrix Q(t) = E {u (t)u'(t ) } . The matrix M (t) 
is the expectation of tlw rrilltrix E (t)E' (t ), where E(t ) is 
the error at time t. In this formuhi'tion , to stal':'t the 
recursion one must know x*(O) and M(O). However, 
in most cases the effect of the initial choices of x* (0) 
an d M (O) will be insignificant by the time the system 
reaches its steady state. 

An in teresting observation made by Kalman is 
that the prediction problem as formulated by hinl is 
dual to a problem in control th eory in which the 
objective is to find an input which minimizes a 
quadratic loss function. 

In additions to extensions of Wiener's theory to 
nonstationary continuous and discrete- time proc
esses, extension to processes of mixed type were also 
reported . In particular, Robbins [1959] solved the 
mean -square optimization problem for the case wh ere 
the filter consists of a linear time-invarian t system 
followed by a sampler which is followed in turn by 
another linear time-invariant system . Janos [1959] 
gave a complete analysis of th e case where a sta
tionary signal is multiplied by a train of rectangular 
pulses, yieldin g a periodic pulse-modulated time 
series. The fil ter is assumed to be a time-invariant 
lin ear network . The integral equation satisfi ed by 
the impulsive response of the optimum fil ter is of the 
Wiener-Hopf type, but a multiplying factor involving 
trains of rec tangular pulses complica tes its solu tion. 
A method of solu tion of this equation is given by 
Janos for the infmite memory as well as the finite 
memory case. 

5 .3 . Miscellaneous Contributions 

There are several not necessarily unimportan t 
problems in filtering and prediction wh ich have re
cei ved rela tively little atten t ion during the period 
under review. Co ntributions concerned with such 
problems are discussed in this section . 

It has long been recognized that the use of a quad
ratic loss function imposes a serious limi tation on the 
applicability of Wiener 's theory. Under cer tain con
ditions, however, optimality under the mean-square
errol' criterion implies optimality under a wide class 
of criteria. Such conditions have been found by 
Ben edict and Sondhi [1957], and, independently, by 
Sherman [1958]. Thus, Benedict and Sondhi have 
shown that in the case of a Gaussian process opti
mality with respect to a loss function of the form 
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L = EZ, wh ere E denotes th e error, implies optimality 
with respect to anylossfun ctionofthefol'mL=~ I E l n, < 

" where n > O but is no t restricted to integral yalues. 
In Sherman's result, L =j(E) is an even function and 
Ez ~ E, ~ 0 implies j (E2) ~j(EJ. More special cases in
volving the design of optimal filters under non mean
square-error criteria have been considered by Bergen 
[1957] and Wernikoff [1958] . A time-weighted mcan- " 
square-error criterion which can be used to reduce th e 
settling time of an optimal lineal' filter was em
ployed by Ule [1957]. 

An extension of Wiener 's th eory to random para
meter systems was described by Beutler [1958J. In 
Beutler's formulation , the signal and noise are as
sumed to have passed through a time-invarian t ran
dom linear system before being available for applica
tion to a fil ter or predictor. The linear system is 
assumed to be characterized by a transfer function 
H (w, 'Y), in which 'Y is a random parameter with a 
known distribution. In effect, this amounts to 
modifying the s ta tistical characteristics of the 
original signal and noise processes. 

The multiple series prediction problem for the in
finite memory case was consid ered by H sieh and 
Leondes [1959]. In their paper, H sieh and L eoncles 
describe a simpl ifi ed method of solving the simulta
neous in tegral equations for the weighting functions. 
Th eil' technique is no t applicable, however, to the 
fm i te memory case. 

Th e optimization of con tinuous-time filters and 
predictors is frequently carried out by discretizing 
time and then letting the interval between successive 
samples approach zc ro. There are many published 
papers in which limiting processes of this type are 
used withoLl t adequate justification . A carefu l and 
rigorous analys is of the problems involved in ob tain
ing optimum continuous-time linear est imates a 
limits of discrete-time est imates was given by 
Swerling [1958]. 
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Subcommis3ion 6.2-Circuil Theory 

Circuit Theory 

Louis Weinberg* 

In t h is p a pe r a re pDrt is prese nte d .o n t he researc h in circ u it t heO/'v ill the U ni ted State~ 
dllring~h e pe riod 1.957- 1960. Th e pa pe r wa s pre p a red a s a prDg ress·r e pDrt. fDr ~ubmi ss i o n 
tD t h e XIII Tne nl11 a l General Assembly .o f URSI , h e ld in LDndDn in Se p te mber] 960. The 
fDllDwing s ubdivis iDns .of c ircui t theDry a re t reated: 

1. In t rDductiDn. 
2. TDpDlDgy Dr linear graphs, includin g a ssDciated mat rix fDrrnulatiDns . 
3. Synthesis by pole-ze rD techniques. 
4. R ealiza bili ty cDnditiDns a nd pDs itive r ea l m at rices . 
5. Systems wi t h time-varying and nDnlinear reactan ces. 
6 . Active syste m s . 
7 . CDncl udin g re marks. 
The disc uss iDn cDns ide rs prDbletT'.s t hat have been sDl ved in t hese a reas a s we ll a s a 

numbc r .of impDrtan t prDblems fDr whi ch a ns we rs a re st ill nDt availa b le . 

1. Introduction 

In the past decade the boundaries of circuit 
theory J have expanded explosively ; as a resul t the 
pre.sent range of circui t-theory research is enormous. 
It IS thus manifestly impossible to give a shor t ac
coun t of this research in the Uni ted States for the 
PD St three years. This would be true even if the 
"old" or more conventional defini tion 2 of circuit 
theory were used ; usc of a " new" or more encom
passing definition 3 makes i t hold a fortiori. The 
best one can do is to ofl'er a few examples to suggest 
the vigor , p ertinence, and extent of the present 
research in circuit theory. For this purpose we have 
chos~n \0 concentrate on the following subdivisions 
?f C'll'?Ult theo~'y; (2) Topology 01' ~inear graphs, 
ll1cll~dll1g associated matnx forrnulatlOns, (3) Syn
t l:e.sls by pole-zero techniquC's , (4) R ealizabili ty con
~I tlOn s an.d positive real ma trices, (5) Systems with 
tim~-Val'yU1g and nonlinear reactances, and (6) 
ActIve systems. 

The above divisions are obviously overlapping. 
yv e subdi'Yide t~ em in this wa)- merely for conven
Ience of diSCUSSIOn and we shall no t hesitate to poin t 
out in terrclations. 

In addi tion, we omit from detailed consideration a 
number of research areas that fall within the fi eld of 
circuit theory and also overlap other fi elds. Among 

' Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, Calif. 
1 We use this term synonymously with network theory. 
2 Such a definition was proposed by Professor B. D . H. Tellegen at the 1957 

URSI General Assem bly held at Boulder, Colo. He suggested that the [ollowing 
defillltlOn be used to guide the deliberations of Subcommiss ion 6.2: 
. Circuit theory is the theory of networks composed of black boxes character· 
lzed by relatIOns between the currents and voltages at the terminals which 
relations contain only ti.me as an indepencient vari able, and con ta in neither space 
nOr temperature coord mates. 

3 In t he ensuing disc1! ss ion of P rofessor T c l!cgCll 'S c1 cfillitio n it appeared tha t 
many of the delegates of Subcommission 6.2 cOllsidered the definiti on too rest.rict.ed. 
An ad hoc group, of Wllich the writer was a member, p roposed t he fo llowing 
definition of circuit theory in the wide sense: 

Circuit theory is the theory of networks of black boxes which arc character· 
ized by relations between the voltages, cUTrcnts. or other vari ables at their termi· 
nals, and which are in general abstractions of physical components of electrical 
systems. 

There appears to be slight difference between the definition s as stated. 
However, the discussion made clear that the proponents of the second defillition 
wished to incl ude areas like sequential circuits and networks with probabilistic 
elements (and in general such areas that overlapped the in terests of Subcommis· 

t ~l~: fi6~it °d~~~~~~\~~~~~Oe~~~3elfl~~~~n:;~~~. 'rheory), w hereas those hol ding to 

them are: (a) con tact networks and digital com
puters; (b) data processing; (c) noise theory; (d) 
sequen tial circuits; (e) synthesis of distribu ted
parameter systems; and (f) matched filters. How
ever, we will not completely neglect these areas, but 
will briefly mention some of the outstanding work in 
a few of them, t hough wi thout a precise formulation 
of the problems. It is clear that these subdivisions 
of the circuit theory field , e.g., the research in da ta 
processing, have great relevance to the problems of 
interest to URSI , and it is recommended that some 
provision be made for their detailed discllssion in the 
next trienniall'eport. 

It is difficult if no t impossible to discuss the re
search accomplishments of the past three years in 
the United States without reference to much ante
cedent work and to work don e in other countries; we 
see far ther than our predecessors only by standing 
on their shoulders, and i t is thus essential to refer to 
some of . the accomplishmen ts of the gian ts of former 
days. The presentation given here should be con
sidered more in the nature of a por trait r ather than 
a photograph.4 We shall have to invoke thc ar tist's 
privilege of emphasizing certain aspects of the sub
ject to the exclusion of other aspects. To mix a 
metaphor, in some respects, as is true for any at
tempted summary of a vast subject, this repor t takes 
on the character of a personal odyssey through the 
present circuit-theory research in the United States. 

Finally we hasten to point out that the references 
are intended to be merely representative, not ex
haustive. Because of the fact that parallel lines of 
endeavor are going on at many research centers, al
most an entirely different set of references could be 
given to illustrate the identical discussion. If we 
succeed in indicating the problems that have been 
agitating research workers and in elucidating some 
of those that h ave been solved and others that re
main unsolved, we will have accomplished our 
pUl'pose. 

4 The wriLer borrows th is useful metaphor from his fri end , Professor R. ~L 
Foster. 
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2 . Combinatorial Topology or Linear 
Graphs 

The past decade has wit~1 ess~d advances in circuit 
theory that arc expressed m ddferent ways. Nluch 
of what is being said about ~hes~ advances .bccom~s 
mcrely a babel unless th~ ClrcUlt th~onst IS multI
lingual. This should be mterpreted m e.ach of t~¥o 
ways. First, the same prol?lems are belJl~ consId
ered by compete nt scientists m many ~oun tnes of the 
world. Second different mathematical languages 
are being used to at.tack an.d gain in sight into these 
problems. The use ll1 CircUlt theory of the language~ 
of fun ction theory and some elemel!tary aspects of 
matrix theory is fairly well estabhshed ; new lan
<ruages that have been introduced in the recent past 
~re the language of linear graphs, the language of 
lattice th00ry, the language of vector spaccs, an d the 
language of sophistica ted matrix theory .[Trans. IRE 
1959b]. We discuss below the .field of l.mca:r graphs 
and associated matrix formulatIOn s of Clrcmt-theory 
problems. 

Though the basic concepts of linear ~raphs and 
their applications to network .theory were mtroduccd 
by Kirchhoff himself [1847], It 1~ only recentl~~ that 
their great power for both analYSIS and synt~esis has 
been widely r ecognized. A large part of this reco~
!lition stems from attempts to solve the syntheSIS 
problem for networks without. transforl1?-ers. One 
evidence of the intense and wIdespread mterest 111 

t his field is the issue of the IRE Transactions of the 
PGCT that was devoted to this field [1958b]; anoth er 
is the number of letters and industrial publi cations 
that treated this subj ect [N erode and Shank, 1957; 
Jakagawa, 1958; Weinberg, 1958c; Kim, 1958 ; 

Calabi, 1956; and.Hatcher, 1958]. . . 
A good proportIOn of the pu~hcatIOns on graph 

theory are devoted almost exclusIvely to a reformu
latiOJl of Kirchhoff's "Third and Fourth Laws, " by 
which laws we mean his rulcs for writing down a 
network function almost by inspection . Some, how
ever, do give basically new material. ;'\!(ason [1956; 
1957], for example showed how to determme system 
functions of active nctworks by topologICal rul es. 
'rhis represents an importan~ extension , sillce ~irch
hoff 's techniques werc restncted to the SOlutIOll of 
passive networks without transformers. There ,~ere 
also a number of others who formulated topologIcal 
r ules for solving active networks [Boisvert, 1958; 
Coates, 1957 ; Mayeda, 1958b].. . . 

:Mason's graphs, it should be pomted o~t, dIffer 
from Kirchhoff' s; Mason calls them s~gnal-jl?w 
graphs. These graphs are sil~ilar to the bl?~k dIa
grams used in system analYSIS; thus one ~:hfference 
f rom Kirchhoff graphs is that the algebraIC sum of 
t he signals at a node .of a sign~l-flow gl:aph is not 
zero and a second chfference IS that SIgn als flow 
along a branch in only onc direction. 

Two other problems that were solved are the 
realization of a loop matrix or cut-set matrix by a 
<rraph and the realization of a homogeneous poly
~omial as the di scriminan t of a network. 'rhe first 
problem is related to the still unsolved problem of 

realizing a real matrix as the resistance o~· ?onduct- , 
ance matrix of an n-port network conta1l1ll1g only 
resistances and no ideal transformers [Slepian and 
Weinberg, 1958b]. Indeed , it may. also be said to 
be a problem in any field where hn ear g;raphs are 
applicabl e, e.g., information theory .and Imear pro
graming [Eli as et aI. , 1956 ; D ennis, 1958, 1959; 
J ewell, 1958]. For a long time this problem was 
unsolved 5 and then as so often happens a number -::, 
of solutions appeared almost simultaneously. .'1'wo 
solutions were presented at the 1959 InternatIOnal 
Symposium on ~ircui.t ~nd l~formation Theory. 
One paper by Gmll emm lS motIvated by problems 
in network theory [Guillemin , 1959]; the second by 
LOfgren (of Sweden) is stated .in te~ms of contact 
networks and appears to be faIrly SImple to apply 
[LOfgren , 1959]. If we exclude the work of the 
Russians, it is probably true that Gould was the 
first to solve this problem [Gould, 1957,. 1958] ;. 6 
his solutio n appears to be complicated 111 ItS apph
cation. Subsequently Auslander and Trent gave an 
altern ative solu tion (1959) . i 

' IV e have thus gone from poverty to an embar
rassment of riches with regard to this problem ; we 
now have what could be considered a plethora of 
solutions.s It is critically necessary at this point 
to consolidate our advances. All these procedures 
should be compared for their generali ty and ease 
of application ; their merits and advan tag~s for solv
ing different types of problems should be Illustra.ted. 
It would also be desirable that they be stated 111 a 
common simple language so that their diff.ere.nc~s 
and similari ties become evident . Fmally, If It IS 
possible, an everyday design pr?cedure should be 
formulated. Perhaps par t of thIS task .wl11 be 3;c
compli shed at the Fifth Midwest Sympos~um on Cu
cuit Theory: Topology in Circuit .Theo:y to be. he.lcl 
on May 8 and 9, 1961 ~t the UJ1JVerslty of IlhnOls. 

The problem of reahzm~ a speCIfied homogeneous J 

pol~Tnomial that was mentIOn ed above and t he story , 
of one of its solu tions illustrate the fact that the 
pace at which we are fi nding solutions to problems 
of lon o' standing is an accelerating one. An exceed
ingly ~lifficult problem in the past [Foster , 1?52J 
was ~h.e determination of the necessary ~l1d suffiCIe~t I 

condItIOn s for a homogeneous polynomIal of n val'l
abIes to be the discriminan t of a realizable network- ,; 
that is, the determinant of the system matri:c of 
the loop or nod e equati~m s . Some only pa~·tlany 
successful attacks 9 on thIS problem were preVIOusly 
made byCohn [1950],Shannon and H agelbarger [1956] , 
and Melvin [1956]. Dr. Campbell of BTL had al~o 
been interested in this problem around 1917, buthels 

, Perhaps it would be more accurate to sta te that the problem wa~ not even 
formulated, since a ll awareness of tbe problem became expliCit only III t he last 
fe w years. . k ' I .· t 

6 'i:'he Russians have wri tten .many pa pers. on conta~t oetwor T~,} 1e \V~ I e,~ 
believes there is a h igh probab ili ty that solutIOns to thiS and othel wlSoh ed 
p roblems arc waiting to be ex humed [rom the RUSSIan literature. . 

' In their paper Auslander and Tren t [1959] give what could be conSidered 
an abstract solution . 'rhey have subsequently wrItten a paper (as yet unpub· 
lished) that gi yes a constructive procedure for realizJI1g the graph.. 

S The reader should not assume that we have mentl~)lled a;l the s~lutlons. 
There are, for examples, a solution by Harry Lee III h iS M IT master s theSIS 
done under Professor Guillemin's su perVISion, and a S?lut lon bJ; , ' V, l\1ayeda, 
which he has submitted for publi cation to the TransactlOus po e I . . 

' The writer is indebted to Professor R. M . Foster for thiS d iSCUSSIOn of the 
ear lier attacks on the pro blem. 
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not known to havc rcached anysignifican t conclusions. 
Only one ll ecessar!- condi tion was pu t for th in tb e 
three ci ted papers. If we let D be the homoge ne
ous polynomi al in Lhe n variables R k , and fmther 
let Dk be the partial derivative of D with respect 
to Rk , then th e expression (DkDI- DDd is the 

I square of a homogeneous fun ction of the R k of degree 
one less than D a nd wi th coefficien ts that mav be - 1 

I as well as + 1. Cohn 's p aper attemp ted to show 
( that th is condition was also sufficien t, but a counter
I example can demonstra te this to be impossible. 

I Th e problem was then men tioned by the wri ter 
in a talk he gave at Princeton. D r . F . H arary, who 
was presen t at th e talk, casually passed the problem 
on (during the 1959 International Symposium on 
Circuit and Information Theory) to Tom Crowley 
of BTL, who was commen ta tor for the session on 
Swi tching Theory. Using the techniques of LOf
gren's paper , Crowley announced he had solved the 
problem.10 Subsequen tly the wri ter discovered that 
M ayeda had previously solved the problem [1958a,]. 
It also appears t hat another solu tion has now been 
given by Duffin [1 959]. 

rrhis is not th e only instance of a problem's being 
solved at the Symposium. A different problem that 
arises in lineal' p rograming [Heller and Tompl,ins, 
1956; Hoffm an and Kruskal, 1956] is the specifica
t ion of a set of necessary and sufficien t condi tions 
on a real matrix for it to be a unimodular matrix, 
where a unim odular matrix is defin ed as a rectangular 
matrix all of whose subdete)'minan ts (including each 
clemen t consider ed as a subdetermin an t of order one 
and also the determinan t itself , if the Inatri....: is 
square) are equal to ± 1 0 1' O. This probl em also 
arises in network theory and in the theory of co ntact 
networks, and generally in any discipline that can 
be described in graph- theoretic terms; foJ' example, 
the incidence matrix in troduced by Kirchhoff is a 
unimodular matrix a nd so is t he loop matrix based 
on a I'undamen tal set of loops. The wri ter men
tioned that this problem was unsolved in chairing 
the session on Gr aph and Matrix Theori es; the 
following day D . Anderson of the H ughes Aircraft 
Company (who , it should be men tioned, had also 
been in troduced to this problem previously) indi
cated he had a solu tion.!! 

The research mentioned above- that is, the 
realization of a loop or cu t-set matrix, the complete 
characterization of the unim odular matrix, and the 
realization of a homogeneous polynomial- are all 
impor tant in wh at t he writer considers to be the 
crucial network problem at th e present tim e, namely, 
the realization of networl(s con tai ning no ideal trans
formers. Distinguishing classes of networks wi th 
regard to the inclusion or exclusion of ideal trans
form ers is a fundam ental method of differentiation. 
For example, i t can be shown that the exclusion of 
transformers makes the realization of the n-terminal 
network a problem distinct from that o f the n-por t 

10 Though the writer h a~ a copy of the paper that Crowley wrote, he does not 
believe it has yet been pu bl ished. 

II Again th is solut ion h ag not yet been publ ished but has bee n st.udied hy the 
I writer. 

netwo rk, whereas wh en transform ers arc allowed a 
solu t ion to one class of problem also solves th e ot her. 
It is fel t, fur therm ore, that solu t ion of the p roblem 
of realizing tra nsfol'll1 erle s networks will throw light 
on the problem of eq uivalent networks, and on how 
to obtain them by lin eal' transformation . 

As Cederbaum f1958] poin ts ou t, most of the syn
thesis procedures for n-porL lI eLwoJ'k use Lbe artifice 
of the ideal tra nsfor mer to solve Lhe l'eali z ~t L i o n prob
lem; to use his ap t sim ile, t he ideal tr fl, llsforll1 er ha 
been used like the deus ex machina of class i c~ll d nlnhl. 
By a suitfl,ble arrangement of transforme rs one C~lJl 
get combinations of vol tages and current wltich 
otherwise would be impossible. It is clear t lhtt new 
types of synthesis procedures are required ; inste~Lcl of 
assuming the network configuration in advance, fl,S is 
done when we use one of the presently kn own pro
cedures, the configuration will be derived from the 
mathematical characterization of the network. The 
res ul ting stru ctUl'e will probably be a complex in ter
connection of elements, a network in the true sense 
of the word, rather than one of the known canoni cal 
configurations. All of this indicates to the wri LeI' 
that the concep ts of linefl,r graphs will become 
increasingl~T importan t . 

To mention one res ul t for which no derivation is 
known other than a graph-theoretic one, we have 
the n ecessary condition that an impedance matr ix: 
or fl,n fl,dmi ttance matrix of fl, pure resistance n -por t 
must be a paramount m atri x, where by a, pm'amount 
matrix we mean a real symmetric matrix each of 
wh ose principal minors of order p(p = l , 2, ... , n ) 
is not less than the absolu te value of ~L ny pth-order 
minor buil t from the same rows . Tellegen [1952] 
derived this resul t for it three-port by use of the 
fact that the vol tage I'll tio of ~\ resistance network 
cannot exceed unity; he also showed the condi t ion 
to be sufficien t for a three-port. However , for an 
n por t with n > 3, this method does not suffice <L nd 
Cederba um [1958] was forced to use lineal'-gl'<Lph 
co ncep ts for his derivat ion. These results and others 
on domin ll.nt matrices for resistance networks arc 
summarized by Slepian and Weinberg [1958a]. The 
hLtter fl,u thors also deri ve fl, suffi ciency condit ion on 
domin an t residue matrices for tW'o-element kin d 
networks; this resul t was subsequen tly useful in 
the realization of active R C networks [Kin ariwala, 
1959]. In the above we use the term dominant 
matrix to mean a real symmetric matrix each of 
whose main-diagonal elemen ts is not less than the 
sum of the absolute values of the elements in the 
same row. 

2.1 . Future Resea rch Activity and Evalua tion 

The writer feels that the problem of realizing an 
n-port res istan ce network will be solved before the 
next General Assembl~' ; implicit in this solution there 
will probabl.\' be a method for realizing RLC net
worl;;:s wi thou t transformers. This mll.y appeal' to 
be a r ash prediction sin ce it was wa. back in 1952 
that Foster wr ote [F oster , 1952], "There is room for 
much fur ther progress in the investigation of general 
n-terminnl pn,ll' networks, especinlly the delineation_ 
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of just what can be don e without ideal transformers, 
without mutual inductance, or with only two kinds 
of elements. Furthermore, even the theory of the 
true 3-terminal network (without pairing of terminals) 
for two kinds of elements (without mutual inductance 
or ideal transformers) is a.lIrost wholly unknown. " 
Today each of these problems is still unsolved . 
However we should recall that the problem of the 
discrimin'an t that Foster also IPentions is now 
olved . Furthermore, such men of the calibre of 

Guillemin and Darlington are now looking at prob
lem s of this nature. Guillemin is usin g linear trans
formations of m iltrices [1960a ; b] as his method of 
attack wh ereas Darlington has informed the wTiter 
in inf~rmal conversation that he was using vector 
paces in his analysis of the problem. . . . 

The topological approach (as presented mamly ln 
Cederbaum's papers ) is also a promising one and 
should not be neglected. It has led to the brink of 
a major breakthrough on this problem- e.g., the 
s tatement of the paramountcy condition on imped
ance or admittance matrices of n ports containing no 
transformers-and provides a formulation of the 
problem in matrix terms that is elegant. Cederbaum 
[1958] has shown that a necessary and sufficient con 
dition for a given symmetric nth-order matrix Z . to 
be the impedance m atrix of an RLC n port contall1-
ing no real or ideal transformers is that it is a prin
cipal subm atrix of the inverse of the triple matrix 
product BYbrB', where Y br is fl. diagonal.matrix whose 
main-diagonal elements are a, bs, cis wlth a , b, c> O, 
s is the complex variable s;;;; a+ jw, B' is the trans
pose of B , and B satisfies the conditions for a cut-set 
m a trix corresponding to an adequate system of 
node-pair voltages - that is, B can be realized as the 
cut-set m a trix of a graph by one of the procedures 
mentioned previously. A necessary condition on B 
is that it be a unimodular matrix. A complete 
s tatemen t of the necessarv and sufficient condition 
on B for it to be such a ma trix is tlla t there exists a 
decompcsition of B of the form 

where Q is <1, reduced incidence matrix of the desired 
connected lIetwork and K is a reduced inciden ce 
matrix of the tree of node-pair voltages (that is , of 
the tree that is form ed by drawing a hranch for each 
voltage variable). An analogous condition can of 
course be stated for the admittance matrix of an n 

port. d ffi' d' . i'ff This necessary an su Clent con ltlOn C 1 ers 
from those ordili~rily given in synthesis, where suf
ficiencv is demonstrated by a synthesis procedureY 
Here rio synthesis procedure exists because no method 
is known for decomposing Z into a principal sub
m atrix of the desired congruent transformation of a 
diagonal matrix . . Solution of this ma trix problem 
would be a, contribution of the first magnitude. 

12 For this reason it has been objected that such a fo rm of necessary and suf
ficient condition is not of great value. that it in etrect merely restates the prob
lem. The writer does not agree since the res tatement of the prohlem allows 
other mathematical artillery to be used in the solution. As an illustration of 
the value we should note that it has led to a solution of tbe problem of realizing 
a resistance n-port network t hat has only (n+ l) terruinal'. Cederhallm [1957]. 

To make this statement apply to two-element kind 
networks-e.g. , to the RC case-we merely require ' 
that the elements of Y b r be of the form a and bs. 
To convert it to the problem of realizing a pure re
sistance n port, we stipulate that the diagonal ele
ments of Y br be positive numbers. In this case the 
elements of Z are of course no longer rational fun c
tions of s but are real numbers. 

Some necessary conditions on Z are known: Z 
must be a symmetric positive real matrix ; in addi
tion, Z must be a paramount matrix for each value 
of s in the range O<s<oo . However, a set of neces
sary and sufficient conditions is not lmown even for 
n = 2, that is, the two-port network without trans
formers; it is also not known for the RC or LC case 
with n = 2. 

For the case of the resistance network when the 
n port is formed from the links pertaining to a t ree, 
Cederbaum [1959] has furnished a solution. For the 
admittance case this represents a solution for the 
resistance network when the n port network h as 
only (n + 1) terminals. The solution consists of an 
algorithm whereby the decomposition 

if it is possible a,t all , can be carried out. Here we 
note the problem is simpler in that Z is not required 
to be a principal submatrix of the triple product bu t 
is equ al to it. However, Cederbaum's techniques 
may be suggestive in solving the more general 
problem. 

It should also be mentioned that a similar formu
lation as a triple matrix product is given by Brya n t 
[1959a]. H e shows that the necessary and sufficient 
condition for a real svmmetric matrix Z to be the 
impedance matrix of it resistive n port is that Z be 
of the form 

where 8' is the transpose of 8, 8 is a submatrix 
of a reduced incidence m atrix of a tree, and G is 
a dominant matrix with nonpositive off-diagonal 
elements. Again this should not be looked upon ! 
as a mere restatement of the problem. It may '4 

have an advantage over the Cederbaum formulation 
in that & can be recognized by inspection ; however, 
the problem to be mentioned below of recognizing 
G-l (the inverse of a dominant matrix with non
positive off-diagonal elem ents) still remain~. The 
transform ation matrix 8 can also be recogmzed by 
inspection since the necessary and sufficient condi
tions for a matrix to be the reduced incidence matrix 
of a tree is that i t be nonsingular, have elements ± 1 
or 0, and in each column have at most two nonzero 
elements, specifically, one + 1 and one - l. Ceder
baum's transformation matrix, i t should be recalled, 
must be unimodular, a test for which is laborious; 
and even if it is unimodular i t may still not be 
realizable by a graph. Of course, the unimodular 
test may be omitted when this is convenient and 
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the procedure for re ~1 1izabilitr as ~1, graph m ay b e 
a pplied directl~T . Br.nll1t [195gb) considers additional 
formulations for r esis ta nce networks in his doctora te 
thesis. 

W'e m en tion , finally , one more approach that 
ma.\~ yield useful insights for solving the problem 
of realizing a resistive n -port network. i iVe m igh t 
prefer to assume that th e network po esses accessible 
terminals rath er th an n ports - i.e. , terminals paired 
into ports or terminal pairs - or we might find it 
convenient to switch b etween th e two representa
tion s. There is a simple formula relating system 
fun ctions in one representation to system fun ctions 
in the other. This formula , which is given helm,v, 
is no t so widely known as it should be ; its first 
appearance and proof in the literature are somewhat 
in doub t, and it is continually being rediscovered. 
Ont' of the con cep t ual advantages of the 2n-terminnl 
network: r eprese ntation is that only dri ving-point 
m easurements need be made ; th ese characterize 
the 11 port uniqu el~~ . Thus nn obvious n ecessl1 r.\~ 
condi t ion on el1ch m e,lSlll'ement is thnt it is a nO I1-
negative number. 

Consider <1, l'esistl1 nce n port with a n 0 pen-ci rcLli t 
resista nce matrix R = [Rj A.]. Of course, s in ce the 
n port obe~'s recip1'ocit~T , of the n2 driving-poin t 
a nd tm nsfer resis tances only n(n+ 1) /2 a rc inde
p endent - that is, the matrix is symmetrica l. ;.Jow 
consider this network as a 2n-termin al network 
wi th the terminals numbered from 1 to 2n, and with 
the port so numbered tha,t port 1 compri ses ter
minals 1 a nd (n+ 1), the assigned posit ive di recLion 
being from termi nal 1 to termin al (n+ 1) . In 
general port k will run from termin al le to terminal 
(n+ k ). 

For the rep1'esentntion of the 2n-termin al network 
let S j ,k denote the measured driving-point impeJa li ce 
between terminals i and le , all other terminals being 
left free . Then we define S k,k= O, since t his m en sure
ment corresponds to both of the measuring leads 
connected to the same termin al. It is cle}]l' (hcL t 

The general formula for t he clem ents of m atrix 
R is 

which reduces to th e previous formul a when i = k. 
A simple proof or this formula tha t uses Kirchhoff 's 
topological rules has been given by Professor Foster 
in a private letter to the wri ter. 

Ther e are S01110 other unsolved problems raised by 
graph-theor etic co nsid er ation s. For exampl e, can a 
simple test for a paramount mat rix be devised? A 
direct test that follows from th e definitio n is to check 
th e r equired co ndi tions on eac h prin cipal minor of 
order p:::; n- l and each of its correspo r:.cling non
principal minors. The evaluation of all poss ible 
m in ors , however. can be la bori olls, and the questio n 
naturally arises wheth er all minors must be tested, 
In other \yords can a simplification b e effected as, 

for example, in the test for a positive definite matrix? 
We r ecall that for an nth-order matrL,( to b e posi tive 
definite, i t is necessary that all the principal minors 
arc positive ; it is s ufficient, however , to test only a 
subset of n prin cipal minors. It has been shown by 
Slepian and i iV einbeJ'g [1958) that we must test all 
minors of order Lwo. I t can be shown , furthermore, 
that no t much can be clone to shorten the work of 
testing a matrix for it paramount char acter.13 

Another matrix problem is the formulation of a 
simple method for dete rmining whether th e inverse 
of a nonsingular paramoun t matrix is a dOI11 in ant 
matrix with nonposiLive off-diago nal term s. This 
would th en give a set of n ecessary a nd sufficien t con
di t ions for th e realization of a real m atri x as th e im
pedance matrix of a (n + l)-term in alnetwork con tain
ing only pure r esistances. Also, with regard to a 
dominan t m atrix, though we k ll ow that the condi tion 
of dominan ce is sufficiellt for r ealization of a given 
matrix as th e admittance matrix of a r esisLi ve n port, 
we still don't know whether Lhis is Lrue for realization 
as t he impedance matrix. 

A final problem may be ment ioned for th e para
moun t matl'LX , As indicated previo usly, i t is known 
tha t paramountcy is s ufficient for th e realization of 
a n n POtt for n:::;3; t hough th e writel' conj ectures 
t hat iL is not sufficient for n> 3, this has never been 
demonstra ted . A me thod that ha b een suggested 14 

for p roving or disproving the suffi ciency fo r n = 4 is 
to co nsider the dominant admi ttance matrix 

1 
12 

4 
5 

2 
4 

15 
6 J] 

This is realizable by a general procedure [Slepian 
a nd Weinberg, 1958a], but (as ha been shown by 
Cederbaum [1959)) not by a four-port with only five 
terminals. Now suppose th at Y is reduced to the 
i rredu cible l5 paramount matri x 

1 
5 
4 
5 

2 
4 
6 
6 sL] 

Xow the question is wheth er there exists any fom
port with Y1 as its admittance matrL'(. It may be 
worth while to investigate this particular case and 
perhaps by th e use of the poss ible geometrical con
figurations [Foster , 1932) for a four-port, t he fact 
that a nonplanar n etwork h as no dual , a nd by t he 

13 An exa mple to ill ustrate that we cannot elimi nate testin g minors of Dreier 
n- l in all nth-orclcr matrix was furnis llc ci tho author in a private letter tc. (See 
letter) . 

14 rrh is suggestion was made to the writer in a private Jetter fro m Professor 
R. M. Foster. 

l~ B y reduping a paramoun t matrix we I'crnove main-diagonal clements witbout 
destroying Lhe paramountcy condition. Then tho red uceci matrix , is invert~d 
and this reduction, if it is possible, is repeated. 'l'his y ield s shullt and ser.les 
elements in the corres ponding network . \Vhen a matrix is reached for WhICh 
t his is no longer possible since the paramountcy CO lldiLioll wiIJ be violated by such 
a step, this matrix is ca lJed irred ucible. A d etailed discussion of t he reductIOn 
of a third-ord er IT'atrix is given in chapter 8 of the aULhor's book, "Network 
Ana lysis and Syntnesis," to be published by the '\1cOraw-U il1 Book Co , 
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pl'o('ess of co mplete induetion, it can b e demon
strated that 11 0 sllch network exists and consequently 
that para mou n tcy is not suffici ent. 

Anothel'i l' reducible paramount matrix sllggested 
by Foster is 

2 

3 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

3 

Does any four-port exist with Y2 as its admittance 
matrix? Not only ca n this example throw light on 
t he qucstion of paramountcy, but it may also furnish 
an answer to an unrcsolvcd aspect of equivalent net
works-specifLCally, do there exist matriccs which 
are admittance matrices of networks withou t trans
form ers but not impedan ce matriccs, and vice vcrsa? 
Vii e r ecall that any matrix realizable as an admittance 
matrix can also be realized as an impcdance matrix, 
~f ideal transformers are allowed; however, this is an 
unanswered quest ion for transformerless networks. 
For the matrix givcn above as Y2 th cre is a simple 
network if this matrix of nu m bcrs is considered as an 
impedance matrix, namely , a chain of fivc one-ohm 
resistances, with the ports chosen as indicated in 
fi gure 1. 

J<-------------------------------------
E4 

FW lJRE 1 . Chain oJ fi ve i-ohm Tesislances Tealizing lhe given 
impedance malr-ix. 

Som e important analysis problems still r emain wi th 
r egard to graph theory. W e know that th e drivin~
point and transfer functions of an n por t may b e 
expressed in terms of the independen t driving
point functions of the network considered as a 2n
terminal network. Thus a simple m ethod for 
determining th ese driving-poin t fun ctions is required . 
This is known [Wcinberg, 1958a] for those driving
poin t functions measured across a branch of a 
symmetrical graph; however , the problem of speci
fy ing the driving-point func tion across two nodes not 
co nnected by a branch is still unsolved. Solution of 
this problem is important since i t would permi t 
simple calculation of thc currents and voltages of 
large graphs used to simulate other physical systems. 
For an indication of the extensive computations that 
are presently rcquired the reader is referred to 
Branin 's paper [19591 . 

Anothcr aspect of graph theory that should see 
w ider u se in the fu tme is Wang Algebra [Duffi n, 
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1959]. This appears to b e ideally suited for the 
application of digital computers to ne twork investiga
tions. One of the troublesome problems that 
previously h eld up d igital-computer research on 
networks by use of graph-theory concep ts is the 
direct determination of all tLte trees of a network 
without duplication [Hobbs, 1959 ; Mayeda, 1959]; 
a m ethod has now been given by Fujisawa [1959]. 

It is fel t that the applications of graph theory to ~ 
physical systems will increase rapidly in the next I 
few years. The rate of increase will depend on the 
size of th e cultural lag- that is, the length of t ime 
before linear graphs is taught in the schools as a 
rou tine tool of the engineer. In the past, network 
theorists have assimilated mathematical disciplines 
like function theory, matrix theory, and Laplace 
transform th eory, and have developed general 
methods for analyzing exceedingly complex: net
works withou t b ecoming lost in a maze of detail. 
Then these concep ts and techniques that were 
developed in network th eory were recognized to be 
of great value to the applied mathematician and 
physicist [~1athews, 1959], irrespective of h is field 
of specialization. Network concepts such as imput
outpu t and other s have even found their way into 
a r ecen t book on pure mathematics [Kaplan , 1958]. 
In addition to their u se in exact sciences, the input
output concept and the ubiquitous black box: have 
yielded rich rewards in such fields as biology and 
economics [Leontief, 1959]. Thus network theorists 
have insisted that their subj ect had a great deal to 
offer other field s and h ence that engineers and 
physicists should learn the language of n etwork 
theory [Weinberg, 1960]. 

This situation may now b e changing; the change 
is illustrated by the field of graph theory. Graph
th eory applications are b eing made with great sp eed 
in other engineering fields such as lineal' programing, 
information theory, and switehing circuits. It may 
now becom e n ecessary for engineers and physicists 
to use th e common language of graph th eory ra ther 
than redefine the concepts in a manner appropriate 
for their own specialty. P erhaps future teachers of 
electrical engineering in stead of stating Kirchhoff's 
current law in the old form that the algebraic sum 
of the Cllrren ts at a node is zero will teach the 
equivalent linear-graph statement that the I-chain I 
is orthogonal to the coboundary of each poin t of a 
graph G. In any case, however it is taught , we ca n 
be fairly certain that graph theory will even tually 
beco me as establish ed as function th eory or matrix 
theory in the educational background of the engineer 
and physicist. 

3 . Synthesis by Pole-Zero Techniques 

Though Darlington's [1939] work was done about 
20 years ago his techniques are still not being used 
by th e average engineer . Following the lead of 
Grossman 's paper in early [1957], whieh attempted 
to make Darlington 's results on elliptic function 
filters more readily available, H enderso n publi sh ed 
nomographs [1958], Wein berg published tables of 
clement values for Butterwort h, Chebysh ev and 



Bessel-polynomial networks [vVeinberg, 1957a ; b ; c], 
a Ild Henderson a,ud Ka,utz prese n ted a whole series 
of graphs [1958] of the transiell t response of such 
networks. The hro'e demand for reprints of these 
pH pel'S wi t,ll the letLers of com men ts attest to the 
cultural lag between what is known about filter 
theory by workers in this field and the methods 
used to design filters by the engineers in the labora
tory. 

Tite research activity in this area for the past 
three years has been devoted largely to an applica
tion of the classical RLC synthesis techniques to 
nel\" t)-pes of systems and seco ndly to the extension of 
s~- nthesis procedures to include rational functions 
,,-itIl nOllreal coefficients. "Ve shall discuss these 
two trends, mention a new synthesis procedure, 
an d then briefly consider the rtpproximation problem. 
Finall~T , we shall givc a fairly thorough discussion of 
the problem of findin g explicit formuln.s for the 
eleme nt vrtlues of ladder networks. 

The design of crystal filters has ge nerally been 
trea Lcd b~r im age-prt rameLcr techn iques. K osowsky 
[1958] has exte nded these tec lmiq ues in his Lrea tmen t 
of meth ods for realizing such filters . O'lVIefira 
[1958rt ; b; c] in a se ri es of prtpers has attempted to 
show th e v,tlue of modern synthesis tech niques by 
applying t hem to par ticular crysLal-ftlter COil fi gura
tions. vVith the in creasing strrss on tnLn sfonnaLion 
techniques for achieving desired network configura
tions [Steal andmbrich, 1958]- r .g., tbe so-called 
zig-zag filter- it is felt that ge neral synthesis pro
cedures for crystal filters may yet be formulated . 

A new RLC synth esis procedure is that 01' .MHcnee 
[1958]; thi s may be uscl'lll in frequen c~--mul tiplexin g 
problems. Th e network ~-iclded by NIacll ee's pro
cedure hilS opell-ci rcu i ted i npu Ls a nd pa,ralloled 
outputs. H e thus re,)li zes a se t of tn1.ll sfer imped
[wct's in con trast to G uillemin's relilted procedure of 
realizing II. tra nsfcr adm i t tance by means of ladder 
networks paralleled a t both rnels. 

Lewis applied RLC syn tlH'sis LeClllliq lles to the 
realizrttion of pulsed networks [1958], whereas 
Levenstein [1958] showed that the realization of 
networks with linea rl y varying resistances- i.e. , po
tentiometer networks- was a nalogous to the RC 
synth esis problem. This correspondence will prob
ably be extended in the future and has rtlready led 
to the analysis of positive real fun ctions of two 
variables [Ozaki and K asami, 1959]. 

Baum has made a significant contribution to the 
design of narrow-band filters [1957; 1958a]. He has 
extended the techniques of syn thesis to apply to 
rational functions ,,,,,hose polynomials have nomeal 
coefficients ; this requires that he consider as addi
tional types of elements in the low-pass domain 
fictitious frequency-independent positive and nega
tive reactances; when the transform ation to the 
band-pass domain is made, the networks become 
physically realizable. Baum [1958b] has also shown 
how to use fewer elements than in the Brune pro
cedure in the realization of driving-point functions 
with geometric symmetry, such as are obtained in 
the low-pass to band-pass reactance tmnsformation. 

The application of RLC synthesis tech niques to 
tmnsmission-line networks bv meallS of Ri chards' 
transformation was considered by Gr'LYzcl [1958] . 
A useful summary and extension of methods for 
handling this problem are gi\Ten by Welsh a nd Kuh 
[1958]. 

In considering the approximation problem we find 
that Kuh has presented an additional solution for 
approximating the ideal delay fun ction [1957]. The 
solution, which is found by means of the poLcntial 
analogy, yields a tandem connection of a low-pass 
ladder network and an all-pass bridged network. 
It is more efficient than the maximally Hat time 
delay yielded by Bessel polynomials in the sensc 
that a wider bandwidth is achieved for a prescri bed 
number of singularities and time delay. However, 
the Bessel-polynomial approximation is of co urse 
much simpler . 

Papoulis [1958] considered the approximation of rt 
m.agnitude characteristic and found the class of 
polynomials that has the maximum cuLoff' rate 
uncler the co nstraint of a monotonic 1'e ponse. Thus 
his polynomials give rt magnitude functi on Llmt com
bines the n' onotonic property of th e Butterworth 
polynomials a nd the optimum cutoff property of th e 
Cheby hev polynomiells. Ag,) in , flS in the case of 
Kuh's approxin' ation , some measure of s implicity is 
10sL: Lile BuLterworth polynomials arc much simpler 
than tlte se t of new pol.\'llOmials. 

' iVe now come to t he di sc ussion of ladder networks 
and expli cit formuhls for their clement values. This 
problem has Lantalilled research workers ever since 
l\orton [J 93 1], who was th e firs t Lo contribute to 
this problem, derived the formula s for the clement 
values of ladder networks with a Butterworth char
ac teri sti c a,nd with a resis tan ce termilli\,Lion ,Lt only 
one end . Bell nett [1932] extended Norton's work 
b.v givin g th e formulas for Lhe element val ues for 
the maximallv flat ladder that is termina ted in 
resistance at both ends. 16 However, Bennett's for
mulas are res tricted to the case of eqUid resis tance 
termin a tions. About 20 years la ter Bclevitch [J 952] 
derived th e formulas for the Chebyshev-polrnomi rtl 
or equal-ripple ladder_ Agn.in , th e formulas are not 
geneml: Belevitch's apply only to the matched 
ladder network. Orchard [1953] then exte nded 
Belevitch's formulas to the open-circui ted or short
circuited Chebyshev ladder. 

In 1954 a maior breakthrough came wh en Green 
[1954] provided a generalization of all the preceding 
work; he discovered the formulas for ladders with a 
Butterworth or Chebyshev characteristic a nd with 
any ratio oj resistance terminations. These form ulas 
did not solve the complete problem since they apply 
only when the zeros of the reAectio n coefficient are 
chosen to lie in one half-plane. D epencli ng on the 
choice of the zeros of the refiec tion coefficient , a 
number of other networks is possible. For a transfer 
function whose denominator is of odd degree, Wein-

16 Bosse [195J] who appeared Lo be unaware of B enneLL's ' I'ork independ ently 
sol ved the same problem. In add itio n, Bosse was the firs t. to g ive com plete 
proo f of Lhe form ulas. Bennett had his proof pracLicall y com plete ane! N orton 's 
analysis gave general formulas foJ' 1st, 2nd, 3rci, etc" element of ladder ro r any 
total number of elements without proving the goneral fo rmula for the 'mth cle
ment in n-clc lllent structure . 
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berg [1957c] solved the case of a symmetrical distribu
tion of the zeros of the reflection coefficient -that 
is, for zeros chosen to alternate in the left and right 
half-planes. 

These formulas have led the writer and others to 
conclude that we are somehow "missing the boat" 
on the ladder network. Though in a mathematical 
sense the Darlington method is an elegant solution 
to the general problem of realizing a lossless network 
terminated in resistances, the computations seem 
unusually complicated when applied to a simple 
configuration like the ladder. The writer has felt 
for a long time that the simplest methods of analyz
ing and synthesizing a ladder are still to be found. 
The discovery (and proof) by Indjoudjian [1954] of 
formulas for the elemcnt values of an n -stage RC 
amplifier have bolstered this feeling. 

One of the disconcerting aspects of most of the 
above results on the Chebyshev and Butterworth 
ladders is that they were never rigorously proved, 
although their correctness was universally accepted. 
The formulas were derived by carrying out the 
calculations in detail for cases of low degree and then 
guessing the general result. An attempt to prove 
the general case, in the hope that such a proof 
would show how to solve related problems, resulted 
only in a proof for the Butterworth case [Doyle, 
1958]. As remarh:ed by Doyle, his proof is a "ham
mer-and-tongs" one in that it gives no clue to the 
reason for the amazing simplicity of the final formu
las. It is thus not possible to extend the proof to 
formulas for the Chebyshev case or for other zero 
distributions of the reflection coefficient or finally, 
to formulas for the elliptic-function filter. 

The above was the state of knowledge on the ladder 
network at the time of the last URSI General Assem
bly in 1957. What followed reads almost like a 
detective story. At a meeting of Sub-Commission 
VI- 2, the writer mentioned the significant problems 
of finding formulas for the inverse Chebyshev and 
the elliptic-function filters and in passing commented 
that the formulas given by Green for the Chebyshev
polynomial case had never been proved. One of the 
participants in the discussion was Dr. H. Takahasi. 
After the meeting the writer and Dr. Takahasi had 
supper at which the latter casually mentioned that 
he had derived and proved the formulas in 1951. 
It must be admitted that the reaction of the writer 
was disbelief; it was so hard to imagine this to be 
true that he felt he hadn't explained the problem 
clearly to Dr. Takahasi. However, the ensuing con
versation showed that Dr. Takahasi was aware of 
all facets of the problem. He promised to send a 
copy of his paper [Takahasi, 1951], and some time 
later he did. 

Thus one of the unexpected effects of this URSI 
meeting of scientists from different countries is the 
uncovering of Dr. Takahasi's paper. This gives 
another illustration (if any are needed) of the desir
ability of more such international conferences. 

In this paper Takahasi derives the formulas that 
were later independently given by Green. The 
wealth of new results, the elegance of the proof, and 

the implications for future work are adequately 
covered in the paper by Weinberg and Slepian [1 960a] 
based on Takahasi's paper. Suffice it to say here 
that it is literally incredible that these results could 
have remained unknown to workers outside of Japan 
(and, it may be added, to many Japanese also) for 
so long a time. Perhaps the history of this problem 
as presented here can make some small contribution 
to eliminating a repetition of similar occurrences. 
The amount of duplication in research and calculat
ing effort that could have been eliminated and the 
additional progress that could have been made in 
this field by widespread knowledge of 'falmhasi's 
paper are incalculable. 

3.1 . Future Research Activity 

Though some work has been done on therealiztttion 
of true RLC networks- that is , where the coupling 
network contains resistance elements inserted in a 
controlled manner- we are still in need of a general 
synthesis procedure. The state of knowledge even 
on the problem of incidental dissipation is not 
complete. We still don't know how to realize a 
network where each inductor is not restricted to the 
same dissipation factor. Perhaps graph theory ma.v 
be useful here; som.e work has already been done on 
showing how equivalent ladder networks can be 
derived by the use of graph theory [Simone, 1959]. 
The procedures of Darlington [1939] and Bader 
[1942] apply to the case of nonuniform dissipation 
where de is the dissipation factor of the capacitors 
and dL ) is the dissipation factor of the inductors. 
Darlington did not present his procedure in detail; 
as a result a generation of readers has probably had 
difficulty in applying it. Desoer thus performs a 
useful service in giving a clear interpretation of 
Darlington's procedure [1959]. When the network 
is terminated at only one end, the problem is greatly 
simplified. Geffe [1959J considered such a singly . 
loaded network whose reciprocal voltage ratio is 
a polynomial alld gave formulas for the coefficients 
of the polynomial after predistortion; thus the need 
for the Darlington or Bader procedure is eliminated 
in this case. 'Ua As is remarked by Bennett, in his 
proof appended to Geffe's letter, the fact that this 
closed-form solution for the coefficients is obtained 
should not be taken to imply that the general case 
can be treated similarly. However, further investi
gation of a ' possible simplification of the doubly 
loaded case would be worth while. 

The writer also feels that formulas for the element 
values should exist for the uniformly predistorted 
Butterworth and Chebyshev cases. vVe know these 
formulas when no dissipation is introduced. One's 
sense of propriety is outraged when he finds that 
making a simple translation of the frequency variably 
forces him to carry out the computationally awk
ward continued-fraction expansion . Nature is 
generally not so perverse. After all , the poles of 
the Butterworth and Chebyshev functions still lie 

". It might be added that Orchard maintains {in a letter to the Editor,Trans. 
PGCT, June 19(0) that direct calculation of the element values is simpler than 
using the closed-form expression for thc coeffi cients of the polynomial . 
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on a circle and ellipse, respectivel~~ , except that the 
figures are shifted to the righ t . Perhaps the deep 
ins ights of Takah ~ls i on t he properties of the con
tinued-fn),ct ion expansion for Butterworth and 
C hebyshev fun ctions should help in this problem as 
well as in so me of the other problems mentioned 
below. 

] t appears til at th ere is no end to the closed-form 
" Jormulas tb~lt can be found for the Bu tterworth 

a nd Chebyshev Junctions. For the Bu tterworth 
tran sfer fun ct io n given b)~ 

IK (jwW= 1:'W2n 

t he t im e delay Ta=-d(3ldw (where K (jw) = IK (jw) I 
ej~) has been found to be 

n - l w 2m 

T 2.: sill (2m+ 1 )'71"/ (2n) 
rl m oo o 1+ w2n 

For t he C hebys hev fun ct ion given by 

IK (jw) 1 2= 1 + f2~;,(W) 
wh ere Tn (w) is the Chebys hev polynomial of th e 
fi rst kind (i.e ., Tn (w)=cos (n cos- I w)), the tim e 
delay in closed form 17 is 

:;B U 2n/ w) sinh (2n - 2m- l )<p2 
Ta ,,;:;'0 f " sin (2m + 1 ) '71/ 1 2n) 

1 + f2T;,.(w) 

In tbe above Un (w) is the C hebyshev po l~ ' nomi ~tl 
of the seco nd kind- i.e., Un(w) = sin (n + l )¢/sin <p, 
where w= cos ci>- :1nd <P2 is tbe im aginary p~lrt of 
4> g i ven by <P2= l in sinh - I l l f. Jt should now no t 
be difficult to go further; perhaps the time delay 
for the in verse Chebyshev 1l1 :1,'{ be found in closed 
form , and eveD that of the elliptic-fun ct ion filter . 
One of t he other problems where the in sights of 
T akahasi should be helpful is the determination of 
formulas for the element values of ~1l1 inverse 
Chebyshev traDsfer fun ction- that is, the fun ction 
obtained by a simple transformation of a Chebyshev
polynomial fUD ction which yields a low-pass filter 
with a maximally flat pass band and an equal-ripple 
stop band. Again it should be possible to determine 
the effect of the transformation on the formulas for 
Lhe element valu es of the Ch ebysh ev transfer 
function. Of course, the inverse Ch ebyshev h as 
finite transmission zeros so that e~LCh arm of the 
ladder network no longer consists of n, s ingle induct
ance or capacitance, but t lte fiDite zeros ~ll"e known 
in closed form so that it sho uld be a simple matter to 
add proper r esonating elemell ts to an element given 
by a form ula. The difficulty that is in t roduced by 
the steps of the con tinued-fraction expansion may 
now be removed by the properties derived by 

17 Both of these formulas for the time delay were se nt to the writer in a priva te 
letter from II. J . Orch a rd. 

Takahasi. One should perhaps start with Lhe 
simplest ladder ne twork:, that is a ladder with a 
resistance at only one end. 

The problem of greatest moment with regard to the 
deri vation of formulas for the element values is th e 
case of the elli.ptic-function fil tel·~that is, t he filter 
with an optimum cutoff characteristic and eq ual 
ripples in both the pass a nd stop ba nds. This 
problem is exceedingly difficult,18 but well repays 
long study. Discovery of the formulas could well 
bring about a revolution in the applications of 
modern filter theory. It is suggested that some of 
the relationships presented by H elma n [1955] may 
be useful herD since t hey rehl,te Lhe elliptic-function 
filter to the Chebyshev til ter (for which formulas are 
known) without the introductio n of elliptic fun ctions. 

Most of the above co uld be looked upon as an 
attempt to achieve a general understanding of the 
ll1dder net,vork, one aspect of which is to Il, nSWer the 
question whether formulas for the clement values call 
be found when the reciprocal transfer function is a 
polynomial many of whose properties are known 
11llalytically . For example, can s uch formulas be 
found for t he transfer function with a mf1ximally fla t 
time delay, that is, the function y ielded by use of the 
Bessel polynomial ? The co ntinued-fraction expan
sion a bout the origin of t he ratio of the even and odd 
p~lrts of the polynomial representing t he reciprocal 
era nsfer function is simple, the rth cocffic ien t of 
l is being given by 21' - 1; perhaps a rclated func
tional form also exists for the co efficien t of s in the 
expans ion about inflllity. The transfer function 
corresponding to the so-called synchronou ly t uned 
am pliher, tre H,ted by Indjoudjian [1954], sho uld be 
investigated for any insights it may offer. Indjoud
jian deri ved 1~1lld proved formulas for th e singly 
loaded case ; t he doubly loaded case i thu still 
unsolved. 

FiDally, fOl"lllUlas for th e element values of the 
netwod with a d istribution of zeros of the reflection 
coefficient other than all in one h alf-plane ar e known 
in only one case ['Veinberg, 1957 cJ; some efrort will 
probably be expended in determining the formulas 
lor other zero distributions. 

Perhaps fu t ure research in Lhis area will demon
strate that each type of function must be investi
gated individually , that fortuitous ciTcumstances 
permitted the determination of the known formulas. 
At any rate, it would be desirable to establish some 
conclusion; such investigations will surcly yield 
insi.ghts valuable for further research in network 
t heory. 

It appears that research on network functions 
expressed as functions of two com pIe variables may 
be accelerated in the next few years. Such func
tions arise in many different investigations. An 
analysis of the positive renI functions of two var
iables that a rise in potentiometer circuits has ah eady 
been mentiolled [Levenstein, 1958] . Reference to 
'l'almhasi 's work: will show tllat he makes elegant use 
of the properties of symmetrical polynomials in two 

IS Olle should be optimistiC, however. In a pri vate co mmnnicat ion II. J . 
Orchard wr ites that 11e belicves hc has fo und tbc formula for the first reactance of 
the clliptic-fuJ1 ction filter. 
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variables. Furthermore , the functions describing 
networks containing resistances, inductances, capaci
tances, and transmission lines of commensurable 
length are fUllctions of two complex variables after a 
substitution has been made to remove the exponen
tial terms. Such fun ctions also arise in co ntrol 
theory when systems con taining a transporta tion lag 
(i.e., a p ure time delay) are treated. J9 It has also 
been suggested 20 that the realiza tion of networks 
containing inductors with unequal dissipation factors 
m ight be attacked by the usc of ra tional fun ctions of 
two variables. 

The positive fun ction introduced b~- Baum in his 
theory of narrow-band fil ters, as contrasted with the 
positive real function , will get furth er study a nd 
application in network theory . . Already Belevitch 
[1959a] has used it to obtain what he feels to be a 
more natural derivation of th e Brune cycle. 

Finally, the analysis and synth esis of nonlin ear 
networks will come in for increasing attention . A 
start on this problem is represen ted by th e treatmen t 
of the piecewise linear case obtained by using net
works of diodes and resistan ces; some work in this 
area is that by Stern [1956] and Dennis [1959] . 

4 . Realizability Conditions and Positive Real 
Matrices 

In the section on graph theory we discussed the 
still unsolved problem of characterizing the second
order impedance or admittance matrix of a grounded 
R C quadripole. Some necessary conditions have 
been deri ved using function theOI'~- rather than 
graph theory. It has been shown by Slepian and 
Weinberg [1958b] that the order relationships that 
hold for the numerator coefiicients of the Zik before 
cancellation of possible common factors- namely, 
that the coefficien ts of Z2\ must be positive and no t 
grcater than the correspondin g coeffi cients of Zn and 
Z22- must hold cven after cancellation for the Zik or 
the Y ik in the case of a network with less than six 
nodes; in other words, for such a network it is 
impossible for bo th se ts to violate the conditions. 
These results have been extended in a doctora te 
thesis by Olivares [1959]. Some additional results 
have been obtained in other countries [Bryant, 1959; 
Adams, 1958], but the general problem still remains 
un solved . 

For the case when only a transfer function of the 
R C three-terminal network is specified , some addi
tional work has been done. Kuh [1958] has given 
an alternative synthesis procedme, and Kuh and 
Paige [1959] have de termined the maximum possible 
mul tiplier for the voltage ra tio of an R C ladder 
network. 

Some recent work has been done on characterizing 
networks containing negative elemcnts in addition 
to positive resistances, inductances, and capacitances. 
A general theory for the synthesis of networks C011-

l' It should perh aps he pointed out th at stability problems in thi s case can be 
treated precisely hy Pontryagin' s [1955] theorem. It appears that th is is not 
known to workers in feed back control theory since a search of many of the leading 
books in thi s field reveals that complicated approximate LechniQues arc used for 
determining stability. 

20 'rllis suggestion was made to the 'witer by Prof. '\. DeClaris. 
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taining negative elements becomes more mgently 
needed with the widespread use of th e negative- • 
impedance converter and especially with the di s
covery of the tunnel diode. A basic attempt at the 
formulation of realizabil i ty conditions for such 
networks is given in Bello's doctorate thesis [Bello, 
] 959] . Some additional papers are scheduled for 
presentation at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 
Symposium on Active Networks and F eedback '\ 
Systems to be held in April 1960. Fmtlter dis
cussion of the synthesis aspect of this problem IS 

given in the scction on Active Systems. 
The problem of characterizing the matrices of 

passive n ports has received much attention. The 
paper of Youla , Castriota, and Carlin [1959] uses 
the scat tering matrix and attempts to derive a 
rigorous theory of lineal' , passive, time-invariant 
networks on an axiomatic basis. Their discussion 
is heavil~T mathematical , bcing replete with the 
con cepts of Hilbert space. The papers of Weinberg 
and Slepian [1958; 1960b] use the impedance and 
admittan ce characterizat ions and thus discuss the 
positive real matrix. T)) ey give new realizability 
condi tions on differen t t:Yj)es of ne tworks ; in addi
tion ' the~T attempt to esta.blish simple tests for 
checking the realizability of specified matrices whose 
elements are rational func tion s. One of the pl'Op
CIties of thcir tcsts is the elimination of the usually 
required step of solving for the roots of polynomials. 
Some other work on the positive real function was 
done by Seshu and Balabanian [1957]; they consider 
transformations of a posi tive real rational function 
that keep the positive real property invariant. 

4 .1. Future Research 

Ellough bas been said in the graph -theory scction 
Oil the unsolved problems of finding necessary and 
sufficient con eli tions for the realizability of trans
fonnerless networks, where these conditions include 
a synthesis procedure . We have only to add here 
wh at should be obvious, namely, that the techniques 
of function theory can be used to supplement those 
of graph theory for answering these knotty problems, 
and we mention onc problem whose solution may 
give significant insight. Then we discuss positive 
real functions. 

The problem on the R C grounded quadripole is 
the proving or disproving of a conjectW'e made by 
Darlington [1955] . H e has stated his belief that the 
series-parallel network constitutes a canonical sub
class for the general three-terminal RC network
that is, every second-order matrix realizable by an 
R C grounded quadripole may be realized in series
parallel form. Darlington has proposed the realiza
tion of the following impedance matrix to test his 
conj ecture: 

z 

Though this matrix satisfies all the known necessary 
conditions on the impedance matrix of an R C 
grounded network, no realization as a series-parallel 



stru cture is possible and no othe l' type of gro unded 
q uadripole hft yet bee n found [Olivares, 1959] . 
Olivares has stated his belief th a t the lllatrix is 
unrealizable as a three- terminal network ; however 
t he matrix is readily reali zt1 ble ,tS ,1 symmetri cal 
lattice. 

It is inevitable t hat much researc h effor t will be 
devoted in the future to the positive real fun ction 
/md the positive real matrix. The definition thltt is 
usually given [Weinberg and Slepian, 1960b] is satis
factory provided we are dealing with matrices whose 
elements are ration al functions. However, t he 
concept of a positive real function is importan t enough 
to be defined in general ; such functions arise when
ever passive systems are considered. For example, 
t he matrices treated by Wigner and vo n Neum ann 
[1954] are positive real matrices except for a trivial 
rotation of the axes of the complex plane . The 
authors show the necessary and sufficient couditions 
on their matrices, but these are given in a non
co nstructive form; in other words, no s imple way of 
tcsting these matrices is give ll . The quest ion arises 
whether tests can be devised for t hese 11h1trices as 
was previously done for malrices of lum pecl-pllnUll
eter electrical networks [Weinberg and Slepian, ] 958; 
1960b] . 

A general defll1 i t ion of a posiLive real fUllction 
(PRF) is even needed 21 in electrical LileOl'Y, for usc 
with distributed systems or with the limits of fi nite 
lumped systems as t he number of clem ents increases 
without limit. Under suc h circumsL1nces for 
example, the simple function ,fs should obviously be 
PRF; here we see that the fun ction is real only for s 
real and nonLlegative. Fmthennore, with In/tOy 
transcendental fun etions , the defini tion of the 
function differs for s real and positive /wd of zero 
angle from s real and positive ::tnd of tt llgle 27f. 
Accordingly, Professor j1~oster proposes th at t he 
fundamen tal definition of a posit ive rea l fu nction be 
expressed in terms of tbe a rgu.l1len t or t he complex 
variable rather than in term s of a half-plan e. The 
proposed definition of a PRF F (z) is as follows: 

(i) F (z ) is an analytic function of z for 
- 7f/2< arg z< 7f/2 

(ii) F( z) is real tor arg z= o 
(iii) R e[F(z)] ~ 0 for 

- 7f/2< arg z< 7f/2 
(iv) F (z) to be defin ed by fwalytic continuation 

when possible beyo nd the sector in which 
it is defined by (i)-(iii). 

R emark 1. The restriction in (i) may possibly be 
too strong, but at the present moment, the restriction 
to analyticity seems to be the only feasible assump
tion to make. Further study may be needed on 
this point. 

R emark 2. If the restriction in (iii) were made 
stronger , that is, Re[F(z)]> O, the only efIeoL would 
be to exclude the special case of F (z) being ident ically 

21 For the remaining; discussion on pos it ive rca l functions the writer is indebted 
to Professo r R . 1\1. Fos tel', who co mmunicated tl1cse ideas in a private le iLer. 
) Ie writes that his ideas arc ten tative, but the whole note is so suggestive for 
future researc h t 11at it is used (with permission) ill its entirety. 
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zero. From a certa in point of v iew, this might bl' 
an advantage , sin ce then, in quite a number of 
t heorem s, this particular case would not have to be 
excluded by a special statem ent. On t he ot her haud, 
this would exc lude t he simple ca e or a short circuit 
(if we were tnlki ng of impedances). On the other 
hanel, in normal nl<lthelllati cnl procedure' , we would 
Iw ve au tomatically excluded the e~tse correspollding 
to F (z) identically infinite. Thi s parti cular imp/lsse 
might perhaps be completely avoided if we deftn ed 
an ent irely fl ew sort of fun ction 11 '(z) cO ITC'sponci inO' 
to 

n '(z) 
F (z)- l 
1"(z) + 1 

This corresponds to whaLi s accompli shed by using 
the scat terin g mat ri x as opposed to eit ber t he short
circuit adm.itta,nce matrix or ope ll -c ircui t impedance 
matrix. ~[ore tudy with respect to this particular 
poin t also seems desirable. 

R emarlc 3 . Note that not h i ng is postuh1tecl 
expli citly cO ll ce rnin o' t he behavior or t he funct ion on 
Lhe ima gin ar." axis. For a s tuci.\T of thi s beha \Tiol> 
we depe nd entirely on analytic co nt inuation from 
the sec tor - 7r/2< arg z< 7f/2. AJ so note tha t we 
do not include th e suggestion of Ilichal'ds th at essen
tial sin gularities on the imagin ar.\T axis be specifically 
excluded. 

R emarlc 4. An example of a PRF: 

wh ere - 1:S1':S 1. Interestin gly enough, the pbysi
ologists have in vest igated the electrical proper ties of 
man.\T difre rent organ ic materials wh ere the impe
dance over a ver)T wide frequen cy range is of th e 
form F 1(z) with a constan t value of r characterizing 
ea eh pa,r t i eular ki nd of material , the actual numerical 
values s0111.ewherc in the neigllborhood of - 0.7 for 
t il e most par t . 

R emarlc 5. An example of a PRF with an essenti al 
si ngularity aL th e origi n : 

F2 (z) = 1- exp ( - l /z) , 

That this function is PRF may readily be seen by 
noting that 

, ( -x ) y Re [Fo(x+ty)]= l - exp 0+ 2 cos - 2+ 2' . x· Y x Y 

Hen ce the positive character when x is positive. 
R emarlc 6. Another exampl e of PRF wi t h an 

essential singularity at the origin whi ch is )l oL 
isolated , being a cluster poin t of poles: 

Here each componen t i n the infini te series is itself a 
PRF, and the series is seen to be absolutely and 



uniformly convergent in the sector - 7r/2< arg 
z< 7r/2 sin ce in that sector 

Remark 7. An example of a PRF with all poles 
and zeros on the imaginary axis (i.e., i PRF to use 
Richards' notation [1947] : 

F4(z)= tanh z. 

That this function is PRF may readily be seen b~' 
lloti ng that 

. e4x _ 1 
Re [F4(X+~Y) ] = ( 2 r (0' r e £ cos 2y+ 1 .+ e' x Slll 2y -

which is positive when x is positive. 
R emark 8. An example of a PRF with a natural 

barrier on the imaginary axis: 

F () t 1 + tanh 2z+tanh 4z+tanh 8z+ 
I. z = an 1 z . .. 
" . 2 4 8 

Here each component in the infinite series is itself a 
PRF. That the series is absolutely convergent and 
represents an anal,vtic fun ction in thc sector - 7r/2< 
arg z< 7r/2 is seen by the following consideration: 

. • 2 e4X_ 2e2x cos 2y+ 1 
I tanh (x+~Y) 1 = 4x+ 2 Ox ') +1 e e- cos ~Y 

e4X+ 2e2X+ 1 < - e4X _ 2e2X + 1 

= ctnh2x 

and now assume that x is in the domain 

where r is some fixed positive number. Then 

Itanh N(x+ iy)! < ctnb Nx < ct nh Nr < ctnh r. 
N -N-N-N 

Thus thc function is well defined. 
To show the existence of a barrier, consider any 

value of y of the form 

where m is any integer, positive, negative, or zero, 
and n is a positive integer. And then consider the 
term in F5 (z) which is 

tanh N z 
N 

where N = 2n and for this particular value of y. 

Th I f h· . I ctnh Nx d e rea part 0 ·· t is term is equa to N an 

b ecomes positively infinite as x approaches zero 
k eeping y at this same fixed value. 
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It is believed that these thoughts of Professor 
Foster on positive real functions will stimulate 
future research on this important problem. 

5. Systems With Time-Varying and Non
linear Reactances 22 

During the past three ,veal'S networks containing "1 
nonlinear reactances have been used as amplifiers; 
these amplifiers have been called parametric ampli
fi ers . The concept of sustained oscillations in 
nonlinear systems is an old one, Lord Rayleigh 
having described in 1877 the stability conditions 
for a system excited at twice the frequency of the 
unstable vibrations [Valdes, 1958]. Similar be
havior was studied in connection with electro
mechanical systems. In addition, nonlinear reactive 
modulators were used in radiotelephon~T before 
1914. It wasn't until 1957, however, that the 
present-day flurry of activity on parametric ampli
tiers started. At that time Suhl [1957] suggested 
using the anomalous dispersion effect in ferrites 
to make a variable-inductance parametric amplifier. 
In the succeeding three years much literature an d 
many devices have appeared under the title of 
parametric amplifier. Most of the theoretical 
works during this period, with a few notable excep
tions, are reviews, rediscoveries, and adaptations of 
theories already known. The device technology, 
however, started from zero and made startling 
advances. We do not discuss devices here since 
this will be reported on by Commission VII. 

The theoretical background for parametric ampli
fiers can be divided into two fairly distinct categories. 
The first is the energy-conversion properties of 
nonlinear reactances , a nd the second is the circuit 
theory of lineal' networks with periodic time-variant 
parameters. 

The fundamental energy-convcrsion propert.v of 
nonlinear reactances is characterized bv a set of 
energy relations known as the 11anle,v-Rowe equa
tions [1956].23 

Manley and Rowe showed that when a nonlinear 
capacitance imbedded in a linear fixed-parameter 
network is excited by so urces at two frequencies 
Wo and WI, the power flow P ?n. n into the capacitance at 
the various combination frequencies mwo+ nwl is 
characterized by the equations 

22 The writer thanks Dr. B. J . Leon for his help in the preparat ion of this 
section. 

" The so-called Manley·Rowe eQnations go hack further than tbis paper. 
They were contained in a paper by J . M. Manley, "Some General Properties 
of 11agnetic Amplifiers," Proc. IRE, 39, 259 (1951) ; tbis paper was based on nn
publisbed work done by .\1anley much earlier, at least gOing back to the late 
1930's. 
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).[an.v subsequent papers have appeared deriving 
the .Manley-Rowe equations in various ways. 
).![anley and Rowe used a method of FOLll'ier analysis. 
Penfield [1959] used an energy-fun ction approach. 
From this he was able Lo extend the equations to 

). reactive n ports with k noncommensmable exciting 
freq uencies. Haus [1958] showed that the Manley
Rowe equations apply to the power carried by an 
electromagn etic field in a nonlinear lossless medium. 

To see how the Manley-Rowe equations are applied 
to a parametric amplifier problem, let us consider the 

I circuit of figure 2. For this circuit the powers 
> P m n are zero for (m,n) ~ (1,0), (0,1), (1, - 1) because 

the' capacitan ce faces an open circuit at these fre
quencies. Thus the Manley-Rowe equations become 

I 
~, 

I 

P I.O+ PI . - I = 0 
Wo W0-W I 

I Since there is no so urce at frequency "'0-"'1, PI, - l 
. must be negative (flowin g out of the capacitance) 
I if at least one of the P's is nonzero . :If "'O < W I , 

PO,! is also negative and energy is converted from the 
frequency "'0 to both WI and W O- WI' With this co n
·dition the "signal" at frequency WI is "amplified ." 

WHERE: -# IS A NONLINEAR CA PACITANCE 

{

OO FOR w;t W i 

Q, IS A FILTER WHOSE IMPEDENCE IS Zi WITH 

D Re [ ZiJ > O 

c)+ FOR W=Wi 
Wi IS A STEADY - STATE 

- SINUSOIDAL VO LTAGE AT FREQUENCY Wi 

FIG VRE 2. 1 deal'i zed parametric amplifier. 

) In general the J\!(anley-Rowe equations give an 
indication of feasibility for a particular amplifier with 
sharply tuned filters, and, in addition, they give 
quantitative information on the conversion effi
ciency. They do not give any information on the 
possible gain and bandwidth for a particular circuit 
model. 

In order to get quantitative information about the 
performance of a parameteric amplifier one must 
analyze a complete circuit model. No general 
theory exists for analyzing nonlinear circuits of the 
type used in parametric amplifiers. However, if the 
excitation at one frequ ency, known as the pump, is 
much larger than the other excitations called the 

signal , a lineal' model characterize this small-signal 
performance. The general class of circuit models 
which characteri ze the small-signal performance of 
paramctric amplifiers are linear circuits with a few 
pcriodi c time-variant parameters imbedded in a 
network of time-invariant parameters. The most 
complete proof of this statement is given by Duinker 
[1958]. We shalll'efer to networks of this type as 
linear parametric netwoTks (LPN). 

The case of linear parametric networks with 
limped elements (LLPN) has been studied in great 
detail. The time-domain equations that character
ize these networks are linear differenti al equations 
with periodic co efficien ts. Homogeneo us equations 
of this type have been discussed quite extensively 
in the mathematical literature (Starzinskii , ] 955; 
M cLachlan, 1947] . The techniques used on these 
equations ar e so involved that they cannot co n
veniently be used to obtain the general transient and 
steady-state solution to inhomogeneous equations. 
It is the la tter t.vpe of equation that is of in tC l'cst 1'01' 

the desig n of an amp] iflel'. Bolle [1955] poin ted ou t 
that wh en the excitation to an LLPN is a steadv
state sinuso id , one can write down the frequ encies of 
all the resul ting currents and vol tages. He dis
cussed the case of on e variable element and showed 
that if the elemen t weI' , described by a fini te number 
of sin uso ids and if the network were sll ch that an bu t 
a fini te number of the voltage and current terms 
were zero , then tbe ampl itudes of the nonzero voltagcs 
and CUl'l'ents could be computed. Duinker [1958] 
extcnded Boll e's method to include more vari able 
elements, bu t he did not eliminate t he two qualih-in q; 
condi t ions. Virtu ally all ofthe recent papel'son LPN 
use Bolle's method [Rowe, 1958; H effn er and '.Vade, 
1958; Seidel and H ermann , 1959] . 

For the case of' an LLPN with a single vari abl e 
element d escrib edl~y a :finite number of s inusoids, 
D esoer [1959] presented a method or steady-state 
anal.\Tsis. Hi s method , which is exact foJ' thcse 
circuits, consists of an algori thm 1'01' compu ting t he 
am plitudes of the voltages and currents in the sam e 
manner as Bolle, but D esoer proved, in addit ion, 
that t he neglected term s do no t hav e to be zero . 
D esoer gave a bound [01' the error in troduced by neg
lecting the hi.gher-frequ enc.," terms, and he showed 
that this bound tends to zero as we increase tbe 
number of terms used. 

A more general method of analysis has b een prc
sen ted by Leon [1959; 1960 (in press) ]. H e showed 
that the frequency-domain equatio ns that ch ar acter
ize both the transient and steady-state behavior of 
LLPN's are linear difference equations with rational
function coefficients. The difference-equation ap
proach yields exact computational techniques 1'01' 

analyzing specific circuits. It n,lso gives Jorm al 
solutions that can be discussed in general terms. 
Although the two papers of Leon have a nswered a 
lot of questions about the analysis of LLPN's, there 
are many more to be solved before a synthe is proce
dure for these networks can be formulated. The 
second paper state many of these problems in detail 
[Leon, in press]. 
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For distributed LPN's Ti en and Suhl [1958] showed 
t hat the approximations of Bolle's method lead to a 
pair of coupled cquations similar to the equations 
for tnwel ing-wave tubes . This has led to a Dumber 
of devi ces of both the forward and backward trftyel
ing-wave typ e. For iterative LLPN 's consisting 
of a cascadc of single variable-clement circuits Currie 
and l 'Veglein 24 of the Hughes Aircraft Company 
lI a ve shown t hat Bolle's method also leads to a pair 
o f' coupled equations similar to traveling-wave tube 
equations. A number of other analyses of distrib
u tcd LPN 's has appeared [Roe and Bo.vd , 1959 ; 
B ell and W ade, 1959 ; Kurowawa and H amasaki, 
1959; Pi erce, 1959 ; and Shafer, 1959]. 

Th e th eory of LPN's is far from complete and 
man~T in tercsting problems exist . A bigger problem 
is that of obtaining a quantitativc LPN approxima
t ion to a pumped nonlin ear circuit. To find thc 
model, one m ust analyze the nonlinear circui t with 
a singlc-frequ ency (pump) excitat ion. All solutions 
to el ate bave been ver.v approximate and apply only 
to ver.v special cases. 

6. Active Systems 

It is well known that a passi\C fin i te lumped
parameter n et,work Cltll achi eve all t he characteristics 
of any stable acti\ e fi ni te lumped-pftram eter network 
except possibly for the gain ; in othcl' words, the 
transfer function of th e ftctive nctwork cannot b e 
more complicated than a rationa.l fun ction . Thus 
figure:3 represents a possible reftlization of any active 
tr a nsfcr fun ction, where the purpose of the aJnplifi el' 
is mercl.Y to suppl.\- ga in. 

PASSIVE 

NETWORK 
AM PLIF IER 

FIGUR E 3. P ossible j01'1n f01' 1'eal1'zal'ion of any active 
transfer func tion 

It is useful to remember this fact; it saves our 
chasing rainbows for th e proverbial pot of gold. 
W e can add feedback loops within feedback loops al
most ad infinitum (and often ad nauseam) ; alas, we still 
cannot get more than a quotient of two polynomials 
as th e transfer function . R ecogni tion of this fact 
makes us d etermine precisely why we are u sing 
feedback in a confi guration- e .g., in th e adaptive 
s~Tstem s to b e discussed b elow ; surely not for achiev
ing a desired transfer fun ction that h as, for example. 
a fast r esponse. An open-loop configuration would 
do as well. 

A similar simple characterization applics to an 
actiyc stable driving-point function. It can always 
b e realized by a passi \TO driving-point function plus 
a negatiye resistance, either in series or in parallel. 
This is schematically illustrated infignre 4. Though 

24 A paper on these results is being prepared . 
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I 
thi s is not suggcsted as a practical mcans ror realizin O" I 
such a [un ction , it is a feasible one. '" 

\tVe will no t discuss svstems such as th Dse shO\n1 ') 
in fi gure 3, where the active elenlcnt furn ishes onlv I 
gain (and perhaps isolation when a number of such 
networks are cascad ed as, for example, in a flat 
staggered n -tuple ampli fier ) . \tVe will discuss two 
classes of active networks, In the first class th e ac
tivJ'e elem en t is u.sed in a feedb ack configuration to ,l 
ac 1lCve some desu'ecl result that cann ot be achi eved r 
h~' ft p assivc s~-stcm upon whi ch som.e restriction has 
been placed. Such a restriction ma~- be the require
m ent of using no indu ctances in a network' here reed
back is used as a tool in thc synthesis of ~n R C net
work to achiev e RLC characteristics . Anoth er 
restriction can be the specification of a fi~:ccl n etwork 
(called the plant) wh ose param eters van T in some 
manner; this networl,;: is r equired to ~ 'icld 'a speci fi ed 
tral:sfer function t hat is insensitive to the parameter 
VaJ'l atlOJ1S of t h e fixed system. This sensi tiyitv 
requirement necessitates the use of feedb ack ; ","e 
shall discuss this in the context of the r esearch on 
adaptivc sys tems. 

The secon d clftss of systems that we discuss in
volves ncgative elements that have no t bcen achieved 
by a feedback circuit ; more specificftlly , wc consider 
ne tworks co ntaining tunnel diodes. 

6.1. Active He Synthesis 

The use of inductances at low frequcncies intro
duces many difficul ties. Thus to ac hieve RLC 
charactcrist ics- e.g., complex poles close to the 
im aginary axis - attempts have been made to use 
only resistances and capacitances with an actiye 
elemen t to achieve a desired pole-zero pftttern. The I 

first active RC syn thesis in the li terature is due ap
pftrently to Fritzinger [1938] and Scott [1938]. The 
principle of their method is shown by the s ignal-fiow I 

diagram in figure 5; this approach is now often calleel 
the classical method or the feedback method in dis
tinguishing i t from the approach that uses the 

±A 
o • 

FIGU RE 5. Signal-flow diagTam of the classica' method of 
active nc network design. 



negative-impedance converter (NIC). Th e amplifier 
ga in A is assumed to be a co nstan t independent of 
frequency a nd fJ repre en Ls the transfer function o f 
the RC network in the feed back: pa,Lh. The poles 

;. of Ii. ~1.re the zeros of 1 + .1113; we Cfl.n thus get co m
plex poles thaL cannot be fl.ch ieved w it h t he HC 
network alone. Th e assul1lption of idefl.lizecl prop
erties should be noted: t he <1ctive element is ideal 
with infini te input il1lp ecl~1.Jl(e, zero output impedance 
alld zero reverse trans mission. This field of active 
synthesis remained dormant for a long time- for 

I good reaso ns. The passive elements, namely, the 
i" positive r esistan ce, the positive inductance, and the 

positive capacitance, are rugged , long-lived and can 
be design ed to be quite stable with respect to amb ient 
co nditions ; networks containing tubes, on the co n
tnll'Y, arc less rugged, bulkier than passive networks, 
<lnd have characteristics that may deteriorate for 
any of n, n um bel' of reasons, among them being in-

I ufficient mt ll.ode emission , the variation of an active 
p aram eter , 01' a change in the power-s upply voltfl.ge. 
Tbe co ncept of a negative elem ent or a nega tive 
driving-point function is, as we've mention ed a bove, 
useful in the syn thesis of l1ctive circuits . IL was 
used bv l\1errill to des ign an NIC using vacuum 
tubes (1951). This, howeve r, possessed the di sad-

? y antages of any other vacuum-Lube circuit. 
The advent of t he junction transistor changed this 

s ituation. It made possible ,1. small , rugged , long
lived active package t hat can be u cd in an NIC to 
gi \-e the chara cteristics of a negat i ve dJ'i ving-po int 
function over an opprating range of freCjuenc ies. 
J . G. Linvill was the first to exploit Lhe transistor in 

, the design of a n KIC [Linvill , 1953, 1954) . Tbis 
brought the NIC in to prom inence as flo tool for active 
network syntbes is. 

Linvill twL ievc<.l a Ln1llsfcr fUll ctioll wlLOsl' poll'S 
were not restricted to t he negn,ti ve real axis by the 
use of RC networks and <1.n N rC . The denominator 

I polynomial with unrestricted zeros was decomposed 
iuto the difl'el'ence of two poly nomials whose roo ts 
are confined to the Il eg,ltive real axis; t he subtraction 
is achieved by the 't\ "C . The zeros of t he tra nsfer 
function were achieved by pass ive networks. 

Kinariwala (1959) also used the N IC to achieve 
RLC character istics \\'ith RC networks. H e showed 
ho\\' to realize any driving-point impedan ce by 
means of resistances, capacitfl. l1ces, and only one NIC. 
In his configuration the NIC could achive the sub
traction required in both the numerator and the 
denominator. Horowitz (1956) pursued a different 
co urse in applying the NIC: he extended the classical 
\\-ork of Brune, Darlington , and Das her- i.e., synthe-

, is by means of a cascade co nn ection of canonical 
sections - to active RC synthesis. H e didn't, how
enr , solve the general problem, since he realizes 

, only a positive r eal RC driving-point impedance in 
order to achieve an associated transfer impedan ce 
" ' ith uurestricted zeros; the network co nfig umtion 
is t hat of active RC ladders. The gener al problem 
o f realizing a positive real RLC driving-poin t fun c-
tion, or even going further, a driving-point fu nction 
tlwt is not positive r eal, by mefl.I1S of a cascade of 
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canonical HC sections is still unsolved. In <1dcliLioll , 
Horowitz 's method does not show how to r ealize a 
hU'ge gain ; achieving a large constant multiplie r i 
often a n important consideration . 

Horowitz [1957, 1960 (in press)] also purs ued 
resea rch on the class ical m ethod. Contrary to t he 
orig in al attacks on th is problem, where as we pointed 
out ideal active elements were assumed, Horowitz 
took into account the active-element parasitics a nd 
found the limitfl.tions due to t ltem. 

6 .2. Adaptive Systems 

Th.e past three year h ave seen a great deal of 
actl vlty III pla n t- 01' proces -aclapti ve system s. 
Much of the motivation appears to be due to the 
large and rapidly changing parameters of' modern 
supersonic aircraft <wd t he rcs ulting problems im
posed 0 11 the fl.utopilot. 

Nearly all workers in t his Fleld have divided up 
the problem into three phases: 

(1) Iden tifieation of plan t 01' process parameter 
(2) Co mputation of required cOlTect ive action 
(3) ~\lLodification of system parameters or of ig-

nals to ac hieve corrective action. 
Th e difl'crences in the resear ch have been in t be 
methods U cd in one 01' more of thesc three pha es. 
In p hase (1), the followin g method have becn used : 

(a) correlation of noi e input with plant output 
to obtain the pl a nt impulse res ponse [Anclerson 
et <1L, 1958; Goodman and Hillsley, 1958); 

(b) sampling of plfl.ntinput MId output, and 
solving the diA'erence eq Ut1tions reh1.t in g input, 
and output [Kalman, 1958; Mishkin tLnd 
Haddad, 1959) . 

(c) construction of a model of the pla nt a nd using 
the d ifferences between the output of the plan t 
and iLs model to Vtu-y Lhe paJ'tlllleters of the 
model 0 as to minimizc Lh e differe nces [Mar
golis <1.I1d Leoncles, 1959). 

In general the resul t in g syste ms arc nonlin ear a nd 
thereby difficult to analyze. H enec most of t he 
analysis Ila neglected t he nonlineHl'iLies. Even the 
lin ear a nalysis com es forth wi tit few bas ic co nchl 
sio ns on the reasons for the ~1.daptivc systems. A 
critique on these adaptive systems [Ho rowitz. 
1960) implies that there has b een a singulfl.r lack of 
continuity between this research and fundalll en Lal 
feedback theory. The workers give as motiv<1.Lion 
for their work the problem of large parameter vari a
tions. Some suggest that ordinary time-invariant 
linear feedback is unable to cope with lar ge parametcr 
variations. Horowitz feels t his is no t true. Otilrrs 
suggest that ordinary feedback nl<1.y be in acLcqUtlte 
because of noise 01' saturation limi ts [Stfl.ffin and 
Truxal , 1958) ; Horowitz feels th is cr iticism m ay oft.en 
be valid. It <1.ppears, however , that more a ntl.lytic 
work is needed in t his area of resear ch. 

6.3. Tunnel-Diode Networks 

ExcepL for the active H C y nthesis, the field of 
fl.ctive synthesis is largely unexplored ; though som e 
problems have been solved, tltere docs not exist a 



body of synthesis procedures comparable to that 
for pftssive networks. Some new approach is needed; 
it has often been felt by network theorists that the 
development of a pure negative resistance might 
stimulate such an approach. This is one reason why 
the discovery of the tunnel diode is exciting [Som
mers et ftl. , 19S9; Lesk et al., 19S9] . 

:Much of the work on linear amplifiers using tunnel 
diodes has represented attempts to build a stable 
single-stage aJnplifier [Sommers et al., 19S9]. Ac
cording to most discussions in the literature it appears 
that the problems in the design of tunnel-diode am
plifiers are how to achieve isolation in order to build 
two-stage amplifiers and how' to make the tunnel 
diode unilateral. The writer questions whether 
these are the reftl problems. Perhaps the available 
synthesis procedures for passive networks can be 
adapted to the design of active networks . 

What synthesis emphasizes is the realiza,tion of a 
prescribed gain-bftndwidth by essentially a single 
process ; or to be more specific, it attempts the exact 
realization of a prescribed function of frequency- its 
magnitude, its phase, and its constant multiplier. 
This requires a change in philosophy from that being 
used in present design ; instead of worrying about 
isolating the active device, one should ftttempt to 
take a,dvanta,ge of its parameters in achieving a 
desired frequency and gain chftracteristic. Instead 
of bemoaning the fact that the tunnel diode is a two
terminal device, one should take advantage of this: 
our passive synthesis procedures employ two-term inal 
elements. 

One method of adaptation of a synthesis procedure 
has been proposed by the writer [Weinberg, in 
press] . It ftpplies to the synthesis of tunnel-diode 
networks, where the equivalent circuit is taken to 
to be a parallel connection of the junction transition 
capaci tance and a negative resistance. 

This technique is an ftdftptation of predistortion. 
The use of the predistortion technique in reverse 
may be useful for realizing active networks incor
porating the new devices. Instead of substituting 
s=p-d into the given system function, we sub
stitute s=p+d, where d is ft positive constant, 
oS == CT + jw is the original complex variable, ftnd p is 
a new complex variable. 

It is recalled that in ordinary predistortion the 
pole of the given system function that is closest to 
the j axis limits the size of d that can be chosen. 
Tn reverse predistortion , however, stability con
sidera tions no longer limit the size of d, since poles 
of the original function, instead of moving closer to 
the j axis, move away from the ftxis. A number 
of other advantftges are obtained by this shift of 
the critical frequencies to the left. For example, 
non minimum-phase functions can be made minimum 
phase by choice of an appropriate value of d; thus 
procedures that can be used only for minimum
phase functions - like Dasher's procedure for the 
realization of resistance-capacitance (RC) networks, 
or even simple ladder networks - now become 
applica ble, 

It is not true, however, that, since the shift is to 
the left , there are no constraints on the va lue of d. 

As shown in [Weinberg, 19S8b], for a normalized 
design d is the reciprocal of Q; thus the value of the r 

Q that can be achieved with the tunnel diode ma y 
be a limi ting factor for some appl ications, For a 
negative-resistance device it is desirable that the (: 
absolute value of Q be as small as possible ; for 
example, a small capacitance and a large absolu te 
value of negative conductance yield a high-quftlity 
tunnel diode . 

A most important effect of this procedure of 
reverse predistortion is that the final network, which 
will require negative resistflllces for its realization, 
yields what could be called a fiat gain. This gain 
can be computed in a manller similftr to that given 
in the reference [Weinberg, 19S8b] for computing 
the flat loss. 

A simple example illustrates the technique. In 
this example the tun nel diodes, in effect, substitute 
for an ideal transformer. The voltage ratio 

"
I 

is realized by the network in figure 6 with H = 15. 
The maximum possible H for a passive network 
without transformers is 3. Each of the RC parallel < 

networks within the dashed lines can be replaced by \, 
a tunnel diode. 
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FIG U RE 6. Network realizing the given RC voltage ratio. 
(ralues in ohms and farads.) 

Nonuniform predistortion can also be used to 
realize RLC networks containing tunnel diodes. In 
addition, it appears possible to control the number 
of tunnel diodes used in the design. 

6.4. Future Research Activity 

There are two approaches that have been explored 
in active RC synthesis using feedback techniques. 
One is the NIC approach exemplified by the work 
of Linvill [19S3] and Kinariwala [19S9], Here com
plex poles that are unrealizable by RC networks ftnd 
zeros that are inconvenient to realize by such net
works are achieved by polynomial subtraction. The 
other approach, as carried forward b.r Horowitz 
[19S7 , 1960 (in press)], is basically the classical 
method; this is achieved by the addition of poly
nomials. This classification is interesting from the 
point of view of sensitivity. Because of the sub
traction in the first approach the resulting sensitivity 
of the filter to the active- and passive-element vari
ations is very large. The optimum NIC synthesis 
fronl the point of view of sensitivity to both active 
and passive elements was found by Horowitz [19S9 .} 
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The seco nd class of procedures lC<1cis to considcrably 
less sensitivi [,y to the acLive elemen ts bu t sensitivity 
to passive elements is of the ame order of magnitud e 
as in the first clftss. While the ultimftte in sen itivity 
i n the first class ha. been 01ved ,25 in the second 
class it has been ach Leved only for specific configura
tions. Also no study has been mil.de to determin e 
co nfigurations which lead to minimum sensi tivity 
to passive-elemen t variations. I t should be men
tioned ' moreover, that this hilS not even been done 
in passive network synthesis. 

I In the matter of extending modern ne twork 
~ s."n thesis to active RC systems, a significan t re

search problem is to apply the Brune and Darlington 
methods to active R C realization of any input im
pedance by means of a cascade of canonical sections. 
This appears to be a very diffi cult problem. 

With regard to active synthesis procedures using 
negative elements, more study should be applied to 
extending and applying th e work of Bello [1959]. 
In addi tion , optimum tunnel-diode syn thesis pro
cedures with respecL to gain-bandwidLh a nd oLhe)" 
criteria will probably be worked out. An inevitable 
problem that will ari se wh en active synth esis 
becomes practicable is the sensitivity probleJI' . 
Fi naIl.\' , i t is desirable that an understandi ng of the 
deceptivcl.'- simple negative resistance become more 
widespread ; for example , one sees again and aga in ill 
the li te rature the in correct statement that a negative 
resistr nce can no t be both open-circui t stable aJICI 
short-circu i t sta.ble. 

!li[u ch basic work remains to be done in the theon' 
of adaptive ystems. Up to now the mass effort li as 
been on building systems. Thi s is eviden t from the 
references previously ci ted and a pcrusal of the Pro
ceedings of the Symposium on Self Adaptive Fligh t 
Control S.'-stems, held at 'Wrigh t Ail' Development 
Center on J anuar.\- 13- 14, 1959. To quote J.Jt . 
Gregor." of the Flight Control Laboratory, Wright 
Air Development Ce nter , which governmenL organi
zation sponsored and organized the Symposi urn 
[Gregory, 1959]: "I th i nk t here is one general state
ment we can mal(e about most of our systems and 
tha t is, they work; but why do they work? In the 
future we intend Lo try to establi sh the basic fUllda
mentals of why our systems work and how we can 

), an8.lyze them beLter . . .. We intend to devote 
more of our program to the development of the basic 
fundamentals." To this statement of future plans 
one can only say: amen. If at least a small part of 
government mone." used to support work in adaptive 
systems is devoted to basic research in this area , 
a firm analytical base will be placed under future 
designs. 

7. Concluding Rema rks 

To round out our d.iscLlssioJl of circui t theory, we 
me.ke some brief comments on books, special issues 
of journals, and Symposia devoted to areas of cirClli t 
theory. 

2~ H . J. Orchard in a private communiration to Dr.] lo)'owiiz shows an elega nt 
and s imple rr:cthod of decomposing the polynomial ; this method eliminates t.he 
need of tile nonlinear-equation approach u~er! by Horowi tz [1959J. 
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Previously the student of network synthesis was. 
forced to pick up much of his background in the field 
by consultin g old issues of journals. Thi s un sa ti s
factory si tuation no lon ger exists. The FLeld of net
work synthesis has now received a wealth of docu
mentation in book form. Thi s will uncloubtedh
accelerate research in exte nsion of RLC synthesis 
techniques to active sysLems, to nonlinear s.vsLem , 
D.nd to analogous nOJl electrical sysLems. The' 
driving-point problem is painstakingly treated ilt 
some length by Tuttle 's book [J 958], where8 s 
Balabanian [1958] has covered both driving-poinL 
and transfer fun ction synthesi. The book by KuJI 
and Pedersen [1959] atLempLs to in troduce synthesis 
at the undergraduate level. These books, coupled 
with those of Guil1emin [1957] a nd Storer [1957] give' 
an adequate pi cture of man.\T aspecL of sy nth esis. 
At least three of the above book not only collecL 
the significant material tha t co uld formerly be found 
only in tech nical journal , but also contain previously 
unpublished results or results published only as 
theses. Another significant even t was the transla
tion in to English of Cauer's [1958] important book ; 
this will serve as a reference and impor tant scient ific 
document for many years to come. It appears that 
there will be a co nLinuing flow of books on the 
subject, now that the Lap has been opened. At 
least two more are pla nned for the next year, one 
by Van Valkenburg [1960] and the other by Weinberg 
[in press]. Finally, anoLher book t hat sbould be
menLioned in this connection is the one on control 
systems edi ted by Truxal [1958] ; this book contains 
sections on signal-flow theory, network synthesis, 
and sampled-da ta ystem. 

Of course, the circui t theorist will still require to 
read the journals in order to keep up; in fact, he will 
be hard put to it to keep hi s head above water even 
in his own patticular IHe~), of cireui t theory. The 
field is so fast-moving that no soo ner is a. new idea 
broached than it receives a criti cal ccmmen t, an 
exte nsioll , or a new applicaLion; an example was. 
previously cited on Baum's introdu ction of the 
positive function and Belevitch 's I),pplyi ng it to tb c 
realization of a Brune network. The problem of 
bringing circuit theorists up to datei n their com
prehension and appbcation of wbat is now kno\\ n 
has been a cause of some concern to the Adminis
trative Committee of the PGCT. A Ilumber of 
remedies has been proposed, one of them being the 
sponsorship of Symposia and another being tbe 
publication of special issues of t he Transactions 
PGCT. 

Though one of the purposes of a special issue has 
been tutorial, most of them have in large part con
tained new material. The special issue on topology 
has already been mentioned [IRE Trans., C'f- 5, 
1 958b]. There have also been such issues 011 seque n tia1 
circuits [IRE Trans., CT-6, J 9591, active systems 
[IRE Trans., CT-<t, 19571, and modern filter design 
techniques [IRE Trans., CT-5, 195830]. Spf'cial issues 
arc planned on the appliel),t ions of electronic com
puters to network desig n and on nonlin ear networks. 
The latter issue had Dr. B. van del' Pol as Guest 



Editor until his untimely death; it will be published 
as a memorial to the late distinguished scientist. 

In the past three years the Transactions PGCT 
has consolidated its position as the foremost network
theory journal in the country. Under Dr. W. R. 
B ennett , who toole over the Editor's job from Dr. 
W-. H . Huggins, the Transactions has continu ed to 
Imblish the outstanding papers on the circui t -theory 
Tesearch that is being done in the U.S. The journal 
11as also attracted such papers from all over the world . 

The International S~-mposium on Circui t and 
Information Theory held at UCLA in June 1959, 
has been previously no ted [IRE Trans., CT- 6, 1959b]. 
In addition, an importan t International Sympo
sium on the Theory of Switching was held at Harvard 
U niversity on April 2- 5, 1957 [Vols. XXIX and 
XXX, Harvard University Press, 1959] . This 
Symposium included three Russian papers, one of 
which summarizes the research on relay networks 
in the U.S.S.R. and gives an interesting "chart com
paring the numbers of articles on swi tching theory 
publi shed in various countries [Gavrilov, 1959]. 
There is also a paper by Belevitch that attempts to 
bridge the gap between the theory of contact net
works and RLC network theory by taking account 
of equations of curren t How in contact networks 
IBelevitch , 1959b]. 

Finally, a special Transactions issue on matched 
(or con.iugate) fil ter s is being planned by the Profes
sional Group on Information Theory [IRE Trans., 
PGIT, 1960]. This area appears to be one where 
sophisti ca ted network design techniques are urgently 
needed. The TW (time-bandwidth) product for a 
signal or its matcbed filter arises in this theory ; it 
is a most importan t parameter since in general a 
b etter signal requires a larger TW product. Not 
mucb has been done at the present time to realize 
matched filters with TW products greater than 
several hundred. Achieving products an order of 
magnitude larger by practical ne tworks represents 
one of the unsolved network-th eory problems. 
D etailed statements of the other problems in this 
field are given in the special issue of the Transac
t ions PGIT. 
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Subcommission 6.3-Antennas and Wavaguides 

Part 1. Diffraction and Scattering 

L. B. Felsen a nd K. M. Siegel 

The bo rderline of t he difrraction a nd scatte rin g held both with other fieldr of in te rest in 
Commission 6 a nd a lso with those of other Commissions is no longer well-defi ned. In order 
to effect a deli neation , we have excluded from t his report all aspects of diffraction a nd scat ter
in g pertaining to a reas of investigation which a re covered more properly under separate 
reports. For example, scatterin g from discontinuities in surface waveguides is ex pected to 
be covered in 'IVait's report on surface waves, while the vast a rea of multipl e scatterin g and 
scatterin g by rough surfaces will be described separately by T,,·ersky (Co mmission 6.3). 
We have a lso omitted any discussion of diffraction a nd scatterin g problems in volvin g pl as ma 
media. The fi eld of plasma physics and one of i ts subdi visions; namely, t he t ra nsmission, 
scatterin g, an d absorption of electromagnetic waves by high, low, and medium de ns ity 
plasmas, would a ppear to warra nt a separate subco mmission with join t membership be
tween Co mmissions 3, 6, an d 7. Most previous interest in p las mas has been in purely 
ionospheric effects and t he interactions of electromagnetic waves with t he ionosphere, as 
('overed by Commission 3. However, when one considers t he interact ion of electromagnetic 
fi elds with plasmas caused, for example, by the motion of a hi gh-speed vehi cle t hrough t he 
atmosphere, problems arise which are of basic in te rest to t he activities covered by Com
IT' ission 6.3. The plas ma fi eld is growin g so quickly t hat it would seem desirable to fo rm 
a t t he next Ge neral Assembly a new subcommiss ion to deal with t hose plasma problems of 
in te rest to several commissions. 

Thi s report wi ll conce rn itself with high-frequen cy diffraction (in volvin g obstacles wi t h 
dim.ensions la rge co mpared to t he wavelength), Rayleigh scatterin g (obstacle dime n s i o n ~ 
small co mpa red to t he wavelength), a nd scatterin g in t he resona nce region (obstacl e dimen
sions compara bl e to t he wavelength). Mo reover, we mention t hose a reas wh ich we fee l 
will receive attent ion during t he next three year . The li st of references appended to t hi s 
report, while not pres umed to be co mplete, is ce rtainly representative of the curren t activit ies 
in t he electromagnetic diffraction a nd scattering field in t he U.S.A. t hrough D ecember 1959. 
In addi t ion to work mentioned pecifica lly in t he body of t he report we Ilave a lso appended 
references which contain materi al either r elated to topi cs discussed in t he text o r of so me
what broader in terest in diffraction t heo ry. Addi t ional references a re to be found in recent 
books by Wait [l 959a) and King and Wu [l959), wi t h t he latter devoted primari ly to a sum
man· of research activit ies in electromagnetic diffraction a nd scatterin g at H a rvard U ni
versity. 

Primary emphas is in t hi s repor t is placed on recent theoretical deve lopments, a nd 
selected pert in ent experimental res ults are m entioned only in co njunction with ver ifi cation 
of cer tain t heoretical predictions di scussed in t he text. The a ut hors arc well a wa re of t he 
excellent ex perimental progra ms under t he direction of P . Blac ksmi t h at Air Fo rce Cambridge 
Research Center, R . K ell a nd J . Lotso f at Co rnell Ae ronautical Laboratory, E. K enn a ugh 
nnd L . P eters at Ohio State Univers ity, S. Sil ver and D . Angelakos at t he U ni versity of 
Californi a, Berkeley, R . Kin g and H . Schmitt at H arvard University, a nd R . Hiatt at t he 
University of M ichi gan. There are, of course, s ign ifi cant meas urement programs goin g on 
at many of t he major corporations. In t his regard t he work at R adiat ion Inco rporated, 
Mel bourne, F lorida, should be par t icul a rly menti oned. 

1. High-Frequency Diffraction 

As in the preceding period, the work carried out 
. on diffraction problems during the past 30 months 
can be grouped into t wo broad categories: (1 ) The 
solution of canoni cal problems, and (2) the inves ti
gation of general approximate methods of solution. 

f B~T canonical problems we mean those for which 
exact formal mathematical solu tions can be found; 
the asymp totic investigation of these results in the 
shor t-wavelength limi t yields the rigorous asymptotic 
b ehavior of the solution. Because of the requirement 

I of rigorous mathemat.ical solutions, canonical prob
lems usually involv e simple configurations whose 

I componen t surfaces are describable by a single 
coordinate in a given coordinate system. 

In con trast, the aim in st udying general approxi
mate methods of solution is to provide asymptotic 
expressions for the scattering by obj eets of relatively 

I arbitrary shape. In the limi t of short wavelengths 
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the scattering from such objects appears Lo a rise 
primaI·il~" from the vicinit.\" of certai n stationary 
points on its surface (at least, if the object is impene
trable). The configuration in the vicinit.\r of these 
points can frequently be approximated b~" it canonical 
one, as for example, a sphere, wedge, c.dinder , etc., 
and the total scattering can then be computed b.v a 
systematic procedure combining the ef-l" ec ts of the 
various canonical con tribu tions . Thus, a stud~r of 
canonical problems is indispensable for an accurate 
analysis of relatively arbi trar.\" structures. }\10Fe
over, solutions of canonical problems often provIde 
the means for checking the results of a more general 
approximate proced ure. It is desirable in this con
nection to seek an interpretation of t he asymptotic 
solution for a canoni.cal problem in term s of simple 
physi cally meaningful contributions, such as g~o
metrical optic , di.ffraction and transition effects, WIth 
t he latter arising in the vicinity of geometric optical 
bOllndaries. 



1,1, Canonical Problems 1 

A number of results became available during t he 
past 30 months for the problem of diffr~ction by a 
wedO'e whose sIdes haye a nonzero surface unpedance, 
In aO cylindrical coordinate representation , in terms 
of whrch this configuration is analyzed most nat
UI'ally, a constant nonzer? ,surface impedance lead s 
to a mixed boundary condltlOn at the wedge faces so 
that the usual method of separation of variables 
no longer applies, Following ,a procedur? emp~oyed 
previously b,v P eters [1950] 111 c,onnectlOn WIth, a 
study of water . wav~s on a SlOpI~1g beach, Semor 
[1959a] obtained a ngorous solutlOn for the two
dimension al problem ,of diffraction by a J:omogeneous 
imperfectly conductll1g wedge of arbItr~ry angle, 
The method of solution IS rather comphcated bu t 
con tains certain features which seem to indicate the 
feasibility of solving the we~lge problem by a g~n 
eralized Wiener-Hopf techmque , For the sp ecIal 
case of a righ t-angle wedge, Senior shows that the 
generally very complicated formal result reduces to 
a simple expression, Karp .r1959~] and Karp ,and 
Karal [1958] employed an entlrely dlfferent techmque 
to solve the right-a.ngle wed!Se problem for b?th 
line-source and plane-wave excItatlOn by 111 troducm~ 
an auxiliary problem which removes the couplmg of 
the boundary conditions a~ the,wedg;e f~ces, ~hey 
have also emplo)-ed a mochfi ca~lOn 01 th~s, techl1lq~lC 
in a simple method of evaluatll1g, the, dlfh',acted i ar 
fields for a dissipat ive wedge wlth mtenor angle 
7r /2n , n = l , 2, ' , , [Karal and Karp , 1959a] , Apart 
from treating the dissipative case, Karal a~d Karp 
also considered right-a~gle wedge configuratIons, ~)l1e 
or both faces of whICh have a constant surface 
reactance whi ch allows the propagation of a surface 
wave, and they have calculated the amplitude of 
excitation of the surface wave 2 [Karal and Karp, 
1959 a; b] , Considered in the asymptotic limit of 
short waveleno-Lhs, the r esults of Semol' and Karal 
and K arp yield the e?,pected, deco~TIposition of th e 
far fi eld in to o'eometncal OptlCS, dlffracted (due to 
the presen ce of the edge) , a~d , l?ossibly, s~lIJa~e wa ve 
contributions, The complIcatlOns ansm,g m th~s 
class of problems when an electromagnetI c ,wave IS 
incident obliquely have also been emphaslzed by 
the above authors [Senior, 1959b ; K aral and K arp 
1958], 

Concerning lossless wedges, a Summa!T ?f solu
tions for scalar steady-state and pulse eXCltatlOns has 
been presented by Oberhettinger [1958], ~esults for 
diffraction of pulses by a perfectly conductll1g wedge 
and by a half-plane situated on the interface between 
two semi-infinite dielectric media have also been ob
tain ed bv Papadopoulos [1959] , 

As r egards the numerical evaluation of the scatter
ing from an absorbing half-plane, the formal, solu
tions available in the literature have been sUItable 
only for small values of surface impedance, Uti-

I Altboug]l this section rmpha sizes the sllol't-wavelength behavior, any form al 
canonical solutions ap ply for aU wavelengt]ls . . 

2 '1'he reader is also r'efC'lTed to their forthcoming X.Y.U. , lnst. IVlath. Sci. 
R cpt ., Scattering of a surface wave by a discontinuity in surface reactan ce on a 
right-angled wedge . 

lizing previous work of Fock a,nd Gruenberg [1~44], 
~1arcinkowski [1959] has obtamed a comparatlvely " 
simple far-field represen tation from which an eval~la
tion for arbitrary impedance values ca~ be carned 
out conveniently, H e presents numen cal calcula
tions for the diffracted fields of a lossy half-plan e 
which absorbs completely a plane wave incident at a 
specified angle, 

Although generally mixed, the boun~ary COl?diti?Jls -I 

at the wedge faces may, be l!J1coupled m a cyhndncul 
coordinate representatIOn If one cl?ooses a sur~ac e 
impedance (or . admittance, dependmg on polanza
tion) which varies linearly with distan,ce from th e 
edge, This problem was solved for arbltrary wed ge 
angles and two-dimensional excitation v ia the sepa
ration-of-variables technique by Felsen [~959a] vyho 
showed tha t if the variable impedance IS reactlve, 
the surface can support a new type of surface waye 
which decays exponentially away from the surface 
along a circular arc centered at th e wedge apex, F el- ' 
sen [1958] also carried out a high-frequCl? cy asymp
totic evaluation of the plane wave sca ttenng by such 
a wedge and found that the ~olu tion is interp~'etable 
in terms of geometrical optICS and edge dIffracted 
contributions which exhibit an explicit clepenclell ce 
on the rate of variation of the surface impedan ce, 
For the case where the wedge degenerates into a 
half-plane, Shmoys [1959] has employed a separ!1~ion
of-variables analysis due to Lamb [1945] utlhzll1g 
both rectangular and parabolic cylinder coordinates 
to obtain the solution for diffraction by a half-plan e 
with a rather specialized impedance variation differ
inO' from the linear variation mentioned above. H e 
ha~ carried out an asymptotic evalu a tion yielding 
O'eometrical op tics and ' diffl'ac tion effects, 
~ .. , 

Concerning diffraction b)- a perfectly cOl~ductll1g 
semi-infinite cone, F elsen [1959b] has obtamed the 
expected decompo~it~on o~ th e rigorous far-fiel,c1 so~u
tion due to a radlatmg nng source concentI'lC With 
the cone axis into geometr ical opti cs , diffraction and 
transition effects, Explicit formulas are given for 
the geometrical optics ,and, transition ~o~tributions , 
while the angular dlstnbutlOn of the cbff!'ac,ted fi eld 
arising from the presence of ~he cone tlp lS r ep]'e- I 
sented in terms of a canonical mtegral (wInch can be I 
evaluated approximately) [Felsen , ~957al. Felse!! . 
[1959a] has also analyzed the two-dImenslOnal aZl- '1 

muthally symmetric problem of scattering by a cone 
with a lin early varying surface impedance and ha s 
obtained resul ts analogous to those descnbed above . 
for the similar wedge configuration , 

The problem of diffraction of a scalar plane waye 
by a large circular aperture in an infini te plane s~ree n 
,vas investigated by Levine and Wu [1957] .vla an 
integral eq uation technique . B)r approxlmatlng, th e 
kernel of the integral equation for the aperture III a 
manner which highlights the straightedge-like be- . 
havior of the aperture rim in the high-frequ ell cy 
limit , they solved the resulting integral equ~tion and 
obtained the first few terms of an asymptotIc expan
sion for the scat tering cross section of the aperture in j 

inverse fraction al powers of ka , wher e k is the free
space wave number and a the aperture radius, They 

I 

I 
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also present a ph.\'sical interpretation of the vario us 
co ntributions to Lbe scattc rin g cross seetion as arising 
from simp!.v a Ll d multipl.\' difl' racted geometri cal ra.\' s. 
An a nalogo us procedure was employed by ,iV u and 
i:lesil ad ri 3 for t he electromagnetic problem in volving 
a veclor plane wave , and by , iVu [1958] and T ang 
[1959] for the plane-wave and eylindrical-wave scat
terin g, respeetivel"" b.\' an infiuite slit,. 

The diffraction problems listed above give rise to 
asymptotic field solutions which contain geometrical 
opt ics, tr ansition an d either edg'e- or tip-diffraction 
effects. A co nsiderable effort has also been e.'pended 

? on configuratio ns which exhibi t surface curvature. 
Su itable canonical structures in this category are 
the (two-dimensional) circular and ellip tic cylinder 
a nd the (three-dimensional) sphere a nd spheroid . 
Emphasis has been placed on the extension and 
olidification of the approximate theory in troduced 

b.\' Fock [1946]. Wetzel ,4 Logan ,5 Goodrich [1958] 
~ a nd , iVait [1959a] have reformulated the problems ot 

d iffraction by a perfectl.\' conducLing c.din der 01' 

phere in a manner which involves directly the 
"canon ical" functions inlroduced by Fock and wh ich 
permits the simple as)Tmptotic evaluation of the 
field on the dark side of the obstacle surface , includ
in g tbe transition region sUlTouncling the ligb t
s hadow boundmT D eep in Lhe shadow, the solu
tion ca n be expressed in terms of the customar.\' 
{;o n tribu tions from the "creeplllg" waves which 
a ppear to be launched at the shadow houndar.\', 
propagate along the obstacle surface into the shadow 
region with an exponentially decaying amplitude, and 
radiate enerK" awa.\' from Lhe obsLacle surface 
d uring their progress . In Lhe transition region one 
emplo.\Ts the functions tabulated b.\T Focle Wait 
and Co nda [1958a.] have applied th is tech nique also to 
formulate the scatteri ng by imperfectl.\T cond uct ing 
c.\' lindel's and spheres and have tabulated the values 
of the Fock functio ns for tl l is case. The\' treat 
pro blems wi th observation poin ts situated ei'ther on 
the obstacle or near the light-shadow boundar.\- off 
the obstacle surface . For the latter case they have 
exhibited a correct ion factor Lo b e added 'to the 
approximate resul t obtained from Kirchhoff Lheory 
[Wait and Co nd a, 1959b]. For wave propagation 
between two concentric spheres, Wait [1959a] has 
also studied the influence of transition regions 
(caustics), nd has calculated and plotted the cor
rection factors to be applied to the usual geometrical 
o ptics representations in and near the caustics. 
The problem of the propagation around the earth of 
an electromagnetic pulse produced by a vertical 
dipole source has been analyzed by Levy and K eller 
[1958]. They evaluate the distortion of the pulse 
shape as a function of d istance and material con
s tants . 

A useful technique for obtaining dil'ectl.\' altema
live representations for the soluti on of separa ble 

3 S. R. Seshadri aDd 'r . T. WLI , High-rreQuency d in'rac t ion or e lectromagnetic 
waves by a ci rcular aperture in an infinite plane conducti ng screell, prese nted at 
U RSI meeting at Penn . State Univ., Oct. 1958. 

4 r[1his investigation, carried Du t just prior to the end of the time period cov(' l'f'd 
r by this report, is descri bed in detail in King and Wu (1950) . 

.5 N. A. Logan, F resnel diffraction b~r convex surfaces, presented at DRSI 
meeting, W"bington, D .C., :lI ay 1959. 
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diffraction problems is the method of characte ri s l ic 
Green's functions discussed by Marcuvitz [1951] 
and Felsen [1957b]. A refinement of this technique 
through the use of the Laplace transform has been 
carri ed out by Ritt [1958] and has been appli ed by 
Kazarinoff and Ritt [1959] to obtain alternative 
representaLions of the solu tion for the scattering of 
a scalar plane wave by a perfectly reflecting prolate 
spheroid. They have also obtained in this manner 
the two-d imensional Green's function for a perfectly 
reflecting ellip tic cylinder [Ritt and Kazarinoff, 
1959] and have evaluated the far field scattered in 
the forward direction du e to an incid ent plane wave. 
Th e ellip tic cylind er problem wa also investigated 
via the conve ntional separation-of-variables tech
nique by Levy [1958] . U pon expanding the exact 
solution asymptotically for small wavelengths, Levy 
foulICl that the field solu Lio n on Lhe dark side of the 
obstacle admits of an in Le rpl'etation in term, of 
"creeping waves" wh ich are launc hed at the shadow 
boundary a nd progress in to the shadow region with 
a n exponentiall)- decreas ing ampli tude (a ll identical 
r esult is inferred from the solu Lion of Kazarin off and 
RiLL w11 ich conects a difl'eren t in terpretation pre
se nted by Ritt [1958]). The amplitude a nd phase 
var iation of the creeping waves is in agreement with 
tha t predicted by the approximaLe Lheory of K eller 
[1958; Keller and Levy, 1959a, c] for convex surfaces 
with variable curvature. K eller and Lev.,' [1959b] 
have also in vestigated the sph eroid problem a nd have 
obLained as.\Tmptotic results whose interpretatio is 
analogous to the abo \Te. B.\' a clifl'erent proced ure 
in volving Fouri er in tegral techniqu es, ('lemmow 
[1959a] obtained in tegral express ions for t he scat
tered fi.elcl, and for the toLal scattering cross sect ion, 
or a circular c)Tlin der. Although the resul ts ob
tain ed are nol new, several novel asp eels a re con
ta ined in tbis applicat ion of Fouri er Lechni ' ues 
[Clem mow, 1959 b] . Clemmow also derived an 
infllli te Legendre in tegral tran sform defin ed over an 
infini te domain of the i' ll~u lar variable a nd has 
analyzed thereb)' the prob lem of diffraction by a 
spbere [C]emmow, 1959c]. 

The above-mentioned smoo Lh objects are defined 
by single-coordina te smfaces in var ious separable 
coordinate system , wit h surface co ndi t ions such that 
the associated diffraction problems can be a nalyzed 
rigorousl y by separa t io n-o f-varia bles proced m es. 
For non separable config ura tions no co m parable 
methods of solution are availitble. However , if the 
surface conditions on an object depar t onl.\T sligh tly 
from separable ones, one can employ perturbation 
methods involving a small pal'1tmeter wh icil exil i bits 
the deviation from t he sepa,l'ablo C,tse. Such a pro
cedure was elllplo.\'ed b.\' Clemillow and Weston 
[1959] in the rtpproximate ,l,11l11ysis of t lte plane W,LVe 
scattering b.\' a slightly nOl1 circulal', perfectly reflect
ing cylinder. For a sinuso id~l,l deviation from a cir
culm' per iphOly, they obtfLined a solut ion to the first 
order i ll the perturbation parameter (amplitude of 
the deviation ) and verified, from an fLsy mptotic eval-



uation of the case where the impedance varies slowly 
over an interval of a waveleng th, that the associated 
creeping waves around the cylinder have a decay 
rate which agrees wi th tha t predicted by Keller [1958] 
for obj ec ts of arbitrar.\~ surface curva ture. In t he 
illumin ated region t he field can be constructed ac
cording to geometric optics . A perturbation method 
was also applied b~~ F elsen and Marcinkowski 
[Felsen , HJ59b] to th e somewh at similar problem of 
diffraction bv tt circul ar cvlinder with a surface im
pedance wl1ich varies sfightly (and sinusoidally) 
around th e periph ery. A general study of diffraction 
by non circular cylinders was carried out by Wu and 
by vVu and Seshadri. 6 

. The structures considered so far have been im
penetrable. Comparatively little has been don e dur
in g the past 30 months o.n larg~ hon: ogeneous pene
t rable objects such as dwlectn c cylmders, spheres, 
etc. 'iVork in this a,rea has been carried out by 
Kodis [1959] who has studied altern a tive field repre
sentations for th e scat tering by a di elec tric-coa ted 
cylinder and h e.s ob tfi:in ed a .formula tion in terms of 
th e perfectly conductmg c~Tlll1der result. plus correc
tion terms. A somewhat greater actIvI ty has been 
in evidence on problems of diffraction by certain in
homogeneous structures, and by homogeneous im
pene tntble objects imbedded in an inhomogeneous 
medium. Concerning the former , K arp 7 has ob
tained the (two-dimensional) solu tion for tb e re
flected and transmit ted waves caused by a plane 
wave inciden t nose-on on a cer tain curved, variable 
dielectric medium which occupies the region between 
two confocal parabolic cylinders. The varia tion in 
dielectric constan t is selected so as to permit a solu
tion bv a separa tion-of-variables technique. L evy 
and Keller [1959] have analyzed the scalar problem 
of diffraction by a sphere wi th a radially varying re
fra ctive index. Flammer [1958] has calcula ted the 
electromagnetic field c~used by a source a t infin~ty 
in a medium whose dJelectn c cons tan t van es I ilee 
1 + (e l l') , c= cons tan ~ , T= radial dis~:1n ce , and has ob
tain ed an as~'mptotlC representatIOn of the formal 
solu tion for hu'ge values of T. Diffraction by planar 
objects imbedded~n a li~l ettrly stra~ified me~lium and 
by cylindrical obj ects Imbedded 111 a cylmdncally 
strat{fied medium was s tudied by Seckler and K eller 
[1959] who ob tained asymptotic solu tions by the 
WKB method. As expec ted these solutions were 
found to be in terpretable in terms of geometrical 
optics and diffracted r u:y c~n tributiOl: s .. For a cer
tain monotomc r efractIve ll1dex van a tlOn along a 
rectilinear coordinate, F elsen [1959c] has obtained 
exac t solutions (a,nd high-frequency asymp totic rep
resenta tions) for the diffraction of line source fields 
bv various two-dimensional impenetra ble objects in
cluding cylinders, .wedges, ha,l~-plan es, s tri~s, etc. 
These formal solutIOns are ob tamed by showmg the 
equivalence betwe~n a class . of tw?-dimen si~)l1al dif
fraction problems 111 a cer'tall1 vanable medIUm and 
a class of axially symmetric three-dim ensional diffra,c
tion problems. 

' T his work is described in t he monograph by K ing and WlI (1959). 
i s. N . Karp, Refl ection and tra nsmission by a class of curved dielectric layers 

p resented a t U RSI meeting, Washington, D.C. , Apr. 1958. 

1.2. Approximate Theories 

As predi cted in the las t Assembly R eport, the two 
most actively investigated approximate theories are 
those due to Fock [1946] and Keller [1958] . Whil e 
th e theory of Fock and its extensions are con cerned 
only with diffraction by smooth convex bodi es, 
K eller's geometrical theory of diffraction ha,s also 
been appli ed to objects wi th edge and tip sin gu
lari ties [Keller , 1959 ; Siegel, 1958] and to diffraction 
by objects imbedded in varia ble medi a [Seckler and 
K eller , 1959]. In the ori ginal formula tion of his 
theory, Fock was concerned with the behavior of 
the diffracted fields near the light-shadow boundary 
on the surface of a smooth , convex, perfectly con
ducting body. His solution for the field on the dark 
side of the body near the ligh t-shadow boundary 
involves cer tain functions, now called "Fock fun c
tion s," which contain for their distance parame ter 
no t the a ctual path length from the shadow boundary 
on the body to the observa tion point, but ra ther the 
proj ection of that pa th length on to the ligh t-shadO\v 
boundar y behind the object. While the difference 
be tween' these distances is small for observa tion 
points near the shadow boundary, it may be appre
ciable for locations of observation points deep in the 
shadow. Keller suggested tha t the correct distance 
parameter is the actual path length on the object as 
measured along t he geodesic and has proposed how 
to calcula te the ampli tude and phase of a wave 
"creeping" along the surface of the object . Goodrich 
[1958] has analyzed by this modIfied procedure the 
fields diffra,cted in to the shadow region of a perfectly 
conductin g cone. H e applied his results to the recip
!'Ocal problem of radiation in to the shadow regIOn 
from an infini tesimal slot on a cone, and thence to 
the radia tion from a slo t array. The good agree
men t between the calcula ted results and measure
men ts taken at the Hughes Aircraft Company 
[Goodrich , et a1. , 1959] serves as a confirmation of the 
va lidity of the procedures of Fock and I~eller 8 for a 
configuration for which exact asymptotIc solutIOns 
are no t as yet available . . , . 

Because of i ts charactel'l zatlOn of hJgh-frequency 
diffraction effects in terms of various classes of geo
metric op tical and diffracted rays, K eller 's geomet
rical theory of diffraction highligh ts in a phy~icaJl}~ , 
siO'nifican t and svs tematic manner the mechamsm of 
diffraction by a v composite object . If the complete 
scatterin g proper ties of the various canoni cal con
stituents of the object, such as edges, corners, surface 
curvature, etc ., are Im own (these can generally no t 
be obtained from the geometrical th eory) then the 
total scat tered field a t any point is ob tained , accord
in g to Keller , br add!ng th e c~n,tribu tion s from the 
various geometnc op tICal and dIffracted rays passll1g 
throuO'h this poin t. The theory has been confirmed 
for a ~arie ty of simple canoni cal configma tions, anci 
also for some nonelementary structures, at least as 
far as the first-order con tribution s to t he scattered 

8 Concern ing di ff ract.ion by convex objects, it seems proper t.o cred it Foek 
wit h t he analysis of the t r ansit ion range behavio!' ane! Keller WIth the formu~ 
lat ion of t he field behavior in the dar k·shadow regIOn . 
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field are concerned (singly diffracted ray contribu
tions). Concernin g higher order effects arising from 
the eontri butions of mulLiple diffracted ray, a dis
crepancy in some higher order tel'mswas noted , for 
the case of scatterin g by a large circular apertu re, 
between the scattering cross section computed by 
Keller [1958a] and that obtained by Levine and Wu 
[1957] from an asymptotic analysis based on th.e 
rigorous in tegral equation for the problem. Thi s 
difficulty has now been resolved by Kelle.r [Karp n:n d 
Keller 1959] through the use of a can om cal solu tlOn 
[B uch~l and Keller , 1959] for the high-frequency 
diffraction by a curved edge, in contrast to the single 
s traight-edge result employed originally by Keller. 
However , this exa.mple would seem to demonstrate 
that a simple " local" analysis of diffraction problems,sa 
while straightforward for the determination of dom
inant efl'ects, must be applied with great care for th e 
evaluation of higher order efl'ects associated with 
more aeneral configuration s. ;"/[orcover, the appli
ca tionbof a "local" analysis to scatterin g by objects 
Ivith variable surface properties is restricted to vari
a tionswhi ch arc gradual in an interval of a wave
length. For rapidly varyin g surface condi tions, the 
local a nalysis inherent in K eller 's theory must be 
modified and requires the solutioll of a nelv canonical 
pl'oblem rFelsen , 1959b ; Shmoys, 1959] . 

As mentioned above, K eller has m ade some very 
significant extellsions and systematizations of dif
fracted ra:v theory and its appli cation to the anal
ysis of diffraction b~r objects of l'clativel~r arbitrary 
shape, and has thereb:r illumin ated the basic mecl~
anism of di:f1'raction processes. H owever , approxI
mate solutions for simple composite objects have 
been constru cted by qu asi-optical techniqu es for 
some time. Th e treaLmen t of diffraction bv a wid e 
sli t in terms of multiple scattering from two' isolated 
half-planes, for example, can be co nsid ered classical. 
;''101"e r ecently, Siegel [1958] has obta in ed b~- quasi
optic co nsid erations a n approximate solu tion [or the 
axial plane wave back-scattering du e to a finite 
cone. The same problem was an a l :l~zed subse
quently by Kell er [1959] by a purely geometli c 
trea tment. (Due Lo the occ urrence of algebraic 
errors in th e co urse of both analyses, t he solutions 
presented by Siegel [1958] and by Keller 9 are incor
rect and differ from each other. Corrected ver
s ions of these results, in agreeme ll t , are now avail
able [Keller, 1959; Siegel, Goodri ch and Weston , 
1959]9a) Karp [1959] and Karp and Zitron [1959] 
have employed a self-consistent field method in the 
aIlal~~sis of the scattering by an aperture and by 
isolated cylind ers, respectively. In th is method, 
which can be applied to several simple obstacl es or 
to a simple composite objec t, each scattering ele
ment is excited by the incidelltfield plus tbe scat-

!1a By a " local" a nalYSiS, the fi eld a. long a diffracted rflY is determined by the 
surface properties of th e scattering objecL "at" the point of emergence of the ray. 

' J. B. Keller, Diffraction by a finite eono, presented a t URSI meeting 
Washington , D .C., Apr. 1958. 

08 :For a detailed discussion and comparison of resu lts, sec K . .iVr. Siegel, T'hc 
resonance region, to be published in Proc. t ' R SI X llHh Gen. Assembl y. 
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tercel far fi elds from all the other elements. The 
ampli t ud es of the various scattered fields are then 
determined in a self-consistent manner. R esults so 
obtain ed have been compared and agree with those 
available from other less direct analyses. It is also 
pertin ent to mention in this context the work of 
Wu alld Levine [1958] on the evaluation of the scat
tering cross section of a row of circular cylinders. 

There is not n eed to dwell in detail at this time 
on the applications of the classical "Kirchhoff" or 
"physical optics" procedure to th e calculation of 
high-frequency diffract ion eHects. A discussion of 
results obtain ed recently by this method was given 
by Siegel [1958] in a La.lk presented at the last Gen
eral Assembly Meeting . A summary of this tech
nique and its application Lo an analysis of the scat
tering by the tip of a perfectl:v condu cting con e has. 
been given by Goodrich et al. [1959]. Briefly, in 
th e Kirchhofl' procedure one assumes that the indu cecl 
currents at a given point on a (perfecll.\T conducting) 
body are th e same as those excited on an infinit a 
perJ'ectl~' condu cting pl a ll e Lange nt Lo th e object at 
l ha,t poin t (i.e. , the ob t:Lde curren ts Ihwe a strength 
equ,tl to twice that of t ite tangentiftl compo nent of 
th e ill cident magnetic fielcl ). Thc sC<ttterecl fidd is 
th en computed <"\$ tha t :uising from t he l"<'Ldiation 
clu e to t hese known currents. In t il e asymptotic 
evn lu ation of the Kirchhoff in tegmls ill t he limi t of 
shor t w:wple ngtil s, th e major co nt ribution to the 
scattered fields arises from certain st:ttioJlftry points. 
on the object and admiLs ,"t il interpretation of the 
resul t in term s of geol1l et ri cal opt ics lWcl diffrilctecl 
rny eiJ'ects. The cliffmcted wave ,tnlplitucles CO Ill 

puted ill thi l1l ilnn er will clif\'erin general from those 
obLained by 1110re r igorous techniques. A modifica
t ion or the Kirchhofr procedure WlLS employed 
rece ntly with good res ults by Shlmrorsky cL nI. [J 95E.]. 

The Kirchl lOfl' procedure ca ll be refi ned b~' assum
ing in Lh e v i c init~r of a sta tiona!")' point not th e 
physical optics curren ts bu t the rigorous curl"?n t 
distribution appropriate to a canonical co nfiguratIO n 
whi ch has th e same local geometly. For exampl e, 
to compute th e sca tterin g hom. the base of a finiL e 
cone, one can employ for th e local CUlTen t d istribu 
tion near the curved edge th e known curren ts for 
a perfec tly conducting wedge. The resulting a$~'mp
totie evaluation sho uld then vield the same resul t 
as would be obtained more diI:ec tly b~~ K eller's geo
metrical theory of diffraction . On the other ha nd , 
the Kirchhoff procedure can provide information 
about the field behavior in geometric optical transi
tion regions which cannot be directly inferred from 
K eller 's theory. In addition , a Kirchhoff a nalysis 
can yield approximate results for scatterer configura
tions whose canonical const i tuen ts bave 110 t b een 
fully explored. 

The Kirchhoff approach Lo determinin g the scat
tering properties of very complex shapes as, for 
example, of fLircraft at small wavelengths, involves, 
in essence, a formula tion in term s of physical optics 
currents. It is then importa nt to usc random phase 



between the different contribu tors [Crispin, Good
rich , and Siegel, 1959]. This is especially true for 
mass-produced shapes such as aircraft and a utomo
biles which never emerge exactly the same. For a 
very compli cated shape like an aircraft, geometrical 
optics wo uld act ually be all t hat is required, since 
correetions d ue to edge con tribut ions would m ake 
little change in the resul ts. 

To summarize the u t ility of tbe various approxi
mate techniq ues, we no te that either the K eller or 
K irchhoff procedure should cer tainly be used in pref
erence to simple geometrical optics for scattering 
p roblems wherein the main co ntributions arise from 
edges and corners. In these situations the geo
metrical optics resul t vanishes but the actual cont ri
bution can be qui te large. I","hen the solutions for 
t he canonical co nfigurations which comprise t he 
object are available and exist in simple form , t hen 
Keller 's technique is more accurate and is to be pre
fCITed over the Kirchhoff procedure. A typical 
example is agttin the fi nite co ne. On the other hand, 
for problems which involve complicated shapes made 
up of m any simple shapes, or for structures whose 
canonical co nstit uen ts have not been investigated, 
the Kirchhoff procedure is more appropriate. . More
over , as pointed out before, K eller 's t heory does not 
directly yield inforJl1~), tio n a bou t the field behavior 
i n caustic, focal, and trall sit ion regions. 

Summary 

R esults of analyses of high-frequency scattering 
pro blems during the past 30 mon ths involving im
penetrable obj ects with homogeneo us, or cer tain 
inhomogeneous, sur face co nditions have served 
generally to co nfiTln the previously proposed exten
sions of Fock theory a nd ttlso the in terpretation and 
evaluation of diffraction phenomena via K eller 's 
geometrical theory of diffract ion, thereby strengthen
ing the understanding of the mechanism of high
frequency scat tering processes for such obj ects. 

A number of new canonical diffraetion problems 
have been solved . R esults have been obtained for 
wedge-shaped surfaces whose surface impedance is 
constant and may have a reactive component which 
can suppor t a surface wave. Ot her problems in
volve such configurations as perfectly reflec ting 
cones, ellip tic cylinders, spheroids, and imperfectly 
co nducting cylinders and spheres. In additio n to 
these constant impedance configurations, a variety 
oof problems involving variable surface impedft nces 0 1' 

penetntble var ia ble media have been treated . As
ymptotic evaluations in the shor t-wavelength r ange 
have led to represen tations which can be iu terpreted 
in terms of geometrical optics, diffraction, and tran
sition effects. 

2. Rayleigh Scattering 

Although no new canonical problems of diffrac
t ion at long wavelengths seem to have been solved 
,during the past 30 mon ths, novel in tegral equation 
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formulations for t he scalar problem of diffraction by 
circular disks and aper t ures have received attention. 
Heins and M acCamy have treated the disk [Heins 
and ~![acCamy, 1959] whil e Bazer and Brown have 
considered the Babinet-eq uivalent problem of the 
aper ture [Bazer and Brown , 1959] . Both studies 
depart from an integral equation formulation of 
Jones [1956] ; the earlier work of H eins and M acCamy 
[1958] is also to be ci ted in this connection . Siegel 
and Senior 10 have shown how higher order terms in 
the aSYlT1Ptotic expansion of the scattering amplitude 
for perfectly conel ueting b odies of certain selected 
shapes can be constructed at long wavelengths by an 
algebraic tecb niq ue which is r elatively straightfor
ward. This is in contras t to other methods whi ch 
require the solution of different ial equations for the 
evaluation of higher order terms. Concerning ap
proximate theories, Siegel [1958] discussed in some 
detail at t he last General Assembly approximate 
procedures for the evaluation of diffmction effects in 
t be Rayleigh region. One of his resul ts implies t hat 
t he scattering cross section of an axially illuminated 
body of revolution is independent of i ts detailed 
shape. T his behavior has been verified experimen
tally for a fini te cone by Hia tt [Brysk , Hiatt, et aI. , 
1959]. L ater Hiatt found t he SaHte scat tering cross 
section for nose-on and re!Lr-On illumi nationY A 
study of the extent of the Rayleigh region in terms 
of the ratio of wavelength to maximum obj ect di
mensions was also carr ied out [Brysk , Hiatt, et al. , 
1959] and detailed experimental co nfirmation was 
obtained by K eys and Primich [1959] . 

3. The Resonance Region 

Although good progress has been mad e recen tly 
toward the solidifica t ion of the understanding of 
diffraction processes in th e high and low frequency 
ranges, many questions remain concerning the 
scattering in the resonance region by cer tain specially 
shaped objects whose maximum dimension is com
parable to t he ,vavelength. This is true despite the 
fact tbat for other simple shapes (s uch as a spher e) , 
the inclusion of higher order quasi-op tic diffraction 
contributions y ields good agreemen t wi th exact 
calculation even for values of lea ~ 1, where le is the 
free-space wave number and a is the spher e r ad ius. 
It is to be hoped that increased atten tion will be 
paid in the fu tm e to this in teresting electromagnetic 
region from bo th the theoretical and experimental 
standpoin ts . 

Concerning con tributions during the past 30 
mon ths, Weston [1959] has solved exactly the 
problem of a pulse which is reflected by a perfectly 
conducting sphere. H e h as obtained the solution 
for the resonance region and has also investigated 
the high and low frequency behavior of the tail of 

10 K . IV1. Siegel and 'r . D. A . Senior, The a.symptotic expansion of electromag· 
netic scattering [unctions at long wavelengths, presented at the lJ HSI·Toronto 
Svmp ., Univ . of 'J:'oronto, JWle 1959. 

II H. E . Hiatt, K . M . Siegel and II . Weil, The ineffect iveness of absorbing 
objects Ul Ll minated by long wavelength radar, submiLted to Proc. IRE . 



the retumod pulse as a funcLion of sphere s ize and 
pulse length. I t js found tha t a considerable amounL 
of pulse lengthening can take place in the r esonan ce 
region. Olte and Silver have obtaill ed experimental 
results for the radar cross section of spheroids and 
cones in the resonance region [Olte and Silver , 1959) . 
The experimental work of K eys and Primich [1959) 
on fini te cones should also be cited as well as the 
experimental work on cones by August and Angelakos 
[1959) . It might also be of interest in this connec
t ion to call attention to the recent work of Belkina 
[1957) on the radiation characteristics of prolate 

r spheroids. 

4. Future Activities 

Concerning high-frequency scattering it appears I certain that the extended theory of Foek and 
K eller's geometrical theory of diffraction will be 
applied to shapes of increased complexity. It is to 
be expected that the emphasis bo th in rigorous 
solutions and in the application of K eller 's geo
metrical theOl".\' will be placed on the construction 
of higher order corrections (multiply diffrac ted ray 
contributions) to the asymptotic representations 
of the scat tered field. Scattering by impenetr able 

) objects with variable surface properties and by 

I 
penetrable homogeneous or inhomogeneous obj ects 
is also likely to r eceive further attention. 

At presen t, there is little evidence to expect any 
marked increase in act ivity on the s tudy of diffrac-
t ion phenomena in the Rayleigh and r esonance 

I regions, per sc, although unanswered questions still 
I r emain. H owever , i t is to be hoped that the avail

ability of higher order diffraction contributions, as 
ment ioned above, permit ting an approach to the 
resonance region from t he high-frequency end, will 

1 aid in the clarification of scattering phenomena in 
t his frequenc.v ran ge. 

One of lhe new problems likely to receive some 
a t tent ion during th e nexL 3 years concerns the 
effec t of model d imensions and the need for repro
d ucing exac t dimensions by precise modeling theory. 
R esul ts in this ar ea arc of direct in terest for electro
m agnetic modeling experimenLs for Lh e cleLermina
t ion of th e effect ive mechanical tolerances required 

I
> t o obtain a desired scattering behavior. (The topic 
of surface roughTlBss relaLed thereto is covered 
seDara tely in the repor t by Twersky as noted in 

I the Introduction. ) In this connection one can expect 
increased efforts to be devoted to the study of non
linear modeling techniques [Belyea, Low, and Siegel , 
1959) which hold promise of n moving some of the 

I 
bas ic stumbling blocks associated with labora tory 
experiments designed on a linear modeling basis. 

, There is little doub t that problems involving the 
I interaction of electromagnetic fields wlth anisotropic 
[media, such as plasmas and the radiation from , or 
scattering by, objects embedded in a plasma medium lor surrounded by a plasma sheath will r eceive . a 

I great deal of a ttention. However , as prev iously 
uggested, work in the plasma area should really 

I be covered under a separate report. 
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Part 2. On Multiple Scattering of Waves 

V. Twersky 1 

I . Purpose 

The purpose of this reporL is Lo survey some of the 
recent analytical work on scattering of waves by 
many objects. It attempts to covel' cer tain aspects 
of scattering by fixed configll1'ations and by random 
distributions which have been dealt with in the U.S. 
literature in classical physics, applied mathematics, 
engineering, and chemistry. General analytical pro
cedures and treatments based on distinct scatterers 
(as opposed to those dealing with pertll1'bed con
tinuous media) are emphasized. 

Inasmuch as no analogous previous reports on 
multiple scattering are availabl e, the literature survey 
is prefaced by (aml interlarded with) background and 
introductory material in tended to indicate the roots 
of current activity, to in trodu ce special terms, and 
to delin eate the restricted viewpoint and coverage of 
this report . This la t consideration is an essenLial 
one since the survey is quite limi ted: no attempt is 
made to cover the large number of physical phe
nomena which involve multiple scatt ering (or even 
to list the larger number of labels by which they are 
referenced in the lIterature) or to discuss the variety 
of analytical and heuristic procedll1'es used in Lheir 
treatment. 

2 . General Considera tions 

The essential features of a scattering problem are 
the effects arising when a given obstacle, or collection 
of obstacles, is placed in the path of a specified wave. 
We assume that we are dealing with a som'ce whose 
field "when isolated" is Imowo , and seek the redistri
bution of radiation arising from the pl'esence of 
obstacles. Physically speaking, in electromagnetics, 
the "primary wave" induces charges and currents in 
the obstacles, and these in turn give rise to the 
"secondary waves" that constitute the "scattered 
field. " 

. If we restrict consideration to continuous wave 
I excitation and fL"X:ed scatterers whose location, 
, orientation, etc. are not affected by the applied field , 

then we formulate the problem analytically as seeking 
a solution of appropriate wave equations, subj ect to 
prescribed boundary conditions at the objects, and 

I subject to conditions at large distances from the 
region containing the objects. The wave equations 

, describe local properties of the media in ques tion; 
I the boundary conditions take account of the physical 
i characteristics, shapes, and sizes of the objects; and 
I the conditions at infinity specify the forms of both 
incident and scattered com ponents of Lhe solution. 
We may be interested in the field arising from a 

' particular object, or from some configuration oC 

I Sylvania Electronic Defense Laboratories, Mou nLain View, Calif. 

objects of specified shapes, etc .. or in the average 
field and energy flux to be expected for some sta
tistical distribution of configurations, shapes, etc. 

The "single body" wave problem as it is usually 
formulated corresponds to the limiting case of a 
practical situation involving one source of radiation 
and one fixed obstacle, such that the effects of the 
scattered radiation on the source, extraneous r e
flections from other objects in the environment, 
etc., have been minimized. In general , such simple 
limiting cases lead to Ulls01vable integral equations. 
In a few special cases, for which the surface of a 
homogeneous scatter er coincides with one or more 
complete coordinate surfaces in one of the systems 
in which the wave equations are separable, solutions 
are 0 btained as infinite series of more or less tabulated 
special functions. Simple closed-form solutions in 
terms of elementary function ar e rarer still . How
ever , through analytical a,pproximations valid for 
restricted values or the parameters, and through 
hemi tic procedures motivated by the insight ob
tained in more elementary problems, one can now 
obtain explicit results which are adequate 1,0 describe 
many principal phenomena of pby ical int erest. 
Although th is subj ect is far from closed,2 it is con
venient in considering multiple scattering, to assume 
that solutions for the component scaLterers wb en 
isolated are knovm, and that Lhey may be r egarded 
as "parameters" in the more general problem. 

Thus one seeks represen tation for scattering by 
many obj ects in which the eiIects of the component 
scatter ers are "separated" from the effects of the 
particular configuration (or statisLical distribution of 
configurations) in the sense that the forms of the r e
sulLs ar e to hold independently of the type of scaLter
ers involved. Of course, such repl'esen ta tions can 
usually be obtained in the range of param eters where 
a single scattering approximation is valid, i. e., in 
which the results for a distribution of identical 
scatterers reduce to that for an isolated object 
times an "array factor" . W e discount this range 
from the start, and seek in general a functional r ela
tion for the many-body solution in terms of a single
body function . Thus if one can treat a particular 
spatial configuration (or statistical distribution of 
configurations) explicitly, and independently of the 
component scatterel's, then the results for specific 
isolated objects, for particulal' range of the par'am
eters, etc., can be inser ted for detailed applications. 

The above, in fu'st r egarding the single-body prob
lem as a limi ting ca e of that of many bodies, and 
then regarding the distribu tion as composed of 
obj ects whose solutions when isola ted are known, 
has emphasized the view to be taken in the following. 

, Recent aCLiviLy on scaLLering by isolated objects is surveyed by L. B. Felsen 
and K. M . Siegel in a COIll I)anion reporL to URSI. 
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Related treatments o[ distributions of distinct ob
jects star t essentially with Poisson's [1821 ; 1823] 
molecular model of magnetic induction, and its appli
cation to dielectrics by Faraday [1839], Kelvin [1845], 
Mossotti (1847], and Clausius (1897]; the work of 
Maxwell (1873a] on the "bulk resistivity" (essentially 
the reciprocal of the dielectric constant) of a distri
bution of resistive spheres in a medium of different 
resistivity, and on t he permeability of a distribution 
of perfectly conducting spheres (MaA'Well, 1873b] ; 
the work 0[' Lorentz (1880] and Lorenz (1880] on the 
index of refraction; and Rayleigh's (1892] investiga
t ion of scattering by rectangular arrays of parallel 
cylinders and spheres. These treatments were re
stricted to low frequencies, special scatterers, and 
limiting distributions; they range analytically from 
the intuitive development of Faraday to Rayleigh's 
detailed analysis of "packing effects" in terms of 
the ratio of scatterer size and spacing. 

More generally, a formal represen tation for the 
solution of any given configuration of arbitrary 
sca.tterers (a configuration specified by a set of 
position vectors to reference points on the objects, 
and the scatterers specified by their shapes and 
boundary conditions) may be obtained as follows: 
We apply Green's theorem to the free-space Green's 
function and to the required unknown solution in 
the region external to all scatterers, and thereby 
represent the scattered field as an integral over some 
surface inclosing the region. Contracting the surface 
and breaking it up in to individual portions inclosing 
a single object, leads to a representation of the total 
scattered field as a sum of surface in tegrals; it is the 
terms of this sum (the integrals over the surfaces of 
the individual scatterers) that we identify as the 
"elementary scattered waves". Then imposing the 
boundary conditions at e~LCh object leads to a de
terminate set of couplcd integral eq uations for the 
fields on all scatterers, and co uld these values be 
obtained explicitly, the toLal field in space would 
follow on integration. 

This analytical procedure, or similar ones a pplicablc 
for relatively arbitrary scatterers, was used both for 
general considerations and specific applications by 
Ekstein [1951; 1953], Ignatowsky [1914a], Karp 
[1953], Lax [1952], Millar [1960], Row (1955], Storer 
and Sevick (1954], and Twersky [1956a, 1957a, 
1958a, 1959a, 1959b]. An analogous procedure 
leading to sets of algebraic equations for thc sepa
rable problems of arbitrary configurations of circular 
cylinders was used by Zaviska (1913], Ignatowsky 
(1914a], Row [1955], and Twersky (1953a, 1953b, 
1954] ; similarly Kasterin's (1897] formalism for the 
scalar problem of a periodic array of spheres holds 
for all wavelengths and for any of the usual boundary 
conditions. Thus, for example, for circular cylinders 
and homogeneous boundary conditions, the Grcen's 
functions procedure yields N coupled in tegral eq ua
tions for the surface fields (or for their normal 
derivatives, or for linear combinations of fields and 
derivatives) ; equivalently, separation of variables 
yields an N fold infinite set of algebraic equations 
for the scattering coeffi cien ts. 
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There are essentially three different analytica 
procedures which may be used to obtain a represen
tation taking into account the effects of multiple I 

scattering, or the coupling of the radiation fields of 
the objects: Onc may seek to solve the boundary 
value problem for the "compound body"; one may 
use a self-consistent procedure based on the known 
response of the isolated elements (the single-scat
tered results) such that each object is considered as J 

excited by the primary wave plus the resultant of I 
the initially unknown total scattered fields of the 
other objects; or one may use an iterative procedure 
corresponding to the "successive scatterings" of the 'I 

primary field. In the successive scattering ap
proach , which is essentially an iterated form of tbe 
self-consistent one, each object is initially regarded as 
excited solely by the primary field and radiating in 
consequence its "first order of scattering"; next in 
response to the sum of the first orders of the others, 
each scatters its "second order," etc. The second 
and third methods differ essentially from the first in 
that they isolate the single-body solu tions implicit 
in the problem. Thus they enable us to exploi t 
lmown single-body results, or to seek them inde
pendently of th e configuration (either analytically, 
or by direct measurement). 

The class of many-body problems for which one \ 
may obtain a solution for the compound body is small ; 
it comprises periodic arrays whose essential param
eter is a simple sinusoid (e.g., the sinusoidal profile of 
a reflection grating treated by Rayleigh (1907a], or the 
sinusoidal refractive index of a medium considered 
by Bragg (1915] and Laue [1931]). More generally, 
however, one must consider "multiple scattering" 
by an infinite set of such sinusoids, i.e. , by the com- I 

ponents of the complete "spectral representation" 
(Fourier series or Fourier integral) of the appropri ate 
parameters of the collection of scatterCl'S. Thus, 
for example, Rayleigh (1907a] represented the grating 
of arbitrary periodic profile as a Fourier series ; 
Laue (1931] represented the crystal of arbitrary 
periodic index as a "triple" Fourier series ; Rice 
(1951] represented the randomly perturbed planar 
rough surface as a double Fourier integral; and Hoff
man (1959] represented a medium whose index was 
a slowly varying random function of position by a 
triple integral. The Fourier representations treat . 
the spectral components of the parameters of the 
distribution as the "individual scatterers"; they 
lead to rapidly convergent approximations for values 
of the parameters such that the field arises essentially 
from one sinusoid (e.g., Bragg reflections in a crystal), 
or when the parameters are only slightly perturbed 
from those of a uniform region (e.g. , slightly rough 
plane). 

A large variety of heuristic, self-consistent pro
cedures (starting with those of Mossotti (1847], 
Clausius (1897], and Maxwell (1873]) have beel! ap- : 
plied to determine the macroscopic parameters of 
the coherent field for distributions of scatterers. 
Analytical self-consistent procedures for periodic I 

structures are illustrated by Rayleigh's (1892] work 
on lattices of cylinders and spheres, Ignatowsky's 



{t914a] treatment of the grating of arbitrary cylin
ders, and Ewald's [1917] analysis of th e latti ce of 
dipoles. Anologous procedures to treat the coherent 
field in sparse random di stribution s were used by 
Born [1933] for dipoles, and by Foldy [J 947] for 
monopoles ; dense distributions of dipoles wer e 
treated by Brown [1950] (s tatic case) and by M <lzur 
and :\fandel [1956]. 

'I'he successive orders of scattering approach (dis
cussed by Heaviside [1893]) was used by Reiche [1916] 
(who also gave a self-consi sten t treatment) to derive 
the coherent field for a slab region of randomly dis
tributed dipoles. Twersky [1950a] obtained a cri
terion for the range of validity of Schaefer and 
Reiche 's [1911] single-scattering treatment of the 

I gntting of circular cylinders, ft nd constructed a series 
solution for an arbitrary configmation , and series 
and closed form approximations for two cylinders 
and gratings [Twersky, 1952a, 1952b, 1952c]. Sim
ilarly Yvon [1937, 1935], Kirkwood [1936], and Jan
se n and ~1azur [1955] averaged the scat tering series 
for dipoles to lreat t he d ielectric constant of den se 
gases . 

The papers men lioned above serve to illustraLe 
approaches for treatin g many-body scattering prob
lems. Addi lional work will be cited in the section s 
on particular co nfigurations. Thu we reserve cLis
cussion of essentially par ticle scatterin g procedures 
based on transport equations until t he topi c of "in
coherent sca ttering" arises in its appropriate context . 

The above also serves to indicate the main litles 
we follow. Thus we do not consider "multiple 
ca ttering treatments of single-body problems" in 

the followin g sections. However , sin ce we men
t ioned single-body treatmen ts of many seatterers, it 
may be appropriate to ske tch the "inverse" situation. 
Thus a finite scatterer with sharp edges may be 
treated by exploiting Sommerfeld's and }.![acdo nald 's 
solution for tb e field on . the semi-inflni te wedge. 
For example, ft l1 infinite cylinder havin g a triangular 
cross section with sides large compared to wave
length may be regarded ftS a collection of t hree 
" infinite wedge edges" plus speculady reflectin g 
planes. As a first approximation, each of the three 
edges may be treated as excited solely b~T the plane 
wave; then the "coupling effects" of the "single 

~ scattered edge waves" on each other may be de
veloped in terms of higher order scattering processes 
(by regarding each edge as excited by the asymptotic 

I forms of the waves leavin g the other two in response 
t o the primary excitation, etc.). :More directly , the 
infinite wedge result may be used in a self-consistent 
procedure which treats each edge of the finite wedge 
as excited by the incident wave and by two cylin
drical edge waves of initially unknown amplitude. 

I The solution for the degenerate case of the wedge of 
, zero angle (i.e. , the half-plane) was first used by 
I Sehwartzchild [1902] to construct the series solution 

and a single scattering approximation for a wide 
aperture in an infinite plane screen , and higher order 
scattering of the edge waves was recently treated by 
Clemmow [1956], Karp and Russek [1956], and Keller 

I [1 958, 1957]. Similarly, Braunbek, Clemmow, Kel-

leI', and Levine treated the wide circular aperture b. 
assumin~ that the edge fie~d was app~·oximatcl. that 
on a half-plane locally c01J1 cJdenL WJth . the edge of 
the aperture , and Keller , <wcl Siegel used thei llfin i to 
wed ge result to approximate tJlC local field on the 
curved edge of lbe base of a fini te cone ; these tl'eat
JlI ell ts range frOlil "single scatLel'i ng" Ilpproxill Hl
lions, to K eller's detailed cOJlsidel'<ltion of the" mul
tiple sC/1 ttered" edge mys. (Referell ces yo these 
pftpers, and to analogous trefttm en ts of smtteri ng by 
Isola ted obj ec ts are given in Felsen 's Hnd Siegel's 
DRSI report , Diffraction and Sca ttering.) 

Breakdown of the Many-Body Problems 

In the preceding paragraphs, we more 01' I('ss 
jumpeel into the literature in order to associ ft to this 
general topic with such faJnilim· names t1S Poisson, 
Famelay, :Maxwell , Rayleigh , Lorentz, etc, Then , 
papers were cited to illustrate different procedures for 
taking in to aecount the efrects of multipl e scattering. 
Siu ce a representative select ion of methods was in
sured at the expe nse of 11 systematic presen tation of 
problems lmving phys ical interest, we ll OW mell tion 
classes of problems; citl1Lions Lo the li teraLure Hre 
reserved for the followin g sec tions. 

IVe di sti ngui sh two categories of mul ti pIe scatter
in g problems: III one , we deal with a flxed co n
figmation ; and in the other, with a statistical 
ensemble , or di s tribution of configurati ons. This 
breftkdovrn is primarily for convenience ; it ser ve'S to 
si ngle out the well-defined boundary value problems 
of several scatte rers, as wel l as t he periodi c stru cture 
for whi ch a la rge variet,\- of special anal~· t i cal tech
niques arc avai lable. However, subsequently, we 
regard the fi xed config uration as a limiti ng ease of a 
ge neral distributioJl. 

Fixed configurations: Several two-body si tua t iolls, 
general collection s of N -bodies, aml peri odie a rrays, 
have bee n treated in some detail. Expli cit soluli on 
for N-boclies have been derived for planar sca lLerers 
(e.g., infinite slabs, di scontinuiti es 0 11 transmi ssioll 
lines, ctc. ). Explic it approximatio ll s (series and 
closed forms) have been obtained for complelel y 
bounded scat terers in ranges where, (1) the wave
length is large compared to lhe scattel'cr's size, and 
the spacing is arbitrary, and (2) for arb itrary bodies 
and spacing large compftrecL to w<wclength ; here 
the literature ranges from mesoJl-deuteron scattering 
in quantum mechanics to coupling effec ts between 
transmitting antennas a nd scattel'ers arisin g in 
"single body" microwave measuremenLs. 

The literature of scat terin g by periodic arrays 
covers difrraction gratings, planar lattices, d ielectric 
constants , indices of refraction , crystal analysis, 
" artificial dielectrics", obstacles in rec tangular wave
guides, as well as tIle a nalogous an tenna arrays. 
Single periodic layers, gratin gs, etc., arc of interest 
in connection with their usc as spectrum analyzers, 
polarizel's, open-mesh reflectors, ctc.; and the analy
sis of scattering by three-dimensional arrays facili
tates studies ranging from the exploration of crystal 
structure by X-rays to the design of practical micro
wave components. 
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In general , the fie ld of an infinite periodic struc
ture consists of an infinite number of discrete plane 
waves; some are propagating (e.g., the usual spectral 
orders of a grating), and the rest are exponentially 
damped normal to the face planes. Analytically, 
one seeks to re late the am plitudes of the propagating 
modes of t lte transmitted a lld reflected fie lds to the 
spacings of the array, and to the single scattering 
characteristics of its clements. (The Fraunhofer 
form for a fi nite array is more or less a "blurred" 
version of the set of propagating modes. ) 

To a large exten t , the general problems of three 
dimensional periodic arrays hinge on the solution 
for a single planar lattice; once the results for the 
isolated component planes are known, one can use 
difference equations, matrix algebra, group theoretic 
procedmes, and other equivalent "multimode trans
mission line" approaches to treat the crystal. Be
cause of this (as well as because of its intrinsic 
interest) the planar lattice has merited special con
sideration. Special attention has also been given 
to the essentiall)T one-propagating-mode situations 
which arise when the spacings parallel to the face 
planes arc small compared to wavelength (artificial 
dielectrics, obstacles in waveguides), or when the 
Bragg conditions are fulfilled. 

Statistical distributions: rrhe other large class of 
many-body problems deals with statistical distribu
tions of scatterers. Such problems are basic in the 
use of scattering and propagation measurements as 
a diagnostic tool in discovering the fundamental 
properties of matter, and in various practical prob
lems related to the transmission of information via 
radiation. The special distribution corresponding 
(more or less) to that of an "ideal gas" of elastic 
objects has received most extensive consideration, 
and some progress has been made in treating the 
" packing effects" in "dense gasses" and "liquid 
state" distributions. 

The previously mentioned formal representation 
for the field scattered by an arbitrary fixed config
uration may be applied to treat scattering by statis
tical distributions. One introduces an ensemble of 
configurations defined by an appropriate distribution 
function (giving the probability of occurrence of the 
component configmations) and seeks the expectation 
value of the field by averaging over all variables 
(positions of scatterers, scatterer sizes, etc.). One 
may attempt to first solve or approximate the original 
integral equations (e .g. , by1an iterative procedure), 
and then introduce the "statistics"; Or one may 
average the formal solution for a single configmation 
over the specified ensemble, and then attempt to 
solve the resultant set of equations. Similarly one 
averages the corresponding representations for the 
power density (and energy flux) over the ensemble, 
and obtains equations for the "coherent component" 
(essentially the absolute square of the average wave 
function), and for the "incoherent" or fluctuation 
scattering. Although not even the simplest of such 
problems has been treated rigorously by these 
procedures, useful approximations have been ob
t:1ined for variou ranges of parameters. (See 
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Foldy's [1947] basic paper for a detailed in troduction, 
and for a discussion of the relevance of such averages 
to quantities obtained by measurement. ) 

We may regard the periodic configmation and the 
ideal gas, as special cases of a general " liquid state" 
distribution. Thus in terms of appropriate distribu
tion functio ns we ma.v start with the limiting case 
of an ideal gas, and introduce " local order" in the 
distribution of a scatterer's neighbors to model some 
of the characteristics of dense gases and liquids of 
elastic particles. Proceeding to the limit of an 
appropria te parame tel' (essen tiall y "compressing" 
the distribution) yields results corresponding to a 
periodic array. 

The intensity pattern for the liquid lies "between" 
those of a gas and crystal. If we visualize a narrow 
beam incident on a slab region of a distribution of 
identical objects, then for the gas case we obtain 
coherent tmnsmi tted and reflected beams and a 
"background" of incoherent scattering (more or les 
resembling the single-scattered intensity pattern of a 
component object). As the ratio of average to min
imum separation of scatterers is decreased (a mini
mum in general greater than tbe scatterer's size, 
and, say, of the order of several wavelengths) and 
the liquid state approached, the incoherent scatter
ing becomes peaked at angles in the vicinity of those 
corresponding to the propagating modes of the 
periodic limi t. With increasing local order, these 
additional "beams" becomes better defined, and 
finally go over to the propagating modes of the 
appropriate crystal. 

Alternatively, instead of dealing with ensemble 
averages of configurations of distinct scatterers, one 
may seek to model statistically inhomogeneou 
regions by means of an appropriately pertmbed 
continuum. ApproArimations for the coherent field 
may be specified in terms of the index of refraction, 
and corresponding approximations for the intensity 
depend on the au tocorrelation of the values of the 
index at two d ifferent points. Representative paper 
are cited in su bsequent sections. 

3 . Survey 

3 .1. Fixed Configurations of N Scatterers 

'1'he static limits for two parallel circular cylinder, 
a grating of N parallel cylinders, two parallel co
planer strips, and two spheres, are conveniently 
found in Wendt's [1958] recent review article. He 
has many references to the recent literature, and a 
bibliography of texts going back to Maxwell's. 
Other static problems of interest include Maxwell' 
[1873c] treatments of stratified conductors (N slabs 
with characteristics alternating as ABAB ... ), and 
composite dielectrics (N slabs ABO ... ). 

Sil vel' [1949] discusses coupling between trans
mitter and receiver antennas from a multiple 
cattering point of view. King [1956] treats a 

variety of problems involving coupling between two 
linear antennas (parallel, colinear, perpendicular), 
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between N parallel linear an tennas, between three 
, p arallel antennas at t he vertices of an equilater al 

t riangle, between four a t th e corners of a squar e, etc. 
Redheffer gives the s olution for ca t tering by 

t wo parallel sla bs of arbi trary physical parameters 
IR edhcffcr in Montgomery, 1947] , and a n clco',w L 
analytical discussion of N arbitrary parallel ~abs 
[R edheffcr, 1950, 1954]; for N slabs (arbitrary spc),c
in gs, and <LJ 'bi tmry reflection and transm iss ion 
coefficients o( t he isola ted slabs) he uses group 
t heory, abstract mul tiplication , as well as conven
t ional matrices, and differ ence equations. A detailed 
sys tematic successive scattering treatmen t for N 
arbi trary parallel slabs is given by Marcus [1946] . 
Their closed-form solutions for N iden tical equally 
spaced slabs were obtained originally by Darwin 
11914] in his basic pap er on the sca ttering of X-rays 
by crystals. R edheffer [1956] also gives an exftct 
t r eatmen t of " limi t-periodic dielectric media" (th e 
limi t for N -'7 ro of N iden tical inhomogeneous 
slabs of thicknes l iN), and Bazer [1959) consider 
the condiLions for which nn arbitrary configuration 
of N identical slabs may be analytically approxi
mated by an appropriate con tinuum. 

The above pap ers on collections oJ planar scatterers 
ar e but a few among the man y to be found in the 
liter a ture; sec H ar tr ee [1929), Luneberg [1947a, b), 
Lmye [1951)' Russek (1951)' K eller [1953), K eller 
and K eller [1951)' SchelkunofI [1951), Bremmer 
(1951)' Landauer [1951]' fmd K ay [1958). The 
limiting case of the arbi trary s tratified r egion is 
t ha t of an inhomogeneous m edium : r ecen t work 
includes that of Kay (19 55), K ay and Moses [1956, 
1955n , 1955 b, 1955c, 1957), S axon [1957; 1959], 
Schiff [1956), Saxon and Schiff [1957), Seclder and 
K eller [1959), and H all [1958). Addi tional refer en ces 
to the r ecen t literature and discussions of procedmes 
for treating such probl em s are given in Bremmer 's 
(1958) Handbuch r eview 0 f radio wave propagation ; 
and in the same volume (Elec tric Fields and Waves), 
King's [1958) r eview of electri c circui ts, and th e 
review of Borgnis and P apas [1958) on waveguides, 
include germane transmission line procedmes for 
tr eating collections of plan ar scat terers. 

Turning to arbitrary collections of arbitrary , 
parallel circular cylinders, the separations of variables 

~ procedure of Zaviska [191 3), Igna towsky [1914 a), 
Row. [1955), and T.wersky [~953 a) gi,ves infinite se ts 
of lmear algebralC equatIOns wInch r elate the 
m ultiple scat tered coeffici ents of a cylinder to known 
single scattered values and to Hankel function s of 
the spacings. A Neumann itera tion of these "self
consistent" equations l eads to th e "orders of 
scattering" series whose successive terms involve 
higher products of single scat tered coefficients ; 
T wersky [1952a) also obtained this seri es by 

I successive application of the bound ary condi tions. 
For radii small compared to wavelength , Zaviska 

[1913) gives closed form approximations for two and 
three (equally spaced, coplanar) cylinders, such that 

I E is parallel to their axe (h encefor th E parallel), 
and the direction of propaga tion is perpendi cular to 
the plane of th eir".axes (hencefor th k perpendicular) ; 

for this polarization, he also considers two cylinders 
and k parallel (i.e., E , k , and the axes all coplanar). 
In these approximations, the isolated scatterers are 
trea ted essentially as monopoles (isotropic scatterers), 
and all orders of scattering are taken into account ; 
e.g. , Zavislm 's multiple scat tered coefficients for one 
of the two identical cylinders for E parallel and k 
perpendicular may be writ ten as A = a/ (I - alI) , 
where a is t he single-scattered value, and H = Ho (kb) 
(the "configuration factor") equals the zeroth order 
H ankel fun ction of spacing b and wavenumber k. 
[This elemen tary multiple c<),tLering solut ion (in facL, 
the most elemen tary) ser ves to illustrate the termi
nology used previously. Thus the "self-consistent" 
eq ua tion leading to the clo eel form may be written 
A = a+ aHo (kb)A: the fu's t term on Lhe righ t is the 
response of the cylinder Lo the inciden t plane wave 
(the single scattered value a) , and the second is i t 
response to th e field of its neighbor (i.e. , to a cylin
drical wave of strength A origin ating from a source 
at distance b) . Iterating the self-consistcn t equation , 
or expanding the closed form, gives tbe "orders of 
scat tering" series A = a+ a2H + a3H 2 ... , which one 
would ob tain dil'ectly from considerations of succes
sive scattcring processes. Also no te that the single 
ca Ltcred coefficien t a is essen tially a "parameter " 

of the mul tipl e scaLLered value A: the closed for m 
holds for one clement of all sy mm etrically excited 
pairs of idenLical monopoles. (Differences between 
r esults for various pairs arise from different single 
scat tered coefficients; e.&. , for perfect conductors in 
two dim ensions, the cirCle invol ves the logarithm of 
t he radius, a nd th e ellipse, or tlte ari thmetical mean of 
the major and minor axes.) ) Zaviska [1913) also con
siders two iden tical cylinders for E perpendicular 
and k perpendicular and gives the fil'st two orders 
of scattering for the monopole and dipole terms. H e 
also shows Lhat if two arbitrary sized cylin ders are 
in each other 's far fields, then the problel11_ reduces 
essentially to that of one cylinder excited by two 
plane waves (the incident wave, and a wave Ll'aveling 
in the plane of the axes); however , he fails Lo no tice 
that thi can be exploited to ob tain closed form s. 

Twersky [1952b , cJ obtains closed forms for several 
cases by retaining only the largest Lerm s involving 
the separa tion b in each order of scat tering; e.g., 
a generalization of the above A for two different 
isotropic scatterers (no t necess[Lrily cylindrical) for 
arbitrary angle of incidence; closed forms for two 
scatterers with radii and spacing small compared to 
wave length ; closed form s for two arbi t rary cylinder 
each in the far field of the other (call this " far-m ul
tiple-scattering"), and an analogous res ult that 
holds for N equispaced coplanar cylinders (a finite 
grating) when end effecLs are l1eglecLed . H e also 
applies an image technique to t hese r es ults to con
sider the analogous mul tiple scattering problems for 
semicylindl'ical protuberan ces on a ground plane; 
he shows tha t for E parallel, ther e are no far-mul
t iple-scattering contribuLions for an arbitrary con
figuration of arbitrary semicylindrical pro t uberances, 
and derives the first non vanishing terms for special 
cases. 
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Row [1955] applies his general results to two iden
t ical perfect conductors for E parallel and k per'pen
dicular. He obtains numerical values by several 
methods (including truncating the system of alge
braic equations, and a diagonal approximation of 
their matrix). Comparisons with experiments fl,re 
made for several wavelengths less tllfl,n or equal to 
the diameter, for fixed spacing and a varying field 
point, and vice versa. In particular, he fil1ds de
tailed agreement for fl, truncation procedure which 
keeps as many multiple scattered coefficients as 
ingle scattered co effici en ts called for by the 

analogous isolated cylinder problem. 
Storer and Sevick [1954] apply the variational 

procedure of Levine and Schwinger to their integral 
representation for N scatterers, and obtain a sta
tionary form for the far-field scattering amplitude. 
They specialize their results to treat two finite 
identical, parallel circular cylinders (radius small 
compared to spacing and to length) for E parallel. 
Using a "shifted cosine" trial function, they find 
good agreement between theory and experiment 
for backscattering and k perpendicular to half-wave 
and full-wavelength scatterel's. Minkowski and Cas
sedy [1956] use the analogous procedure to treat 
the case of colinear cylinders. 

Karp [1959] gives a general discussion of the 
integral representation for N arbitrary scatterers, 
and considers the conditions for convergence of the 
orders of scattering series. Subject to fal'-multiple
scattering, the integral representation for an arbi
trary eonfigmation of N arbitrary cylinders yields 
N simultaneous equations for the multiple scattered 
amplitudes in terms of their single scattered values; 
in particular, Karp [1959] gives the closed form for 
two arbitrary cylinders (the generalization of a result 
in Twersky's [1952b] result for two circular cylinders). 

As discussed by Twersky [1952b], the closed forms 
that hold for far-multiple-scattering retain only the 
largest tel'ms in kb> > 1 of each order or scattering. 
Thus the series in powers of l l/kb obtained on 
expanding the closed form for the multiple scattering 
amplitude is not the rigorous expansion of the 
function. Zitron and Karp [1959] show that for 
two cylinders, the "far-multiple-scattering, orders 
of scattering" series is correct in its three leading 
terms (i.e. , to l /kb), ftnd obtain the next term of the 
eries for two arbitrary cylinders: in distinction to 

the leading terms, which involve only the far-field 
scattering amplitudes of the isolated cylinders (say 
f), the new term also involves derivatives off. They 
specialize their result to the case of arbitrary circular 
cylinders, and show it agrees to appropriate order 
with the result obtained on approximating the 
com plete series derived by separation of variables 
in Twersky [1952a]. They also obtain the cor
responding number of terms of the analogous series 
arising for the scalar problems of two arbitrary 
scatterers in three dimensions. 

Wu and Levine [1958] consider a row of large 
circular cylinders for k parallel, and obtH,in multiple
cattering corrections to the geometrical optics 

value of the total scattering cross section. 
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Millar [1960] considers the N simultaneous integral 
equations obtained for the two cases of E parallel 
and E perpendicular to a row of perfectly conducting I 

cylinders of arbitrary shape. For elliptic cylinders 
with major axis small compared to wavelength, and 
arbitrary separation, he reduces the integral equa
tions to linear algebraic equations (using a procedure 
similar to Bouwkamp's for the single strip). For 
two cylinders and E parallel, his closed form ap- < 

proximations for the multiple-scattered coefficien ts 
are identical with the forms for two arbitrary iso
tropic scatterers given in Twersky [1952b]. His 
plots of the real and imaginary parts of one coefficient \ 
as a function of kb, for three directions of incidence 
(k perpendicular, and k parallel, say, from the right , 
and from the left) show the effects of multipl e 
scattering fl,nd "shielding. " 

The scattering of waves by two objects has also 
been recently considered in the literature of quantum 
mechanics. Thus Brueckner's [1953] closed form 
for the impulse approximation for S-state scattering 
from a two-body system, is a result for two monopoles 
in three dimensions (identical with the form for two 
isotropic scatterers given in Twersky [1952b]); and 
his result for P-state meson scattering, is that for 
the scalar problem of two dipoles in three dimensions. 
Representative related papers are those of Watson 
[1953], Takeda and Watson [1955], Brueckner 
[1955], and Drell and Verlet [1955]. More complex 
systems are discussed by Gerjuoy [1958], and in 
the proceedings of the recent Grenoble lectme series 
on many-body problems edited by Dewitt [1959]. 

3.2. Infinite Planar Lattices 

Here we begin with the more general treatments, 
and then consider special procedures. 

As is well known, the field of an infinite grating of 
arbitrary identical cylinders excited by a mono
chromatic plane wave consists of an infinite discrete 
set of plane waves; some of these waves are "propa
gating modes" (the usual spectral orders) and these 
carry energy in specific directions determined by the 
wavelength, the spacing, and the angle of incidence; 
the remaining are "surface waves" (or "evanescent 
modes") which are exponentially damped normal 
to the plane of the grating. The existence of these 
waves follows directly from the periodicity of the 
structure; i.e. , the field must be representable as a 
Fourier series, and this has been the starting point 
of most rigorous approaches to the problem. But 
this is merely the starting point: it is the amplitudes 
of these waves which must be determined. Thus 
Rayleigh [1907a] represents the mode amplitudes 
in terms of an algebraic set of equations involving 
the Fourier components of the grating's profile, 
and Ignatowsky [1914a] expresses them in terms of 
an integral equation for the current distribution 
on one element; and most expansion procedures 
in the literature are based on one of these two 
classic representations. However, alternative repre
sentations prove more tractable when strong coupling 



occurs. Thus Twersky [1956aJ starts with the set 
of multiple scattering surface integrals for the 
clements of the array, and proceeding initially in 
analogy with Ewald 's [1917J treatmen t of a lattice 
of dipoles, derives a "mixed represe n tation. " The 
mode amplitudes are expressed in term of Lhe 
multiple scattered amplitude o[ a cylinder in Lhe 

1· grating, and specified through a new functional 
equation involving its single scat tered value (as 

II the inhomogeneous term, and in the kenlel of the 
operator). Differing from both Ignatowsky's integral 
equation and Rayleigh's "sum equation" (i.e., 
t he set of algebraic equations), the operator in 

d t he nellT equation equals an integral minus the 
I' a nalogous swn (a relatively rapidly convergent 
I representation ). The new formulai sm is applied 

[Twers],y, 1956a, 1957bJ to treat the grating reso
nances inves tigated experimentally by ·Wood and 

j 
1 
I 

trong; and t he enhancement of one spectraJ ordcr, 
or the diminution of anoth er , as well as other 
"anomalies" with respect to single scattering theory, 
are interpreted in terms of sur[ace wave coupling 
b etween the propagating s pectral orders. MulLiple 
scatter:ing effec t are significan t for uch rc onances 
(which for normal incidence occur when the grating 
spacing is nearly an integral number or wavelengths), 
for neal' grazing incidence, and for relatively closely 
packed scattcrers; for other si tuations, the mul tiple

~ scattered ampli tude reduces to its single scatter ed 
value (the inhomogeneous term of the equation ). 
Twersky [1958bJ applies the general theory to circular 
cylinders (and obtains, for example, simple explicit 
results for the "packing effec ts" at low freque ncies up 
to mul tipoles of order 25), and Burke and Twer Icy
[1960J apply it to ellip tic cylinders. Analys is of 

(. llch grating problems is facilitated by Ignatowsky 's 
[1914bJ elementary function representations for the 

chlomilch series tbat arise for normal incidence, 
and by the analogous rorms for the more general 
series arising for arbitrary angle of incidence derived 
by Twersky [1958cJ. 

The procedure disc ussed a,bove is one of t he 
few nl1Jl tiple scattering Lreatmen ts of a grating or 
general elements which expresses the fldd in terms 
of the behavior of the elements when isolated. The f' I first of this kind was Igna towsky's [1914aJ. In addi-
t ion, tllC variational procedure discussed by Mar
c llvitz [1951], and applied to circular and ellip tical 
elements wi th spacing and cross·sectional dimen
sions small compared to wavelength, is also quite 
general Ano ther initially general procedure is 
Karp 's [1955], which was applied by Karp and Rad-i low [1956J to grating resonances subj ect to "far
m ultiple-scattering" (i.e., each scatterer in the far 
field of all others) . 

I 

I 
.~ 
I 
I 

I 

The principal anomalies with the single scattering 
approximation for the grating (an approximation 
obtained originally by Sehwerd [1835]) indi cated 
by the experiments of Wood [1902], Ingersoll 
[1921], Strong [1936], Palmer [1952], and others, 
are the "resonances" mentioned previously . With 
reference to these, Rayleigh [1907aJ treats a per
fectly condllcting grating, and finds that his repre-

sen tation of the perpendicular polarized ampli tude 
di verges if there is a grazing mode. Fano [19 38J 
co nsiders the same range for a grating of fini te 
co ndu ctivi ty. Artmann [1942J begins wi th R ay
leigh 's model (Fourier series expans ion of the profile), 
bu t derives an al ternative, convergent series repre
sentation for ncar gn"lz ing modes. Artmann's 
expressions for the maxinHt corre pond to t he max
illla of the uSLlal ' Vood anomalies; twd c"ll t hoLlgh he 
does no t co nsider the associated minima (ly ing be
tween the R ayleigh wavelength and the maxim~"l), 
t bese may also be treated using this model. Fttno 
[1938] also presents a general expres ion (suggested 
by a quantum mechanical analogy) "hich can be 
adjusted to describe the anomali es, and. he is t he 
first to stress t he role of the surface waves. Karp 
and Radlow [1956], and Lippmann and Oppenl wim 
[1942J co nsider the anomalies, and a relatively de
tailed discussion is given by Twersky [1956a, 1957b, 
1958bJ. 

A perhaps more in tui tive approach may also be 
applied to consider the gra t ing anomalie. Thus 
Twersky [1952cJ gives an "orders of scattering" 
treatment of the anomalies for a fini te grating 
(perfectly conducting semicylinder on a plane, end
effects neglected): the extrema are in terpreted a 
occurring at lvavelengths which optimall y fulfill t~e 
condit ions that each rder of scattering is a maXI
mum, and that successive orders are either in or ou t 
of phase. H ere a suggestion made by Wood [1902J , 
and originally elaborated by Artmann [1942], 1 

developed into a "vibration CLll"ve" method based on 
a discrete analog of the Fresnel in tegral [Russek and 
Twersky, 1953J. 

The method of images provide a convenient 
means for obtaining solu t ions for reflection grating 
from res ults for analogo Lls transmis ion problems. 
The first treatments of the reflection grating based 
on this approach originally took in to accoun t single 
scattering [Twersky, 1950a, b , c], and then analogous 
mul t iple scattering res ults [Twersky , 1956a, 1957b , 
1958 bJ were obtained . The image technique itself 
(for wave problems) was first used by R ayleigh 
[1907b], who a pplies t he res ults for a perfectly co n
ducting cylinder with radius small comp ared to 
wavelength to obtain the analogous fun ctions for 
a semicylinder on a perfectly conducting plan e. 

In addition to papers mentioned above, there are 
a large number of treatments of transmission gratings 
of specific scatterers : For example, strips are treated 
by Vainshtein [1955], H eins [1954], and Miles [1949J ; 
circles are treated by Shmoys [1951]' Shmoys and 
Sollfrey [1952], and R eiche [1953]; and fine wires are 
treated by Wessel [1 939], Honerj ager [1948] and 
Franz [1949J. Fine wires, closely spaced, are also 
treated by Lamb [1945], and Gans [1920J (both givin g 
incorrect resul ts for polarization perpendicular to 
the axis- see Twersky [1958bJ for details), and by 
Lewin [1951]' and Marcuvitz [1951J. The most 
detail ed treatmen t of circular cylinders appears to 
be that of Twersky [1958b], which also gives com
parisons with previolls work. 

Additional treatmen ts of gratings inclued those of 
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Voigt [1911] (who extended Rayleigh's [1907a] 
procedure to a lossy interface), Tai [1948], Lippmann 
[1953], Meecham [1957 , 1956a, b], Sno ~v [1956], 
Primich [1957], Heaps [1957], Proud [1957], Parker 
[1957], Theissing and Caplan [1956], Hatcher and 
Rohrbaugh [1958, 1956], Palmer [1956], Rohrbaugh 
and others [1958] Wait [1958, 1955, 1959], Senior 
[1959], and F elsen [1959] . 

As for other two-dimensional planar lattices, 
Marcuvitz [1956] has given a general formulation for 
the planar lattice of arbitrary scatterers in terms of 
the periodicity factors of the array, and in terms of 
the amplitude of one elem ent. Low frequency r esults 
for planar lattices of spheres, disks, etc., have been 
derived in connection with artificial dielectrics, and 
in conn ection with the related problems of obstacles 
in rectangular waveguides: see the recen t review by 
Cohn [1960] for the literature of the fu'st, and the 
texts by Marcuvitz [1951]' and Lewin [1951] and 
others for t he second. General scattering theorems 
for such stru ctures are given by Schwinger, Dicke 
[1948], R edheffer [1950], Friedrichs [1949], and 
Twersk:v [1956b]. 

Additional papers dealing with planar periodic 
arrays are cited in recent reviews by Harvey [1959] 
and by Lysanov [1958]. 

3 .3. Planar Random Distributions 

As in the previous section, we begin with the most 
general treatmen t of the problem ; this minimizes 
repetition . 

a . Sparse Distribution (Two-Dime nsional "Rare Gas" ) 

The scattering of a plane wavc by a planar random 
distribution of arbitrary objects may be treated by 
averaging the set of multiple-scattering surface in
tegrals for one configuration over an appropriate 
d istribution . In particular, for identical scatterers 
whose average separation is large compared to their 
minimmTl separation, we may assume that the one
particle and two-par ticle distribution functions are 
constan t (as for a rare gas). 

For such sparse plrwar distributions of arbitrary 
scatterers, Twersky [1957a, 1955], using a procedure 
analogous to Foldy's [1947], shows that the coherent 
scattered field consists of two plane waves- one in 
the direction of incidence, and one in the direction 
of specular reflection (with respect to the plane of 
the distribution). Th e amplitudes of these waves 
are proportional to corresponding values of the 
average multiple scattering ampli tude of a scatterer 
fixed in the distribution ; i.e ., to the response of one 
fixed object to the incident field plus the fields of all 
other objects averaged over the configurations these 
other objects may assum e. The average with one 
fixed scatterer is given [Twersky, 1957a] by an inte
gral relation whose kernel involves the same function 
averaged with two scatterers held fixed; approximat
ing one by the other (as fu'st done explicitly for a 
volume of monopoles by Foldy [1947], and as done 
" instinctively" in earlier less analytical treatments of 
dielectric constants, etc.) leads to a simple expression 
for the unknown amplitudes in terms of their single
scattered values. (The validity of this approxima- ' 

'" I 
tion requires that the number of scatterers be large; 
see Foldy [1947] for discussion, and Bazer [1959] for 
an analytical treatment of the one-dimensional case.) 

To this approximation, the total excitation of a 
scatter within the distribution is proportional to the 
average of the coherent transmitted and reflected 
plane waves; and since the response of an isolated 
scatter to a plane wave is known, one obtains two ""r 
algebraic equations which can be solved directly. I: 

This gives simple expressions for the multiple
scattered amplitudes in terms of their presumably 
known single-scattered values. The final transmis
sion and reflection coefficients take into acco un t the 
major effects of coherent multiple scattering; in ,~ 
particular, whereas their single-scattered values would 
become infinite as grazing incidence is approached, 
the total scattered field approaches the negative of 
the incident wave (which merely means that only 
surface wave, or inhomogeneous plane wave, solu
tions exist in the limit), i .e ., the coherent field of the 
distribution becomes that of a perfect reflector. 

The value for the multiple scattering amplitude 
obtained by taking into account the coheren t effects 
is also used [Twersky, 1957a, 1955] in the corre
sponding incoherent scattering (i .e., excitations aris
ing from multiple incoherent scattering are neg
lected); this leads to an approximation for the total 
scattered field which explicitly fulfills the energy 
theorem . Thus, the final results (expressed solely 
in terms of the known single scattered amplitude, 
the numb er of scatterers per unit area, the angles of 
incidence and observation, and the wavelength) 
state simply that the average power reflected, trans
mitted, absorbed, and scattered by the area of dis- If 
tribution illuminated by unit area, of incident wave 
is equal to the incident power densi ty. ~ 

The multiple-scattering amplitud e of the "random 
screen" (for the case of scatterers symmetrical to 
the plane of th e distribution) is also imaged 
[Twersky, 1957a, 1955] to obtain the corresponding 
function for the analogous distribu tion of arbi trary 
protuberances on a ground plane; this amplitude 
gives directly the reflection coefficients and differ
ential scattering cross sections per unit area for a , 
relatively gener al model of "rough surfaces" . It is ,~ 
shown that for such surfaces the coheren t field ful- ' 
fills an "impedance boundary condition" on the 
pl ane of the distribution (i.e. , the scalar field is 
proportional to i ts normal derivative, or, equiva
lently , the tangential component of E is proportional 
to the tangential compon ent of H ), and the imped
ance is expressed simply in terms of the scattering ,( 
amplitude of an isolated protuberance. For both 
" vertical" and " horizontal" polarizations, the ratios 
of reflected to incident fields approach minus one as 
grazing incidence is approached; the corresponding 
coherent in tensity reflection coefficien ts approach 
unity, and the incoher ent backscattering cross sec
tions approach zero. More explicit ly, for arbi trary ". 
protuberances on a ground plane, if the " horizon I 
angle" (or grazing angle) approaches zero, then the I 
neflection coefficients approach uni ty lin early and the 
baGkscattering for polarization perpendicular/or par- I 
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allel to th e pl ane of incidence vallishes like the 
four th/or second power of the angle r especLivcly . 

This mod el for r eflection and scattering from rough 
surfaces app ears to be th e only one which tr eats bo~h 
coherent a nd incoher en t scattering phenomena m 
paralle]" and which relates them expli citly to each 
other t hrough t he energy principle . Theorems are 
derived to show that t he sum of average powers 
coherently reflected, incoherently scattered, and ab
sorbed by the area of distribution " illuminated" by 
unit ar ea of inciden t Wi.tve equals the incid ent 
power density; an d (using a general t heor em for itn 
isolated pro tuberance [Twersky, 1954b]) , i t is shown 

" that th e forms for reflection coeffi cien t itnd SCittter
ing cross section (in terms of single scatter er results) 
explicitly fulfill the r equired theorems. Illustrative 
examples arc obtained by specializing the general 

l 

I 
I 

I 

r 

r esults to arbi trary hemisph er es, itnd semicylinders, 
and explici t approximations in terms of elemen tary 
fun ctions a re given for scatterers very small or very 
large compared to wavel ength [Twersky, 1957a, 
1955]. 

Th e above model is tt general ization of the one 
introduced by Rayleigh [1907b] Lo considerin co
her ent scattering from a stri ated surface; hi s paper 
gives a sin gle-scittterin g treatmen L bitsed on the 
fi eld of it fine semicylindrical protuberance. Ray
leigh 's work was initially extended to obtitin single
scattered coherent and incoherent intensit ies for dis
t ribu tions of small semicylinders itnd hemispheres 
[Twersky, 1950a, b , c, 1953c], a nd of ~arge semi
cylind ers [Twersky, J 952d); thell mul tiple-scatter
ing effects for separations large co mpared to wave
length wer e tak en into account for semicylinders 
[Twer ky, 1953a, d] . Th ese speciitl scfttLerer s ar c 
considered as illustration s j n t he more general Lreat
ment mentioned previously [T wersky, 1957a, 1955]. 

The phitse of the co heren t reflected witve for the 
pecial case of small hemispheres Oll a plitne is also 

considered by Biot [1958]. N eglecLing in co herent 
scattering, Biot [1957] considers a monopole so urce, 
and Wait [1959] a dipol"e SOli rce exciLin g small hemi
spheres on a ground phm e. In parti cular , Wait [1959] 
considers surface wave efrecLs for lossy bosses and 
shows that tb e first approxi mation for Lh e co herent 
effects mfty be described by a plane having tLl1 induc
t.ive surface reactance; he also considers Lhe a nalo
gous problems for a curved ground phtne, and for 
parallel (plane, and curved) guides. 

A variety of other models for random screens and 
rough surfaces exist in t he li terature. However , it 
is not t he purpose of Lbe repor t to consider these 
topics, except as t hey rclitte to multiple-scatterin g 
problems of distinct obj ects. Th e reader is referred 
to t he works of Rice [1951], Booker , Ratcliffe, and 
S hinn [1950], Beckman [1957], Miles [J 954], M agnu s 
[1952], Schouten and D c Hoop [1957], Ament [J956], 
Hoffman [1955], Lysanov [1958], Seni or and Sieg-el 
[1959], Beard, K atz, and Spetner [1956], Beard and 
Katz [1957], Spetner [1958], LaCasce fl lld Ta
markin [1956], LaCasce [1958], Berning [1957], 
Meecham [1956], H eaps [1956], Parker [1956], 
Jones and Barton [1958], K atzin [1957], Pollak [1958]. 

Add-it-io-n: - papm~ ace cited by Ly"oov [195 [ a:---·: 
by Twersky [1957a] . 1d I 

h. General Statistica l Distribution 

The grating and the r andom screen of ~trbitrary 
cylinders are essentially the "crystalline" and "rare 
gas" limits of it one-dimensional " liquid" of perfectly 
elastic scatterers. To treat this genemI statistical 
distribution, Zernike and Prins [1927] titke the one
particle distribution to be constant and use proba
bility considerations to derive a pair distribution 
function' the pair-function is expressed essen tially 
in term s' of an "elbow room parameter" (L ) equal 
to the ratio of average to minimum sepamtion of 
scatterer cen ters, a minimulU generally greater 
than a scatterer's wid th . They obtain a singll3 
sca ttering approximation for a large number of 
scatterers on a line, and show numerically that for 
L -"> l , both pair-function and in tens ity become 
sharply peaked; an d tha.t for !-'::"P1, bo th become 
relatively smooth. (Theu' baSIC paper m troduces 
the now standard " inversion procedure" used in 
X-ray scattering by liquid . Invert in g a corre
spondin g approxinhL tion for the three~dimen s i o n al 
case, enitbles one to co nstruct approxlrnatLOns for 
Lbe "radial distribution fun ction" in Ler ll1 s of scat
tered inLens iLy measurements; sec Gingrich 's [1943] 
review. ) 

Twersky [1959b] con iders the sC}tLLering of waves 
bv ft one-dimensiol1itl liquid of coplimar, pamllcl , 
ai'bitl'ary cylinders ; he obtains a con t inyous transi
Lional forrrmlism from the rare g}tS lillli t [Twersky, 
1957it] to t he periodic one [Twersk:y, 1956a]. The 
analysis is based on a Po isson one-particle d istri
hution function and on }t more co nvergenL t rans
form of Lhe p:tir-full cLion ill Lrodu ced by Zern ike 
a,nd Prins [1927]. R ep rese nLi ng Lhe field of one 
configuraLiol as it sum of SUri}LCC in Legmls, fwd 
averaging over Lhe dis tr ibution , gives.}tlI inLegral 
relaLion beLween Lhe ILV('l"}lge fi.clds WIt h one Imd 
two par ticles held fixed ; eqllftLing Lhesc Lo each other 
yields an integral eqwttion involvill g Lhe known 
distr ibution funct ions and the Pl"('s lll1l ltbly kn own 
scattering a mplitude of an isola LecL cylinder: The 
itbsoluLe squ are of the }wel"Hge fiel.d speclfie . t he 
"coherent intensiLy." A correspo ndJll g Itp prOXlll1a
tion is constructed. for the " in coherent" rli fferenLial 
scattering cross section by Laking Lhe fly-erage field 
with one scatterer held fixcd as Lhe exclLfttlOn of it 

scatterer within the di sLr ibuLion . 
The total aventge in te nsi Ly for Lh is distribuLion 

depends cri ticitlly on L , Lhe relative "cl bow room " 
per scatterer. As ~-7 1 , the " local order" in cre ltses; 
in the limit , it is shown [Twel"sk?, 1959bl that thf\ 
one and two particle disLrib utions go ove r to /j 

fun ctions and that the sc}tLLered field reduces to 
the solu tion for the griLting of equispaced a rbi trary 
elements [Twersky, 1956,1]. For Lhis "cr~'stalline" 
case the field is itll coheren t a nd co nslsLs of the 
Lmn~miLted and reflected prop}tgaLing s pe ctral orders 
plus th e infin ite set of eVl1l1 escen t SUrfH ?e waves. 
At the other limi t L -"> 00, tbe local order clls~tppears; 
the distribution fun ctions become co nstants, and 
the r csul ts reduce to Lhose of the a,lI alogo us "r are 
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gas" [Twersky, 1957a]. For this case, the coheren t 
field consists of the directly transmitted and specu
h rly r eflected plane \Va ves , an d the differen tial cross 
sect ion is r elatively smoothly varying (as determined 
by choice of scatterers). The coherent field for the 
general case of the " liquid" (of infini te "length") 
has the same form as for t he gas, bu t the in coheren t 
in tensity is more or less a smudged version of the 
in tensit.\T pattern for Lhe periodic case: it is peal,ed 
in Lhe vicinity of the parameters corresponding to 
t he noncentral spectral orders of the grating, a nd 
t hese maxim a broaden and decrease away from the 
directly tntllsmitted and specular directions . 

The resul ts for scatterers symmetrical to the plane 
of the distribu t ion arc also imaged [Twersk.\' , 1959b] 
to obtain corresponding fun ctions for the general 
striated surface of arbi trary protuberances on a 
ground plane . Appli cations are given to illustrate 
mul tiple-scattering effects in cer tain resonance 
phenomena (" near-grating" anomali es), in the be
havior near grazing in cid ence, and in the effe cts of 
packing for small scatterers. 

3.4. Periodic Volume Distributions 

The main lin es for treating scattering of X -rays by 
crystals follow the works of Ewald [1917]' D arwin 
[1914], Bragg [191 5], and L aue [1931]. Ewald [1917] 
obtains n mul t iple-scl1ttering solu t ion for t he la ttice 
of dipoles. Laue [1931, 1935] works with tl Fourier 
series r epresen kttion for a general periodic index of 
r efraction . Darwin [1914] uses a single-scattering 
approximation for the fi elds of the planar lat t ices 
parallel to the interface of a semi-infi.nite lattice, and 
takes illto account multiple scattering betwee n 
planes. H e in troduces Lhe "tran smission line" pro
cedure for treat ing such p roblems; and, for the 
s itua tion corresponding to Bmgg [1913] and Laue 
[19 131 resonances, Dltrwiu's 1914 paper gives the 
associated pair of coupled difference equ ations, sillce 
rediscovered many t im es in conn ection with one
mode propagation 'in periodically loaded lin es, guides, 
a nd fLrtifi eial dielectri cs. Prins [1930] a pplies D ar
win's procedure to take into accoun t absorption. 

Laue's procedure is applied by Kohler [1933] to 
treat the one-mode case for th e bounded periodically 
perturbed mediulll , Iwd Mayer [1928] twd LamIa 
[1939] co nsider the case of three strong modes . 
Essentially Darwin's procedure (but tltking into 
accoun t sOllle multiple-scatterin g effects in the com
ponen t planes) is used by Twersky [1 954a] to treat 
the lat tice of circular cylinders; and the general case 
is treated by th is mean s b.v YIarcu vitz [1956], whose 
results are applied to special problems by B arone and 
Schn eider [1956]. 

A broad, r elatively elemen tary survey of analytical 
techniques for treating scattering by periodic struc
tures (methods introduced for scattering of X-rays 
by crystals) is given by J ames [1950], and some 
addition al results are included in Partington's [1951] 
comprehensive treatise on phys ical chemistry (par
ticularly vol. 3). Fourier methods for treating 
scattering (of any thing) by periodic s tructures are 
r eviewed by Slater [1958]. 
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The lattice of spheres is treated by separating 
variables in the staLic limit by Rayleigh [1892], and 
for arbitrary wavelengths, by Kasterin [1897], and 
by Morse [1956]. Various approximations also exist 
in the literature of ar tificial dielectrics, a subj ect 
whose modern aspects start essen tially with the 
work of Kock [1948]. The literature to 1952 is " 
surveyed in Brown's [1953] monograph on micro
wave lenses, to 1957 in Cohn 's [1 960] review chapter 
of the Antel1lht Engin eering H andbook , and to 1958 
in H arvey's [1959] survey ar ticle on optical tech
niques at microwave frequencies. R ecen t papers in 
the U.S. li terature in clude those of Lippmann and 
Oppen heim [1954], Storer [1952], Jon es, l\Iori ta, '" 
and Cohn [1956], ~vIOl'i ta and Oo hn [1956], Oollin 
[1959], Ward , Puro, and Bowie [1956], Kaprielian 
[1956,t, ] 956b, ] 956e], Oohn [1956], and Hickman, 
Risty, and Stewart [1957]. 

3.5. Random Volume Distributions 

The eftrli esL analytical treatm ent of the scattering 
of waves by random distributions of obj ects (or 
potentials) is essentially R ayleigll 's theOl'.\T of the 
color of the sky [Rayleigh, 1899]. The subj ect has 
sin ce r eceived mu ch attention in t he li terature, but 
much of the work has been heuris ti c. 

Foldy's [1947] treatment of scattering by mono- I'

poles serves as a model for those seeking to treat 
more arbitrary scatterer s. Thus Lax [1952], and 
Twersky [1958a, 1959aJ give different generalizations 
for the coheren t field . Foldy's self-consistent treat
men t of monopoles is extended essen tially three 
differen t wfl,Ys to obtain the propagation co effi cien t 
(say K ) of the coheren t field for a random distribu tion 
of relatively arbitrary scatterers excited b\T a wave ~ 
having propagation ~coefficient k . E ach procedure 
expresses K in terms of an isolated object's sca t tering 
ampli tude, sn.v j; bu t Twersky [1958a] uses j(k --'>k ), 
the ampli tude of the object in free spnce; L,.x [1952] 
uses j (K --'>K ) , the amplit ude in the new medium 
associated with the co heren t fi eld ; and later Twersky 
[1959a] uses f(K --'>k ), t he ampli tude of an object 
excited in K-space bu t r ad iating into k-space, 
Twersk)T []958d] obtains f(K --'>k) b,\" introducing a 
new class of single-bod.'T scat tering problems, in 
which the source and radia ted terms of the solu tion 
satisfy differen t wave eqwLtions. [This type of 
scatterer may be more palatable if its limiting form 
for a monopole is r ecognized in the usual volume 
in tegral r epresen tation for the field scattered by a 
constant potential F - K 2, i.e., in t he integral whose 
kernel comprises a monopole (the free k-space 
Green's function) weighted by the local field : s in ce 
the local field travels in K-space, these monopoles 
radiating into k-space are elementary form s of the 
"schizoid scatterer" characterized by j(K --'>k ). ] 

The new formalism is applied [Twersky, 1959a] 
to a slab r egion of large tenous scatterers, and simple 
explicit forms are obtained for the coheren t and in
coherent intensities, and for the average phase. 
Theoretical results are compared wi th a series of 
detailed experiments by Beard and Twersky [1958, 
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1960a, 1960b] on a large scale dynamical model of 
a "compressible gas" of spheres. :Measurem ents 
were made from a relatively rare gas (average sepa
ration of centers ]0 times scatterer diameLer) to 
practically a " liquid state" case (average separatio n 
about one-eighth larger than diam eter). [Here the 
"molecules" were l?~-in. styrofoam spheres and the 
measurements were made with 7f-Clll radiation; a 
system of blowers and turbulence-creating wedges 
produced the distribution, and the required sLatis
tical functions were measured separately by optical 
methods.] The receut computed and measured 
intensities are in accord over the full range investi
gated. 

The three extensions [Lax, 1952 ; 'J\vers1<:y, 1958a, 
1959a] of Foldy's [1947] procedure arc among the 
more recen t extensions of Rayleigh 's origin al model. 
For a volume distribution of small scatterers, Ray
leigh [1899] gives a leading term approximation in
volving f (k -7k ). Other results for wave scatterin& 
in terms of forms of f(k -7k ) appropriate for special 
objects, arc given in R eiche [1916] (slab region of 
dipoles), Urick and Ament [1949] (slab of small 
phercs), and Twersky [1953b] (slab region of cyl

inders) . Similarly, expansions ill terms of j(lc -7lc ) 
are used in the work on dense distribu tions of dipoles 
by Yvon [1937], Kirkwood [1936], Brown [1950], 
Mazur and Mandel [1956], Green [1952], Jansen and 
Mazur [1955], Jansen []955], Fixman []955], Born 
and Green [1946], a ll d Green [1957]; these papers 
arc particularly noteworthy for their care with the 
probabilistic aspects of the problem . Alternative 
approaches, s till based on well-defined elementary 
scatterers, ar e discussed by Onsager [1936], Bottcher 
[1952], Dc Loor [1956], and others. 

Brief, relatively comprehensive, in troductions to 
various aspects of the subjects involved in the above, 
and addi tional references, arc gi ven in several articles 
of the Handbook of Physics edited by Condon and 
Odishaw [1958] : sec "Dielectrics" by von Hippel ; 
"Molecular Optics" by Condon; "Prin ciples of SLa
t istical Mechanics and Kinetic Theory of Gases," 
and "Vibrations of Crystal Lattices and Thermo
dynamic Properties of a Solid " by Montroll; and 
"The Equations of State and Transport Properties 
of Gases and Liquids" by Bird, Hirschfelder, and 
Curtiss. A detailed review of the literature of di
electrics is given by Partington [1951- 1955], vol. 4 
and 5. See also Frenkel [1956], Debye [1945], 
Hartshorn and Saxton [1958], Van Vleck [1932], 
Von Hippel [1954], and, in particular, the excellent 
recent review by Brown [1956]. Fournet [1957] 
gives the latest review on the structure of liquids; 
and the rccent article by Montroll and Ward [1958] 
on the statisticalmechanincs of interacting particles, 
and the references it gives to the classical statistics 
literature, indicate the more fundamental models of 
matter now under study. 

Much work on multiple scattering of incoherent 
radiation has been done from essenLially a particle 
cattering viewpoint. Instead of the wave equaLion, 

one works with the Boltzman in Legro-difl'eren tial 
equation for transport processes. Sec Hopf [1934], 
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Chandrasekhar [1950], Case [1957], Woolley a nd 
Stibbs [1953], Fano , Spencer, and Berger [1959], alld 
Goldsteill [1959] for fundamentals, applica tions, 
and reviews of co mpu Lational prored ures. 

All alLernative ftpproach to problems of scattering 
and propagation in random media is Lo work with a 
perturbc·d con till u um- see papers of Ei nsLein [1910], 
SlHolu ehowski [1908], Pekeris [1947], Debye [1954] , 
Booker and Gordon [1950], Villars and Weis kopf 
[1954], Silverman [1957,1958]' SLaras [1955], Wheelon 
[1957], the scatter-propagaLion issue of the Proceed
ings of Lhe IRE [1959], Bremmer' Handbuch arLicle 
[1958], and the recent review of Lropospheric propa
gation by Staras and Wheelon [19591. l~cferen("es 
to the liLerature of physical chemistry involving 
this approach arc cited by Fishrnan [1957] and 
Stacey [1956J . 

Recent papers 011 the top ic of thi s section includ e 
Booker [1956], Kraiehman [1956], Chu and Churchill 
[1956,1955], Gordon [1958], Zink and Delsasso [J 958], 
Skydl"Zyk [1957], Silverman [1956 , 1957, 1958], 
Stein [1958], Philli ps [1959], Smith [1956], Zweig 
[1956], Buckingham [1956], Bu ckingham and Stephen 
[1957], Yvon [1958], Prins and Prins [1957], Longuet
Higgins and Pople [1956], Golds tein and Michalik 
[1955], Fixman [1955], Jefferi es [1955], Meg,),w [1957], 
Peterlin [1957], N akag<tki and H eller [1956], SLeven
son [1957], Hicharcl s [1955], Sek81'a [1957], Richards 
[1956], Ament [1952], Mem'oll [1960], DigesL of 
Literature of Dielectrics, Conference on ElecLrical 
InsulaLion, National Academy of Sciences- N aLio llal 
Research Council, Vols. 20, 21 , 22 [1956, 1957, 1958J. 

Additional categories of phenomena involving 
" multiple scattering", and addiLional references 
(particularly to the Ii teraturC' of quantum mechanics), 
arc given by Lax [1951, 1952]. 
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Part 3. Antennas 1957- 59 
R. w. Bickmore * and R. C. Hansen** 

D evelopments in antenna t heory durin g 1957 to 1959 a re summa ri zed, with empha is on 
t he definitive papers. 'Work of U.S. a ut ho rs publis hed in Un ited States a nd E nglish lan
guage foreign journals is in cluded. The s U!"vey is di vidcd in to four sections : Broadband 
a ntennas, dynamic antennas, la rge aperture a nte nn as, a nd small aperture a ntenn as. Su rface 
wave antennas a re not included in this paper. 

Major progress has bee n made in the b roadba nd a nte nn a field wi th t he appearance of 
log-periodic structures and unidirectional spirals. l)attern bandwidths of 10 : 1 have been 
achieved with t he former. 

Newest in the field are the developments a risin g from appli cation of communi cation 
t heory to antennas, t reating the antenna as a spatial fil ter. D evelopments in clude: Ex
chan ge of bandwidth for aper t ure size or density, t ime modulation of certain antenna param
eters to obtain multiple simulta neo us modes of operation or to obtain enhan ced perform
ance, and t ime processin g of multiple antenna outp uts to obtain in creased r esolu tion or 
decreased array density. Thus t he an te nna is in general a mult i te rmin al time varyin g 
(dyna mi c) device which must be considered as an integral part of the syste m. 

Impor tant advances in la rge a ntenn as in clude : Appl ication of array and electronic 
scanning techniq ues to coni cal geo metries; electron ieally scan ned two- di mensional a rrays 
usin g frequ ency shift o r' ferri te phase shifters; use of un eq ual spacin g between clements in 
a n a rray to obtain depres cd seco nda ry responses a nd to uti lize lower a rray dens ity; annual 
slot a rrays co ns istin g of a nnul i of half-wave s lots, wi t h the adva ntage of a simple mec ha ni cal 
stru ct ure; a UHF dipole a rray coupled electromagneticall y to a two-wire t ransmi ssion line; 
focu sin g and co nt rol of radiation in the Fres nel region ; determination of t he constit uents of 
a nten na noise temperature. 

Another impottant acco mplishment has been t he evaluat ion of H I" a ircraft antennas 
co nsidering pattern, efficien cy, and bandwi dth . 

1. Introduction 

The three-year period between th e 12th and 13th 
Gener al Assemblies has een su bstanLial progr ess in 
many of the :fi elds reeommended for study in the 
" R esolutions and R ecommcndations" of the URSI 
Proceeding. In addiLion to surveying Lhese topics, 
t his r epor t endeavors Lo cover those aspects of an
tenna research and development which ar e of pri
mary interest 1,0 URSI and on which significant 
progress has been made. 

The progress in the U.S.A. during 1957,1958, and 
] 959 on antennas is broken down into Lhe following 
topi cs: Broadband an tenn as; dynamic an tennas, 
including data processing rt1'rays and modulated 
an tennas; large aperture antennas, including radio 
astronomy, array, and scanning antennas; and small 
aper ture antennas, including those for space vehicles. 

urface and leaky wave an tennas and scattering and 
diffraction ar e covered in separate r epor ts. The sur
vey is based mainly on the definitive papers and r e
ports in the field with a bibliograpllY of suppor Lin g
developments, and is not a catalog of all antenna 
papers . All important U.S. journals have been 
covered, but only papers wi th U.S. au thors ar e in
cluded herein. In addition, papers by U.S. authors 
in certain English language for eign journals have 
been included, along with unclas iFieel technical 
r eports from major an tenna establishments in the 
United States. 

"American Systems, Inc., Los Angclcs, -Ca iir. 
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2 . Broadband Antennas 

Introduction. The term "broadband antenna," 
by dcfi.nit ion, deno tes an an Lenna having essen tially 
constan t pattern characterisLics, as well as inpu t 
standing wave ratio , over at least an octave of fre
qu encies and usually several octaves. Intrinsic in 
Lhi definiLion is Lhe as umption Lhat the effi ciency 
ofLhe an tenn a remains above some specific value, 
for efficiency is as per Lin ent a characteristic of 
broadband antennas as impedance and directivity. 
Often the term "broadband ant:mna" also carries a 
conno tation of omnidirecLionality, since it is an 
order of magnitude more diffi.cult to design a broad
band array of broadband clemenLs than the broad
band element alone. Thus, as is evident from 
Proceedings of the 12th General Assembly, early 
work tended to conce nLrate on the easier of the two 
problems; namely, single element broadban d an
tennas of limited directivity. IL is encouragi:ng to 
note that some headway is b eing made on the 
probldm of more directive broadband ante:nnas. 

Spiral antennas. The infinite equiangular spiral 
antenna is a device which is specified enLirely by 
angles and is obviously frequency independent in i ts 
ideal state. Rumsey [1957] has r eviewed frequency 
independent antennas of which the plane spiral and 
conical s piral represen t parLi cularly useful specializa
Lions. These antennas have been investigated on a 
continuing basis during the past three years primarily 

"Space Tech. Lahs., Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. 



by Rumsey 1 and Dyson [1959aJ . The necessity of 
having an an tenn a of finite size, of course, r equires 
t he specification of a t least one length. Thus there 
is a rather definite "cu t-off" frequ ency below which 
the an tenna fun ctions either wi th very low efficiency 
or not at all. The effactive size of the antenna at 
higher frcquencies is apparen tly bounded quite 
effectively by radiation damping, s in ce excell en t 
pattern constancy is obtained (as well as low standing 
wave ratio) over bandwidths of 20 or 30 to 1. 
D~-son [1959b] has also shown that by extending 

the planar equiangular spiral in to a conical spiral, 
the usual disadvantage of bidirectional radiation 
can be effectively overcome. Using t his technique, 
bandwidths of the order of 12 to 1 have been obtained 
with 20 or 30 to 1 probable in the fu ture. If flush 
moun ting is req uired , some sacrifice in band wid th or 
effi ciency is lwcessary, at least with the curren t state 
of the ar t. 

Log periodic antennas. The previous section deal t 
with circularly polarized radiating elemen ts which 
are, theoretically, made independen t of frequency 
through the application of the "angle concept" 
and the "self-complemen tary principle." The prac
t ical antenna, however , is frequency sensitive by 
vir tue of the inabili ty to constru ct an ideal model. 
If one starts with a mathematical model whi ch is 
no t quite frequency independen t, the practical 
approximation can sometimes produce resul ts super
ior to those of th e practical approximation to the 
theoretically perfect antenna. Such a device is the 
log periodic antenna which is defined as a radiator 
h avillg characteristics which vary periodically as t he 
logarithm of the frequency [DuHamel, I sbell, 1957J . 
T he basic log periodic antenn a can be ob tained by a 
simple modification of the angular an tenn a and the 
resul t is a predomin antly linearly polarized an tenn a 
(al though circularly pol arized versions arc available) 
having reduced end effects caused by th e necessary 
fini te size. 

While there ar c an unlimited variety of log 
periodic an tenn a configurations, th e class which has 
r eceived the greatcst amoun t of atten tion is the self
complementary "bow-tic" stru cture having too th
like discontinui ties along its radi al edges. DuHamel 
and I sbell [1957J and DuHamel im d Ore [1958J have 
ob tained bandwid ths of over 10 to 1 wi th such an
tenn as, and in addition have found that the beam
wid th could be controlled over a considerable range 
by varying the periodici ty of the teeth. In general, 
however , the latter effec t is also accompanied by a 
change in the low frequ ency "cut-off" wavelength . 
DuHamel and Berry [1958, 1959J have started 
investigation of several other designs including 
three dimensional versions and tr apezoidal toothed 
structures which have promise for an tenn as of 
higher gain. 

High gain broadband antennas. Two approaches 
to highly directive broadband antennas havc recen tly 
been used . Thesc are expansion of the effective 
ap er ture size of conven tional an tenn as and the form
ing of a broadband alTay of broadband elcments. 

I Cheo, Rumsey, and "felch, A solution to the ('q ~ ianglliar spiral antenna 
problem, paper presented at the 1959 Fall Il~E-U RS [ Meeti ng, Sa n Diego, CaliL 

An example of the usc of a resonan ce mecha nism to· 
con trol the effective aper ture is the " Pin vVall Horn" 
of P arker and Anderson [1957] wherein two walls of 
a horn radiator are serrated wi th rectangular hol es 
of ever increasing size as one proceeds from the 
throat to the mouth . Constant patterns in bot h 
principal planes have b een obtained over a 4 to 1 
band wid th . 

DuHamel and Ore [1959J and I sbell [1959J have 
shown that th e effec tive aperture of a log periodic 
antenn a can b e in creased by optical magnification . 
Log periodic feeds were constructed for paraboloidal 
refiec tors, giving bandwidths between 10 and 20 to 1 
and a VSWR of 2. Gains up to 30 db were ob taincd _ 

DuHam el and Berry [1958J have also investigated 
arrays of log pcriodic an tenn as of trapezoidal typo 
which have gains of 15 to 20 db . Thcsc arrays are 
ingeniously designed so that th e element spacing i 
given in term s of angles rather tha n distances. As. 
a r esul t, cxcellent patterns and VS' VR of the order 
of 2 arc obtained over a bandwid th approaching 1() 
to 1. Thc typical very narrow b and wid th of an 
array of mauy elemenLs has been greatly exceeded 
by M cCoy et al. [1958]; th ey have ob tained a 35-
percen t bandwidth with a linear alTay of 80 wave
guide horns wi th corporate feed stru cture. Sidclobe 
ra tios near 25 db and VSWR of the ord er of 1.3 are 
main tained throughou t the band (S-band) . Hybrid 
junctions arc no t used for power division , hence the 
effi ciency is high. 

It is encouraging to sec tha t som eone has fin ally 
realized the advan tages of an array of unequally 
spaced elements. D . D . King [1 959J has shown 
analytically that a linear array, capable of being 
steered ± 90° wi th respect to broadside over a 2 to 1 
frequency band, can be designed to main tain its. 
collimate characteristics wi th no sidclobe high er 
than - 7 db . Also, fewer clements are needed than 
with an alTay of equally spaced elem ents. 

Summal'Y . In r eviewing the progress represen ted 
by the above mentioned reports, several conclusions. 
seem e\Tici en t. In spi te of som e rece nt attempts, a 
satisfactory th eory describing the operation of the 
newer types of broadband antennas is still lacking. 
At the mom en t it is impossible to choose between 
the infinite nurnber of theoretical broad band con
figurations excep t from a constructional viewpoin t. 

The most importan t area for fur ther work, how
ever , would appear to be in really broadband, elec
trically scann able, two dim ensional arrays for such 
applica tions as radio astronomy and space communi
cations. 
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3. Dynamic Antennas 

I ntroduction. The pas t three years lliwe seen a 
modest but con certed effort thro ughout the country 
to adapt many of' thesuccessf'ul tech niqu es of circuit 
t h eOl·.'- to ante nn a design. Of particuh,l' interest 
11ave been aLtempts to in co rporate Lhe co ncepts and 
formula tion of' co mmunication s LheOl'v Lo Lhe ana,l
ys is of' nnten.llH performance. Under this philosopby 
an an ten na lS conSid ered to be a spatial filter whose 
e haracteristics IL1'e completely defin ed in terms of' a 
t ran sf' er fun cLion which is identical in Jorm Lo Llla t 
'used in conventional circuit theory. Th e objective 
()f the communication Lheory approa.ch is to optimize 
the tra nsf'er Junction in terms of cr i Leria which arc 
-deLermined on the basis of the operating an tenna 
environment. For example, terms arc introduced 

uch as Lhe "fidelit~T dcf'ect ," which is a roo t mean 
Ciulne meas ure 01' the abilit~T of a JlH,pping OJ' scan

mng ?tIltenna to provide an output signal whi ch is 
an ~,ccUl'ate reproduction of' the target dis tribution . 
U nlortunately, many of the errol' criteria which ar e 
? ased on ci.r cuit theory concep ts ,en' not pertin en L 
1n . ap~,l lCations to ante nl:a design. The ."fi?cli~y 
delect as an Illu stratlOll IS mu ch too resLnctlve 111 

SOJl.le CtlSes .sin ce it doesn't weigh the parameters 
which ,He Importan t in system operation. As a 
Tesul t , the I'undamental system concepts ar c often 
lost SIght of because of tl lC mathematical formulation. 
Ther e is an urge nt need, then to reformulate the 
~ommunieation theo ry concepts' in a way that takes 
lI1to accoun t the inherently different characteris tics 
of antennas and their associated systems. In addi
tlOl1, ca1:e s~loulcl be taken t? k eep. from utilizing 
commUlllcatlOn theory techlllques m areas where 
conven tional methods are clearer and simpler. 

In ~dclition t? the use of communication theory as 
a tool III the ratmg of an tenna performance, the basic 
concepts hav~ been u tilized to acl li e.ve new operating 
~echntques whwh are capable of consld erably improv
mg the mIormation gathering efficiency of an antenna 
sys tem. This achievement has come about tllTouo·h 
the recognition that the antenna, viewed as a spatial 
fi.1 tel', may be made nonstationary by the process of 
tIme modulation of the transfer fun ction, in such a 
way that a direct corr elation is obtained between 
s patially dependent and time dependen t sign also 
Mor~ aecUl'~tel y, a series of orthogonal time depend
ent. slgnals IS generated , each one of whi ch is modu-
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lated in accordance with a different spatial pat tern . 
Tim e dom ain processing of these signals then pro
duces a multitude of spatial patterns which can be 
used in the co nventional wav. These techn iques 
~'es ult ill a con sid el'l1.bly greatcr quantiL~T of p<, tial 
mform.ation t lh, n would be obtained with conven
tional antenna operation, and i t is f'elt th at Juture 
antenna systems will phlce a greaLer rel iance on these 
tech niqu es. 

U nfortunately, in reporting on this exciting new 
field of antenna theory, the authors must be content 
with giving m erely a blanket acknowledgemen t to a 
substantial amount of work done in conn ection with 
various military proj ec Ls whi ch , obviousl~r , IS un
available as reference material. 

Communication theory applied to antennas. One of 
the earliest aLtempts Lo utilize Lhe co ncepts of com
munication t heory in the " nal~rsis of antenna per
forman ce was by White [1957]. The objective of 
this work was Lhe detennill<,tion or the f'undam ental 
limits on the in f'ormaLion availa ble from antenna 
systems. White demonstrated Lhat an antenn a (a 
lin eal' Mrayin p arti cular) viewed as a spatial £ilter 
has a bandwidth which is determined by the aperture 
ex~ent a.nd Lha t, t heref'ore, it will reproduce only a 
flnlLe number of the space ha rmonics represent ing a 
desired patial p 'lttern. By the same r easo ning, in 
a .two-wa~T radar situation , the received volLage G(O) 
will not exactl.,' r eproduce the target distribution F (O) 
because of' the finite spatial bandwidth of the antenn a 
system. Thus from a basic standpoint, the antenna 
resolution is limited by the highes t space h armoni c 
within Lhe bandwidt h or th e spatial filLer ; this band
width is in turn determin ed by the aper t ure size. 
It should be pointed out, as 'IVbite has neglected to 
mention , that anten n" resolution can be in creased 
theoretically without limi t, by the usc of supergain 
teelllliques. This is eq uiv,llent to tlrtificially in creas
ing the pace bandwidth or the antenna. by producing 
addition"l spl,tial harmonics whi ch co ntribute large 
amoun ts of reacLive power. Although tbis technique 
is of li Ltle practic ~,l valu e for well-known reaso ns, i t 
is or interest with respect to th e co ncepL of spaLial 
fLlterin g. Addi tionaUy, this well-known limi tation 
on antenn" resolu tion ma.,T be overcome by the usc 
of correlation type processing of the an tenna signals. 
For radar opera.tion, White points out that improved 
r~solution may be acco mplished by correlating the 
SIgnal returns with any a priori information tha t is 
available about th e target dis tribution . In other 
applications, such as radio astronom~T , the in terfer
ometer antenna s tru etmes arc utilized in conjun ction 
with correlation processing to achieve hig h resolu tion 
with low gain . U nfor tu nately, in addition to their 
low-gain characteristi cs, in terrerometric-correla tion 
schemes are unreliable in radar operation because of 
the three-d imensional type of target distribution 
which permits the possibili ty or false correlations. 

Raabe [1958] has also con idered the antenna as 
a spatial filter , and he has utilized this concept in a 
disc llss ion of antenna pattern synthesis . His ideas 
are based on the recognition that the finite spatial 
bandwidth of an antenna limits the highest harmonic 



variation which can be contained in the radiation 
pattern. It is thus proposed that the bandwidth 
limited pattern be utilized as the desired waveform 
rather than the pattern of infinite harmonic content. 
The sampling theorem is then used to determine 
the optimum sample characteristics; the samples 
are taken as properly spaced "sinc" beams which 
are weighted according to the desired waveform. 
The spectrum represented by these samples is then 
aid to b e matched to the filter (antenna) charac

teristics, and the desired waveform is reproduced . 
This technique is very similar to Woodward's 
method of synthesis and Raabe presents an analysis 
of the similiarity. Unfortunately, detailed numerical 
examples of actual synthesized patterns are no t 
presented for comparison. Nevertheless, Raabe's 
ideas are fundamentally correct and represent an 
interesting application of communication theory 
to one of the more familiar aspects of antenna theory. 

Two attempts to utilize the communication 
theory concepts of processing and filtering in the 
actual design of antennas for special application 
have been reported by Anderson [1958] and Dausin 
et aI. [1959]. Essentially , Anderson considers a 
displaced-phase-center antenna with correlation type 
processing to reduce platform and scanning noise 
in airborne moving target radar. The work of 
Dausin, et aI., deserves a more detailed discussion 
ince i t presents concepts which have not been 

mentioned previously. In this work, the spatial 
frequ ency bandwidth (and hence the angular reso
lution) of an antenna system is shown to depend 
not only on the aperture extent but also on the time 
frequency bandwidth of the received signal. 'l' his 
is not too strange, however , s ince the aperture 
extent is only uniquely defined in terms of wave
lengths and, hence, the signal bandwidth should 
playa part in determining the spatial fil ter ch ar ac
teristics. The major conclusion from this work, 
then , is that signal bandwidth can be u tilized in 
place of aperture size or density of sources to produce 
equivalent radiation patterns. Operationally, this 
is achieved by summing the autocorrelated spectral 
outputs from each element, weighted according to 
a given apertme illumination. Formulas arc derived 
which permit the determination of the r equired 
apertme and source distribution for a given signal 
bandwidth characteristic. An illustrative example 
of this technique is presented in which a 10-percent 
signal bandwidth is sufficient to produce a normal 
200-element pattern from a 66-element array
a 65-percent reduction in the number of elements ! 
Obviously, the same percen tage reduction will not 
hold for arrays with a few number of elements . 

Time domain antennas . Shanks and Biclunore 
[1959] have presented an excellent tutorial discussion 
of the use of t ime modulation techniques in advanced 
antenna design. The basic concept introduced in 
this presentation is that of periodic time modulation 
of selected antenna parameters to improve the 
operating characteristics of an antenna sys t,em . 
This modulation technique produces a cOI'l'elation 
between spatial information and t ime dependent 

signals which permits time-domain processing to 
provide increased spatial information. Not only 
does this concept provide improved pattern controi, 
as in sidelobe suppression, but it also indicates new 
operating techniques which are shown to have appli
cation to electronic scanning and multipattern I 
operations. In addition , Shanks and Bickmore ~ 
consider possible physical configurations which are 
capable of pToducing this type of operation and 
presen t some of the system problems of detection 
and processing w?ich must be s tudied. Finally, an 
elementary expenmental demonstration of the basic 
concepts is reported. 

In an elaboration of th e above work, Shanks 2 has 
discussed in detail the application of tim.e modulation 
techniques to electronic scanning. It is shown that 
with the proper aperture modulation applied to a 
linear array, a series of directive-beam patterns is 
generated , and that the information from each may 
be separated by time domain pTOcessing of the 
received signals. The required aperture excitation is 
equivalent to a coherent pulse, of length mu ch 
shorter than the antenna length, sweeping across 
the aperture. In practice this is achieved by on-off 
devices which are switched progressively. This 
technique promises to overcome many of the disad
vantages which are normally associated with the 
conventional con trol devices used in electronic 
scanning operations. 

'fhe concept of modulated an tennas has been 
u tilized in a more restricted sense bv other researchers 
in the field. Drane [1959] has" applied periodic 
modulation to the relative phases of a multiple 
antenna system to achieve improved resolution. In 
particular, he considers a system comprising a num
ber of 2-element interferometers alined colin early • 
with a single linear array ; the overall leng th of this 
system is many times the length of the single linear 
array. 'iVhen the output signals from each in ter
ferometer are phase modulated and added (in a 
nonlinear detector) to the array output, simple time 
domain processing produces a pattern having no 
angle ambiguities a nd a resolution which is equiv
alent to that obtained from a continuous linear 
alTay wi th a length of the entire system . Drane I 

also demonstrates that correlation type devices can 
be used in place of modulation and time domain 
processing to achieve the sam e type of results . In 
this case, a direct mul tiplica tion of the various 
element ou tputs is performed and this allows the 
addition of as many interferometer elements as 
desired. The major advantages in Dran e's type of 
system is the large saving in th e number of elements 
which are required to achieve 1:1 given angular 
resolution . However, two disadvantages are ap
parent which limit the range of application of this 
technique. First, the sys tem is inherently low-gain, 
thereby restricting its use to applications such as 
radio astronomy, where long integration times can 
be used. Secondly, the system is l.milateral b ec~tuse 
of the processing methods which arc used . 

2 n . E . Shanks , A new technique for electroni c scanning, paper p resented at 
1959 URSI Fall .Meeting, Ean Diego, Calif. 
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Bracewell 3 has presented an interesting review of 
witched interferometer techniques which have long 

been used in the field of radio astronomy. This 
presentation was largely an attempt to provide a 
better physical under tanding among antenna people 
of the concepts which are common in the astronomy 
field. Of particular interest is his graphi cal method 
of constructing a spectral sensitivity diagram for 
interferometer-Lype structures. This technique pro
vides a simple method of visualizing the effectivene s 
of these systems. 

A study of correlation techniques in antenna pat
tern con trol has been reported by Band and Walsh 4 

in what is actually a companion paper to Drane's 
work. No new operating principles are introduced, 
but rather a description of several practical correla
tion and mul t iplication devices is presented. 'rhe 
work of Band and Walsh represen ts the first known 
effor t to develop correlation devices which are 
pecifically suited for th e special signal output 

characteristics found in antenna application ; other 
work is by Smythe." 

Summa1'Y. Based on tbe above survey of the past 
three year of work in the field of dynamic an tennas, 
it may be con eluded that antennas are acquiring a 
"new look. " The conventional concepts of an tenna 
are gradu ally being pushed aside to make way for the 
new philosophy of integrated antenn a systems. 
Whereas the processes of correlation, fil tering, and 
integration have in the pa t been associated with 
systems de ign, these same ideas are now rightfully 
within the province of the antenna art. This new 
philosophy has important implications Lo antenna 
people, in that they can no longer rely on suppor ting 
personnel for systems inputs, but must adopt an 
integrated antenna-systems approach to their prob
lems. - -- - - -
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4 . Large Aperture Antennas 

Radio astronomy and large antennas. Emberson 
and Asht,on [1958] have reviewed in detail t he design 
of a 140-ft paraboloidal antenna for the telescope 
program of the National Radio Astronomy Observa-

3 R . N. Bracewell, Switched interferometers, pape,· presented at 1959 URSI 
Fall Meeti ng, San Diego, Calif. 

• H . E . Band, and J. E . Walsb, Correla tion techniques applied to anteLma 
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t ory; the paper presages the design of a 600-ft dish . 
Another large radio telescope antenna is the fixed 
standing parabolic reflector and tiltable flat. sheet 
reflector which has been designed by Kraus [1958] . 
This an tenna allows elevation scanning through til t
ing of the sheet reflector on an E.-W. axis and 
azimuth scannin g through primary feed rotation. 
Scale mod el tests have been compl eted and are 
summarized [Kraus, 1958]. 

Bracewell [1958], in an important paper on radio 
interferometry, derives the relation between spacing 
of ground obser vation poin ts and re olu tion of dis
crete sources as a function of frequency. His 
conclusions are tha t in the ca e of Lhe un , independ
ent data are available only at points on the ground 
separated by at least 100A. Bracewell [1957] has 
also considered the design problems of cros interfer
ometers using dishes as elem ents. warup and 
Yang [1959] have also studi ed pha ing problems for 
cross interferomeLers at microwave frequencies. A 
general theory in which swiLching antennas, such as 
cross-arm types, may be included is covered under 
Dynamic An Lennas . An in terestin g scannin g tech
niqu e reported by Miller et al. [1958] uses a 
linear array of dishes , each of which is fed by a helix. 
Ro tation of th e helice produces phase shift and 
consequ en t scanning of the beam. Scans of the order 
of ± 4 beamwidths have been obtained. Another 
array for radio astronomy purpose consists of two 
parallel line SOlll'ces with Yagi elcments [Gallagher, 
1958] . 

letten et al. [1958a] have developed shun t lot 
arrays for use as corrective line SOUl'ce feeds for para
boloids. These feeds allow an elevation fan b eam 
yet maintain well-fo cu ed nalTOW beam. azimuth 
patterns over the en tire elevation in terval. Another 
use of a line source feed is for the 1000 ft diam 
spherical reflector to be erected in Puerto Rico for 
radar astronomy studies. This :fixed bowl wi th 
movable feed will allow wide angle scanning and i 
being designed by AFCRC and Cornell. The bowl 
should be useful at 21 cm, and if the tolerances can 
be achieved, this bowl will have at 21 cm the highest 
gain of any antenna, over 6 db , allmving 2 db for 
gain loss due to spherical aperture. Also to be men
tioned is the very low sidelobe parabolic horn de
veloped at B ell Laboratories [Friis, May, 1958], with 
first sidelobes below -40 db and back loves below 
- 70 db. 

Army antennas. The previous triennium (1954 
to 1956) saw completion of a very extensive program 
on the properties and design of alTayan tennas, 
par ticularly waveguide slo t arrays. This work is 
reported in the 1957 Commission 6.3 report [Cot
tony et aI. , 1959] . Efforts in the triennium 1957 to 
1959 have been concentrated on extend ing both the 
theory and pr actice to shapes other than planar, 
and on new configurations, e.g. , annular slo t arrays 
and arrays of unequally spaced elements . Goodrich, 

iegel , Chernin, et al. [1959] have summarized the 
work by University of Michigan and Hughes Aircraft 
Company authors on producing a pencil beam from 
an array on a conical surface. Although this is also 



a n clectronic scanning problem , th e conical surface 
is the unique feature of the problem . The theoreti
cal analysis of radiation from current distribut ions 
-on a cone used Geometrical Op tics and Fock theory, 
the lat ter being used in the shadow region. Physical 
Op tics was used to accoun t for tip diffraction . A 
more complete discussion of the analysis problem is 
a paper by Goodrich et a1. [1957]. A mul tiplicity of 
array configurations were studied : axial , circum
ferential , spiral , etc . The final desig n [Goodrich et 
:a1. , 1959] consisted of a stack of parallel plate trans
m ission lines, all coaxial with the cone and terminat
ing on the conical surface . E xcita tion of the stacked 
parallel plates was provided by a cen tral slo t array, 
arranged to be sufficien tly dispersive as to allow 
eleva tion frequency scan. Azimuth scan was ac
{;omplished by a ro tation of the cen tral waveguide 
feed structure. Other work on conical surface ele
ments neal' the tip is by H eld et a1. [1958] . A paper 
which concerns syn thesis over a conical surface is by 
Unz [1958]. Also investigated is the equivalence of 
a slo t array and a continuous curren t distribution 
with par ticular application to a conical surface 
IM ayes, James, 1958]. Oth er papers on syn thesis 
include a technique which uses mul tiple sc ts of cle
m en ts in an in terference or supergain fashion [Slet ten 
et a1. , 1957a] and strip sources [Mit tra , 1959]. Wai t 
and Householder have extended the T schebyscheff 
array design of Dolph to an array of axial slo ts dis
p osed circumferentially abou t a circular cylinder 
[Wait, Householder , 1959]. 

Secondary main beams of two-dimensional slo t 
arrays due to alterna ting inclination or displacemen t 
·of elements have been studied by Kurtz and Y ce 
11957] . They treated the array as having virtual 
elemen ts consisting of a pair of adj acent elements; 
a ll virtual elements were then alike. Also covered 
in this paper is the successful use of ba ffles to red uee 
the secondary beams. 

As men tioned earli er , arrays of unequally spaced 
elemen ts constitu te a promising configura tion. D . 
D . King and others 6 have demonstrated that such 
effects as ampli tude taper (in an equally spaced 
array) can be simulated wi th proper spacing. Ir
regular spacing suppresses undesirable effects such 
as secondary beams (usually caused by regular spac
ing) and may r educe the number of elements needed . 
"This work is a continuat ion of earlier work of Unz. 

A novel depar t ure from the conven tional array of 
half-wave clemen ts wherein the elemen t and array 
-factors can be separa ted is given by Ronold King 
[1959] . H ere, an array of full-wave dipoles is con
sidered and the pattern derived from an integral 
equa tion of dipole curren t distributions. King shows 
t ha t the assump tion of equal, sinusoidal curren t 
distribu tions may produce appreciable errors in the 
region of minor lobes . However , the extreme dif
ficulty of syn thesizing pat terns will probably severely 
restrict use of the analysis. 

Constructional advantages over the rectangular 
a rray are offered by the annular slot arrays developed 

6 Steerable ante nna focusing techniques, E lectron . Comm., Inc. , reports dur
ing 1959 to Rome Ai r Developmen t Center. 

by K elly [1957] . Several rings of discrete slots are 
fed by a single radial line, offering an extrem ely 
simple yet flexible design . E xcitation. of the n = 1 
circumferential mode produces a beam 111 the norm al 
direction ; the modes for n = O and higher than n = 1 
produce nulls on the axis. Schell and Bouche [1958] 
have developed a concen tric loop array in which 1 
the loops are large in wavelengths and in which two 
feeds are used, allowing rotation of the pattern. 

Some interest ing developments have appeared in I 
arbi trarily polarized slot arrays. Hougardy ~nd 
Shanks [1958] have developed a linear a~Tay consl.st- I 

ing of crossed slots in a square wavegUIde fed Wlt? 1 
two dominan t orthogonal modes. Appropnate llU- t, 
crowave plumbing allows the relative phase and I 
ampli t ude and hence radiated polari za tion s to be 
adjusted . The annular arrays of K elly [1959] a~ove I 
can also be excited wi th two modes for van able 
polariaztion. Hines and Upson [ ~958 ] h ave devel- 1 
oped an in teres ting con cep t wherem t.L parallel pl ~te 
pillbox is fed with a line soyrce gmde con.tall1mg 
450 inclin ed slo ts . The spacll1g between gUIde and 
mouth controls the polarization since the two modes 
have different phase velocities. 

Al tbouo·h the emphasis has been on slo t arrays, 
one impo~-tant developmen t has arisen in th e field 
of dipole arrays. Sletten et al. [1957b] developed a 
dipole ~rray wherein the .dipoles ar~ c?upled elec,tro
m agnetICally to a two-Wll'e tranSnllSSlOn 1111 e. rhe 
shorted fold ed dipoles are in a plane parallel ~o tl:e 
line and are sp aced as in an array. CouplIng IS 
controlled by th.e angle and ~pac~ng betwee~ t~e 
dipole and the Ime; an analYSIS of the co~pllll g IS 
given by Seshadri and Iizuka [~9 59]. Thls an:ay 
offers simplicity of construction III the UHF regIOn 
comparable to that of microwave slo t arrays. 
Cot tony and o thers [1959] a t the NatIOnal Bureau of 
Standards have fed a large corner reflector bJ~ a 
collinear dipole line source, obtaining 40-db first slde 
lobes, wi th a narrow azimuth beam and a broad 
el evation beam. The collinear array allows close 
realiza tion of the design values; the 40 db is bet ter 
than that ob tained wi th waveguide slo t arrays. 

Electronic scanning. Electronic scanning of two- ~ 
dimensional slo t arrays has been achieved in practice 
by several m eans including frequency shift scanning 
and dielectric and ferrite phase shifters. An array 
which is scanned by frequency in one plane and by 
dielectric stub phase shifters in the other plane i 
described by Spradley [19 58]. A serpen tine (snake) 
main feed guide couples energy to the branch guides, 
allowing a sm all fr equency swing to produce the 
large phase progression needed for large scan angles. 
Goodwin and SenE [1959] h ave developed a pro totype 
10,000- M c/s ferri te phase shifter scanning array 
where a set of main line phase shif ters produce ! 
elevation scanning and a set of phase shifters, on e 
at each element, is used for azimuth scanning. All 
phase shifters are relay programed , with a 'rV- type 
raster scan . The term " volumetric scanning" ha 
been used to describe these arrays, and means that 
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Lbe beam can be scann ed in two plan es so as Lo 
weep out a volu me. Gabriel et al [1957 , 1958] 

have developed an "organ pipe scann er " in whicJl 
a large lens is Jed by a two-dim ensional H,rray or 
horn s whi ch in turn is excited by a reed moving 
across the matrix or waveguide ends. An improve
ment on the use of ferri te phase shir ters wi th a tLend
an t nonlin earities is to usc quadrature coils " nd pro
gress ive frequency harmonics to produce lin ear 
progressive phase shifts [Clavin , ] 959]. 

Another phase shirt,in g device is the heli cal trom
bone phase shifter or ~tark [1957] wll ere movable 
double coupling loops are used. This de'vi ce has 
been very success rul in the UHF region . A general 
inv estigation of beam scanning for large antennas 
has been condu cted at Stanford ResetLrch Institu te 
[1958]. A technique which allows scanning to b e 
accompli shed t hrough amplitude variations rather 
than through t he usual phase rron t ad jus tmen ts 
has been proposed [Sletten et a1. , 1958b]. However , 
ampli tude scan ning i s imilar to a supergain phe
nomenon in that adjacenL elemenLs operaLe with 
fixed phase in an in Lerfcrometri c fashi on to p rodu ce 
a net small rad iating current in Lhe proper direcLion , 
excep t exactly a,t broadside and endhre. 

One of th e most promisin g developments in the 
electronic scanning h eld is Lhe ferrite excited slo t 
deyeloped by Shanks [1959]. Th is i a radiatin g 
elemen t sui table for inclusion in to t wo-dimensional 
a rrays, in which the phase and amplitude of t he 
element can b e controlled . Slo t coupling changes 
resul t from a shifting and ro tation of the fJOld in side 
the waveguide b.v mean of t wo ferr it e post irises. 
Thi s is an exten sion of tbe slot developed by T ang 
which uses movable mecbani cal iri es. Individu al 
control of each element will allow maximum flexi
bili ty for both scanning and data processing type 
a ntennas. Al Lhough nonli nearity is a severe pro
graming p roblem, this deve]opmen t ofrers greaL 
promise. The end-Jed army appears to incur serious 
mutual impeda. llce Cbfl.l1ges for large call angles. 
Blasi and Elli ott [1959] show that t he ehano'es of 
m utual impedml ce 1'01' uniform ampli tud e l in ear 
p hase arra)'s make end feed ing un suiLable du e to 
the change in coupling as th e wave proceeds down 
the feed line. However , corporate fe eding does no t 
suffer from this disab ili ty. Another investigation 
has shown that the popular cos e approxim ation for 
effective aper ture mLlst be modified for large scan 
angles. Bickmore [1958] has derived the correct 
resul t which yield s the end fire value in the limit 
as i t must. The cos e resul t i very good to a poin t 
(typically 60 0 ), beyond which the value drops rapidly 
before enteri ng the end fire region . Tolerances con
t inue to be an important subj ect in antenn a array 
design . Elliot t [1958] has summarized the quanti
tative effeets of mechanical and electrical tolerances. 
Of these, translation errors in elemen t position are 
most important . The effect of random errors on 
beam pointing has also been investigated [Rondi
nelli , 1959] . A quality factor has been derived for 
evaluating the system performance of search scan-

ning anLennas, takin g into accounL uch things a" 

scan rate and hi ts per scan [Gard iner, 1957]. 
Cunsiderable progress has been mad e in Lbe re

fl ector ficld. One oJ Lhe most no table examples i 
t he parabolic torus a nLellna [Ma\Toici es, Provencher , 
1958]. A pfirLicularly interestin g " ersion of Lhe 
tOfU S, developed by Barab et al. [1958] of Mel pa r, 
<1. nd :Bla berLy, and !Cadak [1958] of vV esLingllOu se, is 
Hl<tde of wires inclined at 45° so that an inlern al 
rot<1.ti ng horn afford s 360° scan. Another version 
uses a ri ng an ay of dipoles oulside tlJC torus [Fulli
love eL al. , 1959]. These devices should be appli
cable to asLronomy. 

Li [1959] h as shown that n, ph eriealrefl ecLor can 
be used for wide angle scanning ",iLh good sid e lobe 
at a cost of gain. A typ ical gain loss for wid e ft ngle 
scann ing is 9 db . Thi s can be redu ced below 2 db 
using a corr ective lin e source reed as m en t ion ed 
e<1.rlier . Ano ther developm ent in op Lieal scanning 
devices is the double-layer pillbox of Rotm an [1958]. 
Th e feed is placed in one la)' er with the mo uLh in 
the oLher , with a consequent redu cLion or sbadowing 
and reflection, whicb in a single-la)'er pillbox is du e 
Lo energy r eflecLed back into Lhe feed. Also, aber
rations can be correc ted eiLher in object oj' image 
space. Zoned m irrors can b e corrected to be eoma
free accordin g to GeomeLricftl OpLics. Thi s con
clusion has b een refin ed on Lh e basis of d ifIracLion 
theory [Dasgupta, Lo , 1959]. Additional work on 
mirror lenses for scannin g lIas b een don e ttL th e 
Naval R esetuch Laboratory [Marston , Brown , 1958]. 

An importanL generalization of symm etri c lens 
design h as b een m ade by Morgan [1959] of BTL. 
H e h as given a general soluLion for Lhe sph eri cally 
symmetric lens with vari itble index of refract ion 
\vhich includ es Luneberg and Eaton lense. Proctor 
has given a design Lecbnique for constrain ed sca nning 
If'l1ses, i .e. , l enses in which lhe Wfive propagation 
direction is cons tra ined Lo be parallel Lo the b eam 
axis [Proctor, R ees, 1957]. 

Near zone studie. A fo cusing concept developed 
by Bickmore ha led to som e intercsting appli cation . 
This allows op timum trans rer of (,l1crgy between 
two un equal size aper tu res [Bickmore, 1957a] . 
Furthermore, it allows measuremen ts wiLh a narrow 
beam an tenna insid e the Fresnel region with the 
same resolu t ion obtained in th e far fi eld region 
[Bickmore, 1957b]. This is accomplish ed in a linear 
array simply by in troducing a sligh L spheri cal 
curvature of the appropriate amount into the an ay. 
In two-dimensional arrays, t he requisite phase change 
can be introduced into th e phase shifLer 01' feed 
devices. With this techniqu e, it has b een possible 
to m easure far field patterns as near as 2 percent of 
the normal distan ce 2D2/t.. . Another techniqu e for 
measuremen t of fitl' field pattern s in the Fresnel 
region is that of Cheng [1957]; t his uses a defocused 
primary source. Goodrich and Hiatt [1959] have 
considered the trans rer of energy from a poin t source 
to a poin t sink using an ellipsoidal reflector. A 
complete ellipsoid would yield according to scalar 
theory 100 percen t transfer. The focusing properties 
of the ellipsoid are con comitantly studied . H arring-
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ton , Villeneuve and Hu [1959] and Harrington [1958] 
investigated near field gain and derived a near field 
synthesis technique. The near field gain study ob
tained the widely used physical limitations on an
tenna gain and Q, originally derived by Chu, in a 
different fashion. This interesting method expands 
the antenna pattern in spherical harmonics and re
lates the maximum gain to the number of harmonics 
used . This is then heuristically related to physical 
aperture size. For the synthesis problem, the trans
form of the Fourier series for the aperture field is 
matched point by point to the pattern transform, 
over a surface in the near field; this is sim ilar to 
Woodward's method. Both the Michigan work 
{Goodrich) and the Syracuse University work 
(Harrington et al) were supported by subcontract 
from General Electric Company. 

Although the subj ect of Fresnel diffraction dates 
to the nineteenth century, several interesting analyt
ical techniqu es have appeared. BarraI' and Wilcox 
[1958] used the Sommerfeld l /rn expansion with 
success in the Fresnel region. Hu [1957] has applied 
Fresnel approximations to the problem of coupling 
b etween circular aper ture antennas with tapered 
illuminations. Hansen and B ailin [1959] have com
puted circular aperture near field data by a compu ter 
evaluation of a series derived from the exact field 
formulation. This formulation produces angular 
integrals independent of illumination and radial 
integrals independent of source attitude. Results 
are compared with various Fresnel formulas and 
ide lobe behavior in the Fresnel region. The side 

lobe ratio may actually increase over the far field 
value in some regions, as the side lobes decay more 
rapidly than the main beam ampli tude. How to 
calculate safe radiation regions (safe against irre
versible tissue damage) in the Fresnel region of 
high power antennas has been shown by Bickmore 
and Hansen [1959]. On-axis power density and 
defocusing factors are given. 

Antenna noise and breakdown. The advent of low 
noise preamplifiers such as parametric amplifiers and 
Masers has made the evaluation of antenna or radi
ation noise temperature essential. H ansen [1959] 
has made a survey of methods for finding the effec
tive noise temperature of a microwave antenna. 
Hogg [1959] gives the effect of oxygen and water 
vapor absorption upon antenna temperature. D e 
Grasse et al. [1959] report very careful measure
ments of antenna effective noise temperature at 
.5,600 Mc/s using a parabolic horn antenna with 
very low side and back lobes (see Friis, May, 1958). 
A zenith temperature as low as 18 OK has been 
achieved. At the other end of the frequency spec
trum, the precipitation particle noise mechanism 
for dielectric covered antennas has been shown by 
Tanner [1957] to be an acquisition of charge upon 
impact by individual precipitation particles . This 
has resulted in the development of successful static 
reduction devices . The space age has necessitated 
a more careful study of antenna breakdown due to 
high power and high al titudes. Chown et al. [1959] 
report on the effects of breakdown upon VS,VR, 

pulse shape, power, and pattern. Linder and Steele 
[1959] provide data for calculating breakdown for 
various antenna confi gurations as a function of 
freq uency. An additional paper surveys the earlier 
state of the ar t [Ashwell et al. , 1957]. 

Summary. Antennas for radio astronomy are 
advancing along two fron ts: Mechanical design im
provements allowing construction of larger single 
aperture dish-type antennas; and switching or data 
processing anteIll1a systems wherein multiple anten
nas are used to obtain some performance parameters 
of a larger single aperture. The advance obtained 
by the Mill's Cross should be furthered by more 
sophisticated systems . These are discussed further 
in Dynamic Antennas. The quasi-op tical fixed re
flector scanning devices such as the parabolic torus 
should find use in the astronomy field. 

In the array field, new techniques are needed for 
feeding and constructing millimeter wavelength ar
rays . Effort on nonconventional slot arrays such as 
the radial line annular slot arrays should be extended 
to other configurations. 

The largest problems remaining in electronic scan
ning arrays are how to obtain the requisite phase 
shift, for arrays ,'lith all elements coupled together, 
and how to simplify the components in data pro
cessing arrays. The individually controlled element, 
of which the ferrite slot is a prototype, appears to 
offer most promise and should be broadly investi
gated. Application of solid state circuitry to data 
processing arrays, where various mixing or amplifying 
functions could take place at each element without 
sever~ ~pace and weight penalties, represents anot.her 
pronllsmg area. 

Focusing of antennas is most easily done in data 
processing antennas, especially those of the time
processing type. 
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5. Small Aperture Antennas 

L ow gain antenna~ jor. air a!id space ~ekicl~8_ 
Antennas discussed m thls scctl on are pnmarily 
simple element types such as loops, dipoles, and 
slots. In gene ral , boundary value problems,_ such 
as dipoles over reactive surfaces, are covered 1ll ~he 
companion paper on Surface Wav~s. R.onold Kmg 
and others at Cruft Lab . have mvestlgated loop 
antennas carefully and have shown that the small 
loop contains small electric mul tipoles as well as the 
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magnetic dipole and that the loop equations reduce 
to those for the folded dipole as the length approaches 
zero [King, 1959 ; Prasad , 1959] . Small antennas 
of both loop and dipole type have been treated by 
Wheeler [1959 , 1958a]. bor small coils or small 
loaded dipoles, the performance available is essen
tiallv dependent upon length and volume and inde
pendent of configuration within the two types. 
Oliner [1957] has obtained an improv ed Jonnulation 
for series and shunt waveguide slots using a varia
tional technique. Wall thickness is talwn into 
account by a microwave network. Shape of the 
slot end is also considered. Radiation from the 
end of a waveguide loaded with ferrite has been 
attacked [Tyras, Held, 1958] in a manner similar to 
an earlier paper of Angelakos . 

Radiation from many types of cylindrical struc
tures including wedges, cylinders, half pbnes, and 
sheets has been covered in a book by Wait [1959a]. 
This work is an excellent compcndium of the state 
of the art and describcs in detail the mathematical 
techniques and solutions. Other papers include 
slots on spheres [M ushiake, Webster, 1957], sphe
roidal dipoles [Weeks, 1958; Flammer, 1957], and 
radial dipoles on a circular cylinder [Levis, 1959]. 
Wait and collaborators have studied slotted circular 
[Wait, 1957], elliptic [Wait, Mientka, 1959], and 
dielectric coated [Wait, Conda, 1959] cyl inders. The 
circularly polarized element consisting of crossed 
slots on a waveguide broad wall has been investigated 
by Simmons [1957] . The way in which a curved 
and /or lossy surface effects an antenna pattern has 
been studied by Wait and Conda [1958], using a 
combination oJ residue series, Fode functions, and 
geometrical optics. An electric monopole exciting 
a fini te cone has been studied by Adachi and Kou
youmjian [1959]. Cruzan [1959] and Weeks [1957] 
have treated the receiving loop antenna with a 
ferrite core. The important parameters for the 
receiving loop are the area, munber of turns, and 
effective permeability [Wheeler, 1958b]. Polk [1959] 
has studied ferrite loaded biconical dipole antennas 
and shows, as predicted by Schelkunoff and Friis 
[1952], that in general, effective length is decreased 
by the addition of ferrite or dielectric loading except 
for high loss supergain conditions which are un
desirable. Grimes [1958] reaches similar conclu
sions. A closely related subject is that of an antenna 
immersed in a lossy medium. Wait [1959b , 1958] 
shows that the field of a buried loop is essentiall~T 
that of a loop on the surface plus an exponential 
attenuation with depth. 

Air frame antennas using shunt or notch feeding 
have been put on a sound engineering basis by 
Tanner [1958]. This is a definitive paper and sum
marizes these types of antennas. An investigation 
similar to that by Infeld [1947] of a few years back 
on the input admittance singularity of a dipole 
antenna due to the delta function generator has 
appeared [Wu, King, 1959]. In this paper, as in 
Infeld, the admittance is separated into a gap 
capacity term and a bounded term. 

In the larger realm of antenna systems, 

a paper by Turner [1959] summarizes several 
types of submarine communication antenna 
systems. Antenna multicoupler systems, so im
pOl·tant in LF and HF ranges where antenna effi- <' 
ciencies are typically very low, have been extensivel~T 
studied in It lO'eries of reports from Stanford Research 
Institute [Cline]. This series is an excellent summary 
of the state of the art in exciting HF airframe or 
satellite antennas. 

~Medium gain antennas. Klopfenstein [1957] and 
Woodward [1957] have carefully reinvestigated .. , 
corner reflect.ors wi th various dipole and apex angles I 
both from the sophisticated d~Taclic Green's function 
and from the image point of view. Cottony and 
Wilson [1958] present excellen t design curves; other 
limited data also are available [Neff, Tillman , )959] . 
Rhom bic antennas of large size have also been 
investigated in a papei' by Decker [1 959]. which 
gives design for maximum gain. Design data for 
helical antennas for lengths up to lOA has been 
augmented by :Maclean and Kouyoumjian [1959]. 
They applied Scnsiper's infinite helix solu tion and 
obtained results valid up to a length of lOA. A 
new and very in teresting an tenna configuration is 
the trough waveguide invented b~~ Rotman and 
Oliner [1958]. A continuous trough waveguide is 
suitable for end fire radiation and a periodic asym
metrical design covers a number of radiation direc
tions including broadside [Rotman, Oliner, 1959] . 
Although the transverse resonance method is best 
applied to nonleaky structures, it has yielded good 
values for propagat.ion characteristics in this case. 

'I 

An excellent survey of the printed technique is 
given by M cDonough et al. [1957]. They cover 
such different types as ladders, rholl1 bics, cigars, 
and capacit~T-coupled collinear arrays. Another 
type of printed an tenna is the sandwich wire antenna 
of Rotman and Karas [1957, 1959]. This is an array 
of undulating wire strips wherein each wire acts as 
a qu asi-di screte leaky radiator. 

Evaluation. A most important paper on the effect 
of satellite spin on radiation performance has been 
contributed by Bolljahn [1958]. He shows that 
when the satellite spin axis and the antenna axis are 
not alined, the ground-received signal (with a CW 
signal radiated) spli ts in to three spectral componen ts. 
The var iation of these with the geometry of the 
configuration is derived. 

The evalu ation of aircraft and satellite antennas 
has always been difficult, especially Lhe comparison 
of different types of antennas, since impedance, 
pattern , and gain performance vary widely among 
types and even among variatiolls within each type . 
This evaluation problem has now been satisfac
torily solved by a series of papers. Lucke [1958] 
uses a chann el capacity formula to weight patterns 
and impedances over frequency and space. Moore 
[1958] compares the various ra ting schemes, the 
tIn'ee most important of which are the average 
channel capacity method of Lucke, the radiation 
pattern distribution function of Ellis, and the radi
tion pattern efficiency method of Granger. He 
shows tbat if carefully applied, all methods give 
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essentially similar results, and he therefore recotll
m.ends use of the simplest method, that is, the radia
tion pattern efficiency technique. This de:fines the 
quality in terms of the fraction of power radiated 
in useful directions . Impedance compensation or 
broadbanding of HF antennas has long been an art 
without suitable boundaries. However, the broad
banding potential of such antennas has now been 
bounded by two important papers. Vassiliadis and 
Tanner [1957] have approximated the impedance by 
a rational algebraic function from which the broad
banding capability is readily determined. Levis 
{l957] has used a differen t approach, that of relating 
the impedance bandwidth to the far :field polarization 
characteristics and to the stored energy. These 
papers allow determination of the best broadbanding 
available so that a bound can be placed on attempts 
to realize this performance physically. A final paper 
gives numerical integration computer techniques for 
antenn a pattern calcula tions [Allen, 1959]. 

Summary. As the effect of the co un terpo ise shape 
and size upon antenna radiation paLteI'n and im
pedance becomes better understood, it should be 
possible to devise quasi-empirical synthesis tech
niques which would allow opLimum advantage to be 
taken of this effect. The search for new <,nd ad
Yantageous radiaLor eo nfiguraLions, e.g., Lite sancl·
wich-wire, should continllf'. 

The authors thank Mary Lee Bllschkottcr for 
diligent effort in correcting and typing the manu
script. 
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A Bibliography on Coherence Theory 

G. B. Parrent[ Jr. * 

The inadequacy of the concepts of complete co
herence and complete incoherence for the description 
of physically interesting phenomena was recognized 
by Verdet in 1869 when he showed that sunlight 
could produce fringes in a Young's interference 
experiment. After Verdet the development of 
coherence theory before 1940 was associated with 
the names of Von Laue [1907], Van Cittert [1935], and 
F. Zernike [1937] . Each of these investigators 
introduced his own, apparently different, formula
tion of the theory- each formulation being well 
suited to the problems considered by the particular 
investigator. In [1951], H . H. Hopkins again re
formulated the theory in a manner which was par
ticularly suited to the treatment of imaging prob
lems. While each of these theories took account of 
intermediate states (partial coherence), they each 
suffered from one or more of the following restric
tions: (1) They were applicable only to fields created 
by incoherent sources; (2) they were applicable only 
to nearly monochromatic fields; (3) they were formu
lated in terms of undefined complex functions. 

These shortcomings were all removed in the new 
formulations of the theory of partial coherence 
introduced independently by Wolf [1955], and by 
Blanc-Lapierre and Dumontet [1955] . While these 
formulations are equivalent, it is much more con
venient to work with the definitions introduced by 
Wolf. Working with the Wolf theory of partial 
coherence, Parrent [1958- 1960] has extended the 
theory by finding several of the implications of the 
formulation and existence theorems for the basic 
functions of the theory and by showing how the 
approximate propagation laws of earlier theories are 
related to the solution of the wave equations that 
describe the propagation of partially coheren t radia
tion. Using these theorems it was possible to formu
late the imaging or mapping problem in a general and 
rigorous way for partially coherent illumination of 
arbitrary spectral width. 

Thus, finally, the formulation and structure of a 
rigorous theory of partial coherence for scalar fields 
is complete enough to be considered as an available 
tool for the solution of problems involving statistical 
radiation. Part A of this bibliography provides a 
reasonably complete survey of the principal works 
on the subject. 

The problem of discussing the behavior of, and 
formulating a calculus for, the description of vector 
fields is considerably more complex than the cor
responding scalar problem. Consequently in this 
area very little has been accomplished by comparison. 
rrhe general problem of discussing statistical vector 
fields consists in two essential concepts: Partial co-

* Air Force Cambridge Research Center. 

herence (the correlation between the disturbance at 
two different points), and partial polarization (the 
correlation of the various components at the same 
point). Limiting our attention to a plane wave 
eliminates coherence problems and isolates partial 
polarization effects. Wolf has treated this class of 
problems at some length in the last few years, and 
recently Parrent and Roman have used the resuli:;3 
of Wolf's work as a basis for constructing a matrix 
calculus for the study of partial polarization effects. 
Nonplane waves have not been extensively dis
cussed as yet; however, Roman has succeeded in 
generalizing the Stokes parameters to a set applicable 
to nonplane waves. This is, of course, an important 
first step in the understanding of this field . Part B 
of this bibliography is an attempt to list the most 
important papers related to the description of 
statistical vector fields . 
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A Bibliography of Automatic Antenna Data Processing 

c. J. Drane * 

Man y source detection applications have required 
ever higher antenna r~solving power to disting1~ish 
distant sources from adjacent sources. In the optlCal 
reo-ion the limita tion to the increase of resolution 
ha~ b~en the fluctuations existing in the earth's 
atmosphere. In the radio region, on the other 
hand the most immediately apparent limitation 
to high resolution has bee~ largely an econon:ic 
one the high cost of matenals, as well as the dIf
ficult problem of construction tolerance. Addi
tionally, recent work by [Skinner, 1960] has brought 
to light certain limitations on the gain aI~d resolvll1g 
power of antennas used for the receptlOn of ran
domly varying signals due to statistical fluctuations 
of the source distribution ancl /or of the intervening 
medium characteristics. 

In both the optical and radio region in terfero
metric techniques of one sort or anotber h ave yielded 
greater resolution than obtainable witl~ equa~ size 
dishes or mattress arrays. ConventlOnal mter
ferometry suffers from pattern ambiguity, but 
diyerse methods of data processing can be used to 
overcome tbis ambiguity, and to optimize different 
aspects of the antenna systems performance. 

In view of the fact that the resolving power of an 
interferometer is generally proportional to l /f.. , where l 
is the separaLion of interferometer elements while 
f.. is the wavelength of radiation, it would seem that 
one should either increase the separation (baseline) 
or the frequency or both. To increase the frequency 
without limit would be impractical, flI'st because of 
the decrease in source iu tensity with wavelength, 
then because the construcLion of large antennas and 
sensitive receivers is more difftcult as the wave
length decreases, and finally because one sometir~lCs 
wishes to study the diameter of a source as a functlOn 
of frequency.' All of these reasons favor increasing 
the interferometer baseline. 

Mills [1952] describes a radio transmission link 
as a means of increasing the baseline of the inter
ferometer- and thus the resolu tion of this instrument 
- with phase preserved in the following manner. 
The received signal frequency at one element of the 
interferometer is converted to a radiofrequency 
which is transmitted along with the local oscillator 
frequency over the same path to a receiver located 
near the other element. This signal is then recon
verted to the original frequency and combined with 
the signal from the other antenna, the latter signal 
having been delayed by an amount equivalent to tJ:1e 
propagation time across the radio link. T.here 1.S, 

however , a limitation on the length of tIns radIO 
link, which is introduced by the effect of turbul~~ce 
of the intervening medium on the phase stabIltty 
of the transmitted signal. When conver ting the 

' Air Force Cambridge Research Center. 

radio frequency signals at each antenna element of 
the interferom eter to a low frequency, transmitting 
by a radio link one of these low-frequency signals 
as an amplitude modulation of a radiofrequency 
carrier, and cross-correla ting the two low-frequency 
signals, it has been shown [Brown & Twiss, 1954; 
Brown et al. , 1952] that several advantages arise. 
The rela tive phase of the two low-frequency signals 
is more easily preserved than tha t of the radio 
frequency signals, and it is equal to the latter in 
this particular arrangement. In view of tbis, the 
baseline of this interferometer can be made much 
larger, possibly indefinitely so by recording the 
interierometer elemen t signals separately on mag
netic tape and cross-correlating later. The sys tem 
also happens to be less sensitive Lo ionospheric 
disturbances. One disadvantage is that the antenna 
yields information only about the amplitude dis
tribution across the source. It is also relatively 
insensitive to weak sources inasmuch as the signal
to-noise ratio is proportional (Ps/cPr+ Pc) )2, whereas 
for the usual in terferometer it is proportional to 
just P s/(Pr+Pc) , where P s=power in source signal, 
P r= receiver noise po,ver, P c= cosmic noise power. 

To improve the detecLion of weak "poin L" sou rces 
in the presence of much more intense extended 
sources or continuous background radiaLiol1 , Hy1e 
[1952] suggested Lhe periodic introduction of a half 
wavelength of cable into one of the antenna lines of 
an interferometer. The interference pattern has 
an alternating component in addition to a steady 
component as a result of the alternately in-phase 
and out-of-phase relationship between the two
antennas. Upon separating the alternating term 
from the steady one by m eans of a phase-sensitive 
detector, one can separate the background radiation 
from the "point" sources. Additionally, this system 
provides a means of more accurate determination of 
the position of radio sources in such a way as to be 
reasonably independent of rapid variations in the 
intensity of the radiation. The improvement of the 
ability to detect and localize weak signals by using
correlators has been investigated by Faran and 
Hills [1952] . They have pointed out that in some 
instances signal-to-noise ratios can be improved in 
some interferometers, but by no more than 3 db, 
while in others a decrease in this ratio is seen, 
compared to a conventional antenna sys tern. Any 
disadvantage here may be offset in part at least by 
the opportunity to use much higher gain recording 
instruments after the correla tor in view of the fact 
that the amount of background noise docs not 
contribute largely to the average output of the. 
correlator. They also suggest the possibility of 
t~'ading signal-processing time for physical antenna. 
SIze. 
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These sys tems previously described possess mul
t iple principal lobes and are, hence, am~ig~ous .when 
-several sources are present. By considenng mter
ferometer elements whose patterns differ essentially 
from one another, unidirectional interferometer 
patterns can be obtained. Ryle suggested that a 
,deer'ease in the solid angle of the principal lobe of 
t he reception pattern could be obtained without 
necessarily increasing the total antenna area thus 
p ermitting an increase. in the number of detect~ble 
-sources. Mills and Little [1953] have emphasized 
that the number of discrete sources with intensities 
a bove the detectable threshold will normally greatly 
,exceed the number which may b e separately 1'.0-

-solved so that one may attempt to design antennas 
-of iner:eased resolving power but relatively low gain 
that may lack very little of the usefulness of conven
tional antennas, and cost a great deal less. They 
have introduced a sys tem consisting of two linear 
arrays mutually perpendicular in the form of a cross, 
such that phase centers are coincident. 'iVhen the 
technique of phase switching of the signal in one 
antenna channel is coupled with synchronous de
tec tion of the product of the fan-shaped patterns of 
the two antennas , a pencil-shaped single-lobed pat
tern is produced. Covington and Bro ten [1957] 
have invest.igated an interferometer similarly com
posed of two dissimilar linear antenna elements; 
however , these are arranged along the same axis 
end-to-end . The two elements, one a nonresonan t 
slotted waveguide array, the other a two-clement 
interferometer , are coupled by a rotary phase shifter, 
to produce upon synchronous detection of the alter
nating componen t in the radiation pattern a single
lobed fan-shaped beam with a twofold increase in 
resolving power in one plane over that of a uniform 
array of equal dimension. To produce a nonam
biguous radiation pattern, also with an economy of 
t he number of antenna elements, Band a nd vValsh 
[1959] have used two linear additive alTays of uni
formly spaced nondirectional elements- the common 
spacing being differen t in each and greater than a 
wavelength- as inpu ts to a correlator. N onall1-
bigui ty was also achieved by t hem when they re
placed one of the linear arrays by a closely spaced or 
continuous aperture antenna. These techmques 
ha ve resul ted in the use of fewer olemen ts , as well 
as an improvement in signal- to-noise ratio over an 
equivalen t additive array. For reasons of stabili ty 
,of the multiplication process, amplitude modula tion 
is imposed on the radio frequency signal. The 
desired correla tio n signal is the outpu t of an audio
filter tun ed to the modulation frequency and fol
lowing the multiplier. 

Berman and Clay [1957] have considered non
uniformly-spaced omnidirectional detectors whose 
ou tputs are selectively multiplied together and t ime 
averaged according to a prescribed plan, such that 
a directional pattern results that is equivalent to 
that of a linear additive array of a larger number 
of elements. H ere, too , the length of the multi
plicative array often turns out to be half that of the 
equivalent one. 
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A comparison between the arrays of Faran and 
Hill and those of Berman and Clay has been made 
by Fakley [1959] for three applications: (a) The de
tection of a "point" source in a noisy background ; -, 
(b) the resolution of two closely spaced point sources ; 
and (c) the measuremen t of intensity distribu tion 
across an extended source. It was shown that the 
type of arrays described by Berman and Clay for 
four receiving elements, under idealized conditions, 
has no particular advantage over the other for the 
applications mentioned . It was also suggested that < 
this conclusion could be extended to arrays consisting 
of more than four elements. 

Drane [1959] has studied the coupling of a direc
tional array with nonuniformly spaced omnidirec
tional elements after the fashion of Berman and Clay, 
but modified by the addition of continuously ro tating 
phase shifters selectively used in conj unction with 
synchronous detection to yield nonambiguous radia
tion patterns . The suggested application has been 
to the tracking of moving targets which can be 
considered essentially "point" sources. Walsh and 
Band [1960] have also investigated such systems. 

Time can be used as a degree of freedom supple
mentary to the three dimesions of space to achieve 
greater flexibility in the design of antennas. For 
example, it has been shown by Shanks and Bickmore 
[1959] that, in general, by periodic modulation of one 
or more of the antenna parameters (phase distribu
tion, physical size, frequency, etc.) one obtains a 
temporally fluctuating radiation pattern. This pat
tern can be analyzed as an infinite sum of harmonics, 
and associated with each such frequency channel is 
a characteristic spatial distribution. They have 
applied such techniques to multipattel'l1 operation, 
simultaneous scannin g [Shanks, 1959a] , and sidelobe 
suppression [Shanks, 1959b]. 

Barber [1958] points out that on interpreting the 
"compound interferometer" of Covington and Bro ten 
as an array of essentially omnidirectional elementary 
detectors, two widely spaced ones formin g the simple 
interferometer with several closely and uniformly 
spaced elements comprising the slotted waveguide, 
the receiving pa ttern can be considered the sum of 
all possible mean products of one element of the 
interferometer and one element of the long array. 
H e suggests that one can also obtain the same mem
bers of the sum with several other configura tions, all 
consisting essen tially of two arrays in a line each 
having uniformly spaced elements of common spacing 
different from the other array of the confi guration . 
The system with the fewest number of elements (for 
co nstant overall length) is that in which the number 
of detectors of one array differs from that of the other 
by at most uni ty. Covington and Broten [19581 
have extended their system in just this fashion by 
adding two elements separated from each other and 
the extreme element of the simple interferometer by 
a distance equal to the length of the long array, i .e., 
by the separation of the interferometer elements. 
To ensure that all necessary signal products are ob
tained appropriate switches are used . It is to be 
noted that since the length of the long array remained 



the same, the resolving power was doubled, but the 
analytical properties of the radiation pattern r e

I mained unchanged. In the system discussed by 
> Drane the overall length is extended not by producing 

two different but uniformly spaced arrays, but by 
u ing a uniformly and closely spaced array (to 

> simulate the continuous array), another array whose 
interelement spacing increases in accordance with a 

I geometric progression, as well as appropriately 
, placed frequency shifters. Dausin, Niebuhr, and 
\' Nilsson [1959] while examining the problem of the 

reception of wideband signals have arrived at just 
such a n "optimum" spacing on considering elemental 

~ arrays of variable spacing with the elements coupled 
( by matched filters. 
I The work of Rock and Stone [1~S8] on the equiva
j lence between dimensional properties of antennas 
? and frequency content of signal in the production of 

a given response is in essential agreement with the 
I results of Dausin, Niebuhr, and Nilsson for multi-
1 element arrays, wide-band SO Llrce , and with those 
I of Covington and Bro ten , Drane, Walsh, aud Band 

for complex interferometric array and monochro
J matic somces (artifi cially made mul tifrequency). 
~ They have shown that in a detection system antenna 

ize and space complexity can be reduced for the 
d etection of wide-band (continuous or discrete spec
trum) signals by using a two-receiver cross-correla
tion antenna system. With such a system direc
tional pattem s equivalent to those characteristic of 
multielement, aJditi O, - narrow-band arrays are 
obtainable. H ere, there exists the limi tation im
posed by the r equirement that the antennas used in 
the interferometer complex b i:' fairly broadband. 

White, Ball, and Deckett [1959] have made a com
prehensive study of nonlinear antennas of the various 
types considered above, comparing each one with 
linear antennas. They have found that the per
formance of any nonlinear antenna in the prese nce of 
continuous interference is inferior to a lineal' one in 

~ the same environment. Power gain and directivity 
I of the nonlinear antenna are lik:ewise generally in

ferior to those of the lineal' antenna. By al'ti6cially 
broadbanding the transmitted signal or confining the 

'I application to low-duty-cycle transmission these 
disadvantages may be made less signi6cant. How
ever, a nonlinear antenna of the space-coincidence 

L type is described to provide a spatial selectivity not 
(' obtainable with a linear antenna. 
I We have been tallcing about situations in which it 
1 may be said that the data processing is done essen
\ tially automatically by the antenna system . Much 

work has been done and thoroughly discussed in the 
I literature [Astia AD117067, 1957; Bracewell & 

Robert, 1954; Arsac, 1957] on the subj ect of the r extraction of information about and reconstruction 
1 of the SOUTce intensity distribution from a knowledge 
I of the information actually received by a conven
, tional antenna, as well as of the properties (shape 

\ 
and apertUTe field distribution) peculiar to the 
antenna it elf. H ere, the term space-frequency
periodic spatial intensity distribution- is introduced. 

> In both the optical and radio regions the receptor 

acts effectively as a low pass space frequency filter 
whose cutoff frequency is proportional to the physical 
extent of the receptor's apertUTe. This provides a 
distinct limita tion to the extent to which the SOlll'ce 
characteristics may be reconstructed from the signal 
distribution actually observed. 
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Progress During the Past Three Years In Surface and 
Leaky Wave Antennas ( 

F. J. Zucker* 

This summary report begins where the previous DRSI report on traveling:wave antennas 
[Cottony and others 19591 left off. The bibliography partially overlaps that III tl~e prevlOus 
reference: papers th~t were previously listed as reports, but have since appeared III t he open 
literature are listed here again with their journal references [Pease, 1958; Plu~mer, 1958; 
Hansen, 1957; Hougardy and Hansen, 1958; P!ummer and I:Iansen, 1957; Fnedman ~nd 
Williams, 1958; Weeks, 1957; Goldstone and Olmer, 1959; ElllOtt, 1957; Kelley and ElllOt, 
1957; Hines and Dp on, 19581. . 

Though both surface and leaky wave antennas belong to the general class of travelmg 
wave radiators, they differ essentially in radiatio~ mechanism, design prin~ip~es, apd Ile~
formance characteristics. Surface waves are gUlded by the real or arttfiClal dIelec,oflc 
structure along which they travel, and radiate only at disconti~uiti~s; usually: there is Just 
one of these the termination. The total antenna pattern, whICh IS endfire, lS formed b~ 
superpositio~ of terminal radiation and direct radiation from the feed. Beam shapmg POSSI
bilities are limited. This type of radiator is nevertheless important wbene.ver ante,nna 
height (as of a dish) must be traded for length. Leaky waves, by contrast, radIate contlllu
ously as they travel along the aperture, and very precis.e pattern cOI,ltrol ca~ J:le achieved. 
The beam is non-endfire and can be scanned over WIde angles WIth negligIble pattern 
deterioration. 

1. Surface Wave Antennas 

The excitation of sUTface waves, a problem that 
received considerable attention in the period before 
1957 [Cottony and others, 195~; Fried~an and 
Williams, 1958], was fUTther exammed. WaIt [1957; 
1958] gave a unified treatI?ent of sur~ace .wave 
excitation by a dipole over dIversely mo~ified mter
faces. While it had been lmown preVIOusly that 
efficiency of excitation depends on endfire directivity 
of the feed [Kay and Z~cke~, 1959l, Bro~n ~ow 
shows [1959] in a paper WIth mterestlllg ~e~Ign Im
plications that in th~ a~s~nce of supeq~ammg, the 
efficiency of a ~oUTce .Is lImIt~d to :=t maXImum "yalue 
that is a functIOn of Its phYSIcal SIze. In contlllua
tion of earlier WOl'k, Reynolds and Sigelman [1959] 
report that very clean sin ~/.~ p:;ttterns are obtainable 
by using feeds that are dIstrIbut~d over the ~rst 
third of the antenna length. TUTlllng 01?-r attentI?n 
to more specific structUTesl we find a preCIse an~lysIs, 
using Wiener-Hopf technIques, of the launchlllg of 
TM surface waves by a parallel plate waveguide 
(Angulo and Chang [1959aJ). Duncan [19?8] ~ives a 
Sommerfeld-type treatment of ~he eXCItatIOn of 
dielectric rods; the mode he con~Id~rs (lowest ~1~) 
is not that used in antenna applIcatIOns, but thIS IS 
the first time that the excitation problem on a rod 
has been tackled at all. In a paper of considerable 
practical interest, DuHamel and Duncan [1958] 
measure the efficiency with which diverse slot and 
wire feeds excite the HEll mode on a rod. 

The terminal discontinuity of a dielectric slab 
was examined in detail by Angulo [1957], who used 
variational techniques to find the terminal impe~a~ce 
and stationary phase methods for the radIatIOn 
pattern. Angulo and Chang [1959b] calculated the 
terminal impedance of the lowest TM mode. on a 
dielectric rod, Arbel [1959] analyzed the iermlllated 
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dielectric disk, and Kay [1959] gave a de~ailed 
description using Wiener-Hop.f met~lods, of dIs~on- ~ 
tinuities on reactive surfaces, lllcludlllg the termlllal ~ 
discontinuity. He calculated and plotted radiation r 
fields and the surface wave reflection and transmis- ~ 
sion coefficients. 

The radiation mechanism of surface wave anten
nas can be viewed in two ways: As the superposition 
of radiation from two quasi-point sOUTces- the fe.ed 
and the terminal discontinuity- or as the FOUTlCr 
integral over the current distribution along the I 

antenna tructUTe. As one finds them di cussed in 
the literatUTe, these two approaches lead to pattern 
calculations and design recommendations that partly 
contradict each other. Zucker [1958] showed, for a 
simple case, what approx~mations are i~volved. in 
deriving each from the ngorous Green s functIOn 
formulation and indicated how the two approaches 
are reconciled by taking these approximations into ·1 
account. Schlesinger and Vigants [1959] improved 
the conventional apertUTe integration approach and 
were able to predict the pattern of dielectric rods j 
with higher accuracy than .before .. Kay [19601 
examined the near field of YagIs expel'lmentally and i 
gave physical details that connect the two 
approaches. 

Optimum design principles of surface wave antennas '1 
are still largely based on cut-and-try methods. 
Ehrenspeck and Poehl~r. [1959] sJ::owed h~nv the 
Hansen-Woodyard condItIon for optImum gam must 
be modified for surface wave antennas, and Ehren
speck and Kearns [1957] used parasitic side rows to 
suppress the sidelobe level. of a 1;" agi to 30 db. 
Bandwidths of 2:1 were achieved WIth polyrods by 
Parker and Anderson [1957] . Optimum design 
principles based on this and earlier work were col
lected for systematic presentation in the Handbook 
of Antenna Engineering [Zucker, 1960]. 

One approach to pattern control is to place radiating 
discontinuities at discrete intervals along a surface 
wave antenna, for ,example by spilling a polyrod.with l 



hort; pieces of wire, coupling being controlled by the 
depth and angle of insertion [Duncan and DuHamel , 
1957). A Goubau wire was similarly spiked [Scheibe, 
1958). A two-dimensional slot array excited by the 

) surface wave on a dielectric image line, was shown 
by Cooper et al. [195 ) to be capable of producing a 
broadside, endfire, or sidefire pattel'l1 , depending on 

" the arrangement of the slots. 
A second approach to pattern control consists in 

the use of variable impedance surfaces. Felsen 
~ [1957; 1959) gave thc first rigorous solution to a 
> problem of this type: he showed that on a surface 
I with linearly increasing admittance (impedance) a 

TM (TE) surface wave propagates at the velocity of 
light with cylindrically spreading phase front, and 

: without loss in total energy. This result is a key to 
I> the understanding of long tapered sections on surface 

wave antennas. Oliner and Hessel [1957) performed 
a detailed modal analysis of sinusoidally varying 

, impedance sheets, showing that for periods shorter 
than about half a wavelength the surface supports 
a wave that is wholly trapped, while longer periods 
produce a leaky wave. An exact procedure for the 
design of an interface that supports a prescribed 
spectrum of waves (a "modulated" surface wave) 

I has been given by Bolljahn [1959). This important 
~ group of paper is the bridge between earlier work 
I on surface wave modulation [Cottony and others, 

1959), which did not (;:oncern itself with physical 
realizability, and the ultimate goal, which is pattern 
control- including the generation of non-endfil'e 

> beams- with parasitically excited antenna structures. 
A third approach to pattern control employs a 

distributed feed that is coupled to the antenna along 
its entire length. In continuation of earlier work 
Cottony and others [1959), Weeks [1957), and Giarola 
[1959) analyzed this problem in terms of coupled 
waveguide theory and obtained experimental results 
on a 40 A. long Yagi coupled to a two-wire line. It 
is , however, doubtful whether practically useful 

\ 
means for independently controlling phase and am
plitude along the structure can eyer be found in this 

j way. 
Turning now to more specific structmes, we find 

I that the dielectric rod continue receiving attention. 
{ Kornhauser [1959) gives general results on the modal 

1
, characteristics of rods of very general cross sections, 

and Mickey and Chad'wick [1958] worked with rods 
of dielectric constants up to 165, which are very 
much thinner than polYTods (though just as long, for 

1 equal pattern performance). Reggia, Spencer, et a1. 
I [1957] excited aTrays of ferrimagnetic rods inserted 
~ in a cavity or the narrow wall of a waveguide, and 
I show diverse arrangements for rapid switching, turn-

ing the plane of polarization, lobing, etc. Work on 
broadband polYTods [Parker and Anderson, 1957] has 

!. already been mentioned. 
I 

I The relation between the phase velocity of a sur-
face wave on a Yagi and the height, diameter, and 

) spacing of the elements was found experimentally in 
I [Ehrenspecl and Poehler, 1959), supplementary data 

being furnished by FTOSt [1957] and Spector [1958]. 
Sengupta [1959), using a loaded transmission line 

model, and Serracchioli and Levis [1959), using an 
approximate coupled element approach, calculated 
these r~!ations theoretically; their result.s agree quite 
well WIth the experimental data. Very long Yagis 
are treated in Kay, [1960), and twisted Yagis (for 
circular polarization) in Reynolds and Sigelman, 
[1959]. 

A number of new structures were examined. Hyne
n:an and Hougardy (1958) invented an array of con
tIgUOUS below-cutoff waveguides with closely-spaced, 
nonresonant, transverse slots. Sengupta [1958] dis
cussed a zigzag antenna, and Querido [1958] gave an 
approximate treatment of the fakir's bed antenna 
(array of pins) . 

Area sources permit scanning in azimuth. Gold
stone and Oliner [1959b] pointed out a general rela
tion for surface waves that trayel ohliquely across a 
corrugated surface, supplementing earlier work 
[Hougardy and Hansen, 195 ] on the scanning of 
such an antenna. Walter [1957) obtain 3600 scan 
from a dielectric sheet Luneberg lens whose elevation 
pattern is shaped by the surface wave. 

Volume arrays of endflre line sources have diverse 
applications. Ehrenspeck and K earns [1959] used a 
Yagi-Adcock arrangement for satellite tracking. 
Kamen and Bogner [1959) arc interested in the ad
vantages, under certain circumstances, of arrays of 
cigar or Yagi antennas over dishes and have built 
several satellite tracking and communication arrays 
of this type. An interesting new structure, called 
the backfire antenna [Ehrenspeck, 1960], looks like a 
Yagi with a large flat reflector at the end opposite 
the feed, and produces gain up to 6 db above that 
of an equal-length surface wave line source. 

The influence of a finite ground plane on the pat
tern of an endfire surface-wave antenna has been 
considered by Wait and Conda. The model they 
used was a conducting half-plane which itself could 
be located in the interface of an imperfectly con
ducting half-space [Wait and Conda, 1958). The 
main effect of the truncation is to tilt the beam 
upward and to degrade the side lobe level. 

Another related problem, treated by Cullen [1960], 
is the excitation of a corrugated cylinder by an axial 
slot. He showed for certain combinations of cylinder 
dimensions and surface impedance that a very pure 
cos mq, pattern may be produced. This work bas 
been extended by Wait and Conda [1960] who also 
treated elliptic cylinders with a nonuniform distribu
tion of surface impedance. 

2. Leaky Wave Antennas 

Earlier work by Marcuvitz [IRE Trans., 1959] and 
Barone [IRE Trans., 1959] has clarified the manner 
in which leaky waves, in spite of their nonspectral 
nature, enter in the de cription of the total field of a 
somce above an interface. Barone and H essel [1958] 
continue this work for the case of an electric line 
soune over a dielectric slab. 

To calculate the parameters of leaky waves, 
Goldstone and Oliner [1959a; 1958) introduce a 
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perturbaLion procedure that is very much simpler 
than solving directly the complicated transcendental 
equations that arise in these problems. 

Atten tion has focused principally on foul' groups 
of leal\.y wave structures. The asymmetric trough 
waveguide was analyzed by Rotman and 01ine1'[1959], 
and applications were made by Rotman and N au
mann [1958] that include positioning the beam in the 
broadside region by periodically reversing the deep 
and shallow side of the trough. Unlike conventional 
slot antennas , the periodically asymmetric trough 
guide can be scanned through broadside. 

The iransvel'se wire grid antenna developed by 
Honey [1959] has excellent frequency scanning 
properties (no beam deterioration from 30° to 70 ° 
off endfire) , and allows precise pattern control. It 
has been used as an X-band area source [Honey, 
1959], as a millimeter waveline so urce [Honey, 1960], 
as an area source cUl'ved on a cylindrical surface 
[Shimizu and Honey, 1960], and as a flat center-fed 
disk [Hill and Held, 1958]. 

Jones and Shimizu [1959] designed an area array 
of thick transverse slots which, in contrast to the wire 
grid, is vertically polarized. Hyneman [1959] gave 
a careful treatment of closely-spaced transverse slo ts 
in thin-walled rectangular waveguide. Earlier work 
on the "serrated" waveguide [Elliot, 1957 ; Kelly and 
Elliot, 1957] had treated the thick-~valled C9,se. . 

The longslot in wavegUlde, whlch had 1'ecClved 
much attention in Cottony and others [1959] , was 
examined by Nishida [1959a] for the case when it is 
covered by a thin dielectric sheet. Nishida also 
analyzed the effect on leaky wave phase velocity 
and attenuation of coupling two parallel long slots 
in a plane [Nishida, 1959b] or on a cylinder [Nishida, 
1959c]. 

As in the case of surface wave antennas, feeds can 
be desiO'ned for leaky waves that couple along the 
entire l~ngth of structure. 'rhe advantage in this 
instance is that the initial section of the leaky wave 
antenna would not have to carry as much power as it 
must wben fed from one end. Barkson [1957], with 
this goal in mind though confu~ing himself to a 
shielded case, analyzed the couplmg of rectangular 
waveguides thTough a common br~ad wall with ~on
resonant transverse slots. MacPhlC [1959] exammed 
a radiating coupled structure, and by varying the 
coupling region achieved mechanical beam scanning. 

3. Assessment and Predictions 

Although the launchil~g of s~rfac~ w~ves, and their 
radiation from the termmal dlscontll1U1ty, have each 
been separately analyzed in c~nsiderable detail, the 
combined and much more dIfficult problem of a 
source exciting an impedance structure of finite 
length has not yet been tackled. This ought to 
be done. 

Attempts will probably be made to place the 
optimum desigI!- of surface wave .antennas on a firm 
theoretical basls. N ow that ngorous results are 
available on tapered impedance surfaces, for example, 
there is hope that an eA,})lanation can be found for the 

cut-and-dry rule that, for maximum gain, the taper 
should be short, for minimum sidelobes longer, and 
for wide bandwidth as long as the antenna itself. 

Antenna structures that combine broadside aper
ture and endfire line source features (such as the 
backfire antenna) will receive attention. An effort 
should be made to synthesize artificial or natural 
dielectrics with more broadband dispersion charac
teristics than those of present structures. 

Variable impedance surfaces will be used in 
attempts to diveraify the pattern potentialities of 
surface wave antennas. Structures that permit 
independent control of amplitude and phase along 
the aperture are especially needed if modulation 
techniques are to become a practical reality. 

The principal item of unfinished business in the 
theory of leaky wave antennas is the solution of a 
source problem over a complex impedance interface, 

I 

1 

on which the leaky wave- unlike in the case of the 
dielectric slab previously considered- is the dominant r 
part of the total field. 

An interesting problem that could be examined is 
the synthesis of complex impedance interfaces whose 
dispersion is such as to result in some prescribed 
variation of scan angle with frequency. Alterna
tively, the dispersion could perhaps be controlled 
(ferroelectricallyor mechanically) to allow programed 
scanning. Scanning through broadside with peri
odically asymmetric structures will no doubt be fully 
exploited . 
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